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ABSTRACT 
The Kutch region of the Gujarat State of India is a 
classic one of marine Jurassic rocks in the world. It is 
famous for its exceptionally rich assemblage of well-
preserved taxa, particularly those belonging to Ammonoidea. 
It has undoubtedly provided an interesting field of study to 
geo-scientists since the middle of the nineteenth century. 
This region has, therefore, been subjected to intensive 
geological and palaeontological studies. A great volume of 
literature has since accumulated on the palaeontological 
and stratigraphical aspects of the Kutch geology. However, 
the micropalaeontological investigations, particularly on 
foraminifera, have been carried out after 1955 and since 
then numerous publications have appeared on the 
foraminiferal studies of the Jurassic rocks of Kutch. The 
present work is a comprehensive effort in this direction. 
It deals with a well-developed Jurassic sequence exposed 
at the Jumara Hills, near Jumara village in the western 
part of the Kutch mainland; and it is the first detailed 
account of Jurassic foraminifera recovered from these 
sediments. 
The Jurassic sequence of the Jumara Hills, Kutch, 
includes three formations, namely, Patcham, Chari and 
11 
Katrol, comprising the sampling units JM/i to JM/iO in an 
ascending order. The best exposures of these formations 
occur in Barh nala and Teen Phuar nala cuttings there. The 
Patcham ano Chari sediments of the studied sequence are 
mainly calcareous and have yielded a fairly rich foraminiferal 
assemblage comprising fifty-one species, dominated by 
vaginulinids and nodosariids. The Katrol sediments are 
chiefly arenaceous, contain oblitrated and abraded tests 
of post-Mesozoic foraminiferal species and therefore, they 
have been given a cursory treatment in the present study. 
The foraminiferal investigations have also led to the 
erection of two new species, viz., Flabellammina bharatica and 
Marginulina jumaraensis. Eighteen foraminiferal species 
are being described for the first time from the Kutch 
region. 
The taxonomy of foraminifera -constitutes the main 
part of the present study. It includes diagnosis, 
descriotion and taxonomic comments of all the fifty-one 
species. Dimorphism and variation of some of the species, 
which, are either abundant or frequent in the Juraara 
material, have also been worked out. F. bharatica n. sp. 
is abundant and exhibits high degree of morphological 
variation in our assemblage. It has been subjected to 
Ill 
statistical analysis. 
On the basis of the presence of a fairly good number 
of short ranging foraminiferal species, mostly confined 
to Callovian-Oxfordian strata in different regions of the 
world, it has been possible to assign a Callovian-
Oxf ordian age to the studied sequence. Callovian-Oxfordian 
boundary has also been delineated in the Jumara area on 
the basis of certain marker foraminiferal species of the 
present assemblage. 
It has been endeavoured to interpret the depositional 
environment of the exposed Patcham and Chari sequences in 
the Jumara Hills on the basis of foraminiferal, lithological 
and field data. The study suggests that the deposition in 
the study-area commenced in an open marine environment with 
calm water conditions in the deep-shelf region and 
terminated wibh shoaling marine environment with intermittent 
fluctuations due to occasional shifting of the shore-line. 
For a brief span, lagoon or marsh conditions having low 
salinity also prevailed in the area during the deposition 
of the middle part of the Chari Formation and the 
environment was more hospitable for flourishing of the 
arenaceous foiaminifera. 
The [)resent study of the Callovian-Oxf ordian 
IV 
foraminiferal assemblage is herein used to overview the 
Jurassic foraminiferal biogeography of western Peninsular 
India. The micro-faunal investigations reveal that not 
only are xhe most foraminiferal species of Kutch Jurassic 
identical and/or similar in their morphological features 
to those described from different Tethyan regions but also 
a similar trend in their frequency is exhibited by a 
fairly good number of species common to these regions. 
The Jumara foraminiferal assemblage of Kutch, however 
includes some species described from different parts of 
Europe and North America. However, there are notable 
differences in their morphological characters as well as in 
frequency. The Jumara assemblage exhibits a distinct 
Tethyan affinity. The present study suggests that during 
Doggar and Malm epochs, Kutch was having a close sea 
connection with Central Arabia, Iran, Afghanistan and 
Rajasthan (India) on the one hand and Somalia and 
jVlalagache on the other. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 AIM OF STUDY 
Geology owes a lot Lo the Jurassic rocks vvhicl: are of 
great historical importance in framing up several fundamental 
ideas of the subject. From t!-.e study of Jurassic rocks, 
not only have come into view some of the basic concepts of 
stratigraphy and palaeontology but also has the study of 
these rocks been useful in solving various problems concerning 
the history of the earth and evolution of life. During the 
Jurassic time, remarkable changes took place in the 
distribution pattern of the continents. The Jurassic Period 
has been characterised by quantitative and quantitative 
changes in some groups of aniinals and plants as v/ell as by 
emergence of some new ones exhibiting increased modernization. 
The Jurassic rocks in many oarts of the world are the 
repository of plant remains and marine invertebrate fossils. 
Of these, the Kutch region of Peninsular India is one; it 
comprises one of the finest development of the marine Jurassic 
rocks in the world. 
The Kutch earthquake of 1819 seems to have attracted 
attention of geoscientists from many disciplines. It was for 
the first time that much interest was created in the study of 
oalaeontology and stratigraphy of the Jurassic rocks of this 
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Map shovnng locafion of the study area 
region. An overview of the literature reveals that at Lent Ion 
was mainly focused on the mega-fossiIs, especially the 
ammonites recorded from these rocks. However, the 
micropalaeonLologJcal investigations, nartlcularly on 
foraminifera of the Jurassic rocks of Kutch, have been carried 
out sometime after 1955. The results of foraminiferal studies 
have been very useful in the reconstruction of palaeogeoqrophy, 
palaeocliraato ano depositional history of that time. 
The micropalaeontology section of the Department of 
Geology, /digarh Muslim University, undertook a comprehensive 
study of the Jurassic foraminifera of Kutch for more than two 
decades. The present work incorporates the results of the 
foraminiferal studies from the Jurassic sediments exposed at 
Jumara Hills, near Jumara village (23°40' 40" : 69° 04' 00") 
in the Kutch region (text-fig. 1; pi. 1, fig. l). Though the 
present study is confined to a comparatively small area, it 
represents a well-developed sequence of the Jurassic 
succession of Kutch. 
1.2 LOCATION A;-JD PrlYSlOGRAPHY 
Jumara is one of the villages of Nakhatrana sub-division 
of Bhuj which is the headquarters of district Kutch in Gujarat 
State (pi. 1, fig. 2). It is about 80 km northwest of Bhuj 
and is accessible from Bhuj by a motorable road. Bhuj is 
connected by roao and rail to Ahemdabad, the capital of 
Gujarat State of India. 
Jumara is a remote village in the Kutch region and is 
surrounded by low hills. The study-area is located near tiie 
Rann of Kutch, about 400 m north of Jumara village. The- main 
emphasis placed in the present work is on two sections, vjz., 
Barh nala (nala = flooded stream in rainy season) and Teen 
phuar nala cuttings v^ /here the well-exposed Jurassic outcrops 
occur. Barh nala is the most prominent nala of thc^  study-area, 
though the whole area is dissected by a number of nalas. It 
originates somewhere northwest of Jumara Hills and follows a 
zig-zag course towards the Rann of Kutch where it finally 
vanishes in the Rann. The Barh nala cuts across the entire 
exposed Jurassic sequence v;hile Teen phuar nala is largely 
restricted to the older formation of the sequence which occurs 
as an inlier in these hills (text-fig. 3). 
The comolete Kutch region, including Jumara, is 
characterised by a flat undulating topography with small 
isolated hillocks aopearing here and there. The greater part 
of the region has a desolate desertic look v\'ith vast tracts 
of land spotteo by wind-blown sands and saline wastes of the 
Rann of KuLch. The dominant vegetation in the region comprises 
thorny busnes ano cactus plants (pi. 2, figs. 1 S. 2). Summer 
0 
is extremely hot with a maximum temperature rising up to 48 C. 
Rainfall is either very low or negligiijle in the region. 
1.3 METHODOLOGY 
1.3.1 Field 'vVork: After making a thorough survey of the 
entire study-area, sampling stations were marked in the Barh 
nala and Teen phuar nala cuttings exhibiting the good Jurassic 
exoosures and bed-by-bed samples were collected along the-, two 
sections for their foraminiferal study. A total of thirty-
one samples were obtained on the basis of lithological 
variations in the area. 
1.3.2 Laboratory Techniques: The samples were first crushed, 
boiled and treated with either sodium carbonate or sodium 
hydroxide depending upon the nature of the samples. The 
disintegrated material was washed and screened through a set 
of standard sieves of 30, 60 and 120 mesh. It was then 
dried in an oven and placed on a picking-tray. The foraminiferal 
tests were picked with the help of a fine sable-hair brush 
under a stereozoom binocular microscope. Some of the 
foraminiferal tests were treated with hydrogen-per-oxide 
(solution containing 6% H^O^ by weight) to remove the matrix 
on their surfaces. For identification and detailed sxudy, the 
foraminiferal specimens were arranged in squared faunal 
assemblage slides. 
In order to get accurate outline and other morphological 
details of the individual f oraminif eral species, th.e 
snocimens were first photographed and then traced and shaded 
for preparing the f±nal illustrations. 
i.-i SCOPE OF WOPK 
A orolific Jurassic foraminiferal assemblage has been 
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obtained from the Jumara ar^ac The taxonomic study of the 
present assemblage constiLutes the main part of the present 
workc The Jurassic ioraminjfera are known to exhibit a wide 
range of inter- as vjell as intra-spocific variations and 
the same applies to the Jumara assemblage also. Thus, the 
variation study of some of the foraminiferal species, which 
are either abundant or frequent in our material has also been 
investigated. In variational study, due care has been taken 
of the species having dimorphic generations. The detailed 
taxonomic study also led to the erection of two new species 
belonging to the genus Flabellammina Cushman, 1928, and 
Marginulina d'Orbigny, 1826. 
It is well-known that the majority of Jurassic 
foraminiferal species are long-ranging and truly marker 
species are either rare or absent in this period. Thus, they 
are not very reliable for dating the sediments. However, 
some generalizations have been made in this regard to date the 
studied sequence. 
An attempt has also been maoe in the present work to 
interpret the depositional environment of the studied Jurassic 
sequence on the basis of foraminiferal, lithological and field 
data. 
The Jumara foraminiferal assemblage is compared with 
the Jurassic foraminiferal assemblages described from other 
locaJitLPG of tlio Kulcii region and also from western 
RajasLhun, InJja, as well as from certain regions of the 
world tor t! '^  oroorr understanding of the palaeozoogeography 
of the Kutch roqjon auring the Jurassic time. 
CHAPTHR II 
HISTORICAL REVIEW 
The Kutch region of Peninsular India is famous for 
its exceptionally rich assemblage of well-preserved fossil 
taxa particularly those belonging to Ammonoidea. This 
region has,, therefore, been subjected to intensive geological 
and palaeontological studies. It has undoubtedly provided 
an interesting field of study to geo-scientists since the 
middle of the nineteenth century and a great volume of 
literature has since accumulated on the palaeontological 
and stratiqraphical aspects of Kytch geology. 
The history of geological investigations of Kutch 
region comnenced with a paper by Grant (1837) presented 
before the Geological Society of London. The first view on 
the geological structure of the area was put forward by 
Blanford (1867); but it was Wynne (1872) who made a 
detailed investigation of the geology of Kutch. This 
providea a base to all subsequent workers. It is beyond the 
scope of the present work to summarise the work done by 
earlier workers on different problems of geology of this 
region and, therefore, only those references which concern 
forammifera have been oealt with at some length whereas 
otiiL-r significant contributions have been simply listed. 
The foraminiferal investigation on Kutch Jurassic was 
first made by Tewari (1957, ijn S. R. N. Rao) who recorded 
following foraminifora from Patchani sediments of Habo Hills; 
Aulotortus, Textularia, Bigenerina, SpiroDlectammina and 
Gaudryina. 
A rich Jurassic foraminiferal assemblage comprising 
twenty-six species was described by Subuotina et_ al_, (i960) 
from southeast of Lodai village on the eastern flank of Habo 
Hills, Kutch mainland, and Khwada in the Rann of Kutch. On 
the basis of foraminiferal evidence, these authors suggested 
a Callovian to Oxfordian age to their studied sequences. 
Agrawal and Singh (1961) recorded the occurrence of 
following fifteen genera of foraminifera from near Habo Hills, 
Kutch mainland: Rhabdammina, Ammodiscus, Aiimobaculites, 
Quinqueloculina, Triloculina, Robulus, LentJ culina, Nodosaria, 
Saracenaria, Vaginulina, Palmula, Nonion, Elphidium, Rotalia 
and Anomalina. These authors, however, did not put forward 
any explanation about the unusual presence of Elphidium, 
essentially a Tertiary genus, in the Jurassic assemblage. 
Nearly one and a half decade after the detailed 
foraminiferal work of Subbotina et_ al_. (i960), Bhalla and his 
co-workers made comprehensive foraminiferal investigations 
on the Jurassic rocks exposed at Habo Hills, Jhurio Hill, 
Kaiya Hill., and Jumara Hills, situateo in the Kutch mainland 
from east xo west which appeared in a series of publications: 
Bhalla and Abbas (1975a, b, c; 1976a, b; 1978; 1984), Bhalla 
and Talib (1978; 1980; 1985a, b, c), Bhalla and Lai (1985) 
and Bhalla et al. (1986). On the basis of foraminiferal 
evidence, these authors (Bhalla o£. citj have illuminated a 
number of geological problems of academic interest such as 
taxonomy of Jurassic foraminifera, foraminiferal chronology, 
bio-stratigraphy, palaeoecology and palaeogeography which 
contributed significantly towards the geology of Kutch region, 
A brief account of their work on the above mentioned areas is 
as under: 
Habo Hills: 
(i) A rich foraminiferal assemblage comprising sixty-five 
species with dominating vaginulinids and nodosariids was 
described by Bhalla and Abbas (1975a, 1976a). Of these, ten 
were new to the literature, nine were common to the findings 
of earlier workers and the remaining were reported for the 
first time from the Jurassic rocks of Kutch region. 
(ii) Bhalla and Abbas (l975b) made a detailed study of 
variation in Lenticulina subalata (Reuss) and opined that 
this species, like other Jurassic foraminifera, shows a wide 
range of variation in morphological features and due care 
should be taken in dealing with the taxonomy of vaginulinids. 
(iii) Bhalla and Abbas (1975c) observed the occurrence of 
thirteen post-Jurassic foraminiferal genera in the Jurassic 
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sediments of Habo Hills. They explained the presence of 
post-Jurassic elements in the Jurassic foraminiferal 
assemblage on account of strong westerly winds prevailing in 
the region which bring these specimens from the nearby 
Cainozoic exposures and Recent beach sands in the western 
and northern part of Kutch and subsequently, the material 
gets impregnated into the Jurassic sediments through 
oercolatinq rain-v,/ater and remains entombed in these sediments 
as 'leaked fossils'. The 'leaked' foraminifera were also 
found in the Jurassic foraminiferal assemblage obtained from 
Jhurio Hill sediments (Talib, 1984). 
(iv) The palaeoecology of Habo Hills was discussed in 
detail on foraminiferal and petrographical evidence (Ehalla 
and Abbas 1976a, 1984). According to these authors, the 
overall deposition of Kutch Jurassic took place in a near 
shore-, shallow water, marine basin which fluctuated 
considerably betv;een lagoonal, neritic and littoral environment 
from tip.o LO time. 
(v) Bhalla and Abbas (l976b, 1978) gave a detailed account 
of f oraminif era, stratigraphy, f oraminif eral chronology anc' 
palaeoneocraphy of Habo Hills. They assigned a Callovian to 
Oxford! an age to the studied sequence and stated that the 
Kutcli foraminiferal assemblage compared well with the Jurassic 
foraminiferal assemblages of Egypt, Iran, Afghanistan, 
Rajasthan (India) and Somialia and exhibited a distinct Tethyan 
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affinity,, On this basis, thfiv supi)ortcd the contention of 
earlier v»'Orlcors that durin.- 'dw iViiddle and Unr-cr Jurassic 
times, an arm of the Tothys extended from near Iran to 
Malagache which covered Afghanistan, Rajasthon, Kutch and tlie 
West Coast of India. Siniilar view was also expressed by 
Talib (1984) in his study of the Jurassic sequence of Jhurio 
Hill. 
Jhurio Hill: 
Publications of Bhalla and Talib (1978, 1930, 1985a, 
b, c) gave a detailed account of foraminiferal investigations 
carried on the Jurassic rocks exposed at two localities of 
Jhurio Hill, viz., near the village Badi and Sonwa nala. 
These authors recorded an assemblage comprising nineteen 
foraminiferal species from Badi area (Bhalla and Talib, 1978; 
1980) and an assemblage of fifty-three foraminiferal species 
from Sonv;a nala area (Bhalla and Talib, 1985c). They (Bhalla 
and Talib, 1985a) also worked out morphological variation in 
Lenticulina quenstedti (Guembel) and described two new 
f oraminj f erel species - Iv'.arginulina sastryi and Vaginulina 
bhati ai from the Sonwa nala section (Bhalla and Talib, 1985b). 
Kayia Hill: 
An occurrence of seventeen foraminiferal species was 
reported from the Jurassic rocks exposed at Kayia Hill by 
bhalla and Lai (1985). 
i? 
Recently, Bhalla et_ a_i. (1986) demarcatod the Middle 
and Upper Jurassic boundary in central Kutch on fc .irmniferal 
evidence. 
Shringarpure and Desai (J975) reported nineteen 
foraminiferal species from the Manfara dome section of the 
Wagad area, eastern Kutch. Microfaunal mixing in the 
Mesozoic sequence exposed in the western V\fagad area \v s also 
observed by Shringarpure et_ al^ . (1976). They obtained an 
assemblage comprising foraminifera, some ostracooes, 
bryozoans, echinoid spines together with plant tissues and 
insect skeletons of Tertiary and Recent age in the Jurassic 
sediments. These authors opined that natural agencies like 
storms, waves, stream currents and even birds vsiere responsible 
for the contamination of post-..lesozoic material into the 
Mesozoic sediments. 
Singh (1977) described five species of the genus 
Epistomina Terquem, 1883, from the sub-surface Jurassic 
sequence at Banni, Rann of Kutch, and recognised two 
bio-strat_graphic assemblage zones, viz.. Epistomina 
stellicostata - E. alveolata zone and E. ventriosa -
E. mosquensis zone. He assignee a late Jurassic age xo 
these sub-surface rocks on the basis of foraminifera. In a 
subsequent publication, Singh (1979) recognised following 
seven bio-stratigraphic zones on the basis of foraminifera, 
Charlies sop. ano ostracodes in the sub-surface Jurassic 
sequence of Banni, Rann of Kutch : Barren zone, Charites-
Otocythere Assemblage zone, Lenticulina dilectiformis -
L. carinocordatus Assemblage zone, Eoguttulina liassica -
Vaginulina cryptospira Assemblage zone, Lenticulina -
Nodosaria Assemblage zone, Epistomina ventriosa - £. mosquensis 
Assemblage zone and Lenticulina zone. 
Other important references on different geological 
aspects of Kutch Mesozoic are: Agrawal (1948, 1956, 1957); 
Agrawal and Pandey (1985); Arkell (1956); Balagopal (1973); 
Balagopal and Srivastava (1975); Bardan and Duita (l987); 
Bardan et ,31^. (1979); Bhalla (1977; 1983, in Mullade and 
Nairn); Biswas (1971, 1977,1980, 1981); Biswas and Deshpande 
(1968, 1970, 1973); Blanford (1867); De (1969, 1972);Desai 
et ai. (1975); Deshpande and Merh (1980); Ghosh (1969); 
Grant (1837); Gregory (1893, 1900); Gupta (1975); Hardas 
and Merh (1972); Jai Krishna (1980, 1983); Jai Krishna e^ al_, 
(1982); Kacchera and Kanjlal (1972); Kanjilal (l978a, b); 
Kanjilal and Singh (1973); Kitchin (1900, 1903); Krishnan 
(1968); Kumar (1985); Lubimova e^ a^. (i960); Mathur e^t a^. 
(1970, 1971); Merh and Hardas (1969); Mitra and Ghosh (1964); 
Mitra et al. (1979); Oldham (1893); Pal and Gangopadhyaya 
(1970); Pandey and Singh (1982); Pascoe (1959); Poddar (1959, 
1964); Raj Nath (1932, 1934a, b, 1938a, b, 1942); Sastry and 
Mamgain (l97l); Shukla (1953); Singh et al. (1979); Singh and 
Tripathi (1969); Spath (l924, 1927-1-^33); Taylor and Oza (1954); 
Tewari (1948); Vredenburg (1910); Waggen (1871, 1873-75, 1876)j 
and Wynne (1869, 1872). 
CHAPTER in 
GEOLOGY Oi- KUrCH 
Tho well-known repeated marine transgressions which 
commenced orobably towards the close of the early Jurassic 
and continued up to the Cretaceous times, caused inundation 
of a vast tract along the eastern as well as western borders 
of the Peninsular India. The sedimentary rocks which 
developed as a result of the incursion of sea on the western 
margin of the Peninsula occupied a large area in the Kutch 
region of Gujarat State. The region includes almost the 
entire Kutch and western part of Banaskantha district of 
o o 
northern Gjjarai, extending from 68 E to 71 30'E. It 
comprises a thick sequence of marine to fresh-water strata 
of the Middle Jurassic to Holocene age wi^h a few 
unconformities in between. The total thickness of the 
entire succession has been estimated between 2000 to 3000 m, 
3.1 MESOZCIC ROCKS OF KUTCH 
In the Kutch region, the Mesozoic rocks are well-
developed, widely distributed and exposed. Nearly half of 
the area in Kutch has been occupied by Jurassic rocks 
lying nonconformably on the Precambrian basement (Waggen, 1876; 
Biswas, 1977; Mitra e^ al_. 1979; Bardan and Dutta, 1987). 
The j\utc]) j/iesozoics crop out in three parallel, nearly 
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east-west,, anticlinal chains (Wynne, 1872; Raj Nath, 1932; 
Poddar, 1959). The northern chain forms a series of islands, 
namely, Patcham, Kliarir, Bel a and Chorar and it is about 
161 km in length. The middle chain consists of a series of 
prominent ridges, extending for about 193 km from Habo in the 
east through Jhura, Chari, Keera, Nara, Jumara and Jara to 
Lakhpat in the north-west. This chain has co.junonly been 
referred to as 'Kutch Mainland' or 'Central Kutch* by earlier 
workers. The third or southernmost chain forms a 64 km long 
Katrol-Charwar range to the south of Bhuj city (text-fig. 2). 
The anticlines of the three aforesaid chains are 
doubly-plunging with quaquaversal nature of dips. These have 
stood as isolated domes in an east-west alignment and are 
best developed in the northern and mainland sectors of Kutch. 
There are also four major faults in an east-west direction 
in the region which correspond to the three anticlinal belts 
of the region. 
In Kutch, the Jurassic rocks have been intruded by 
numerous sills and dykes which are genetically related with 
the overlying Deccan Traps of post-Jurassic age. There is a 
marked effect of these intrusives on the country rocks as the 
soft rocks have become hard and compact due to thermal 
metamorphism. Tewari (1948) opined that the igneous activity 
was responsible for the uomal appearance of the Jurassic 
rocks in the Kutch region. 
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3.1.1 Mesozoic Succession of Kutch: Viynne (1872) was the 
first to establish the Mesozoic stratiqraphic succession of 
the Kutch region. \]e (Wynne, opo ciL.) divided the Jurassic 
rocks into two units, namely, Lower Jurassic (marine) and 
IJnner Jurassic (non-marine). By using such terms, it vjas not 
meant by V^ ynne (1872) that these two units belong to Lower 
ana Upper Jurassic age respectively. Following him, Waggen 
(1876), Oldham (1893), Vredenburg (1910), Raj Nath (1932, 1942), 
Spath (1933), Agrawal (1957), Poddar (1964), Sastry and 
Mamgain (1971), r/dtra et a^. (1979), Bhalla (1983, iri Mullade 
and Nairn) and others have either mooified or redefined the 
earlier classifications. Hov>fever, Biswas (1971) proposed 
a lithostratigraphic classification for the Mesozoic rocks of 
Kutch and used a new nomenclature for the divisions and 
sub-divisions followed by earlier workers. All these 
classifications created a chaos in the Mesozoic stratigraphy 
of Kutch as no consistency in the use of stratigraphic 
nomenclature has been followed by different authors (Bhalla, 
1977) . 
Recently, Kumar (1985) adopted the classification of 
Sastry and Mamgain (1971) with modifications in the rank of 
li th.ostratiqranhic units as defined in the 'Code of 
Stratigraphic Nomenclature of India', published by Geological 
Survey of India in 1977. This classification has been wicely 
accepted by ul.o ?,': o-scienti sts in Inbia ano it has been 
foliowed in the present study (Table I). 
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TABLE I 
MESOZOIC SUCCESSION OF KUTCH (after Kumar, 1985) 
Formation Sub-divisions CharacteristJc fossils 
Bhuj 
Umia 
Katrol 
Chari 
Patcham 
Deccan Traps 
Umia plant beds 
Unconformity 
Ptillophyllum flora 
Ukra beds (Calcareous Australiceras sp. 
shales) 
Sandstones and Shales Unfossiliferous 
Trigonia beds Trigonia 
Umia Ammonite beds Virgosphinctes sp. 
Upper Katrol Shale Hildoglochieeras 
Upper Katrol Sandstone mainly Unfossiliferous 
Middle Katrol Sandstone Torquasphinotes sp. and 
Lower Katrol Shale 
Belemnites marls of 
Jurun 
Kantkot Sandstone 
Katroliceras 
ammonites 
Belemnites 
Euapidoceras, Taramelliceras sp. 
Dhosa Oolite 
Atheleta beds 
/jiceps beds 
Rehmani beds 
Macrocephalus beds 
Coral beds 
Shelly Limestone 
Ku^r Bet beds 
Mayaites, Epimayaites 
Metapeltoceras, Peltoceras, 
ReineckFT 
Kinkeliniceras, Hubertoceras, 
Indosphinctes 
Reineckeia tyranniformis, 
R. rehmanni 
Macrocephalites macrocephalus, 
Dolikephalit e s 
abundant coral remains, 
Macrocephalites, Sivajiceras, 
Procerates 
Macrocephalites 
Corbula lyrata, Protocardia, 
Pseudotrapezium 
-Unconformity 
Precambrian Basement (not exposed) 
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The Kutch Mesozoic succession comprises the i'atcha'ii, 
Chari, Katrol, Umia and Bhuj foimations in an ascendinq order 
whicli range in age from Callovjan to Albian, The marine 
Jurassic rocks are confined up to the lower oart of Umia 
Formation whereas the remaining part of the succession belongs 
to the Lower Cretaceous. 
3.1.2 Patcham Formation: Patcham is the oldest formation of 
the Kutch Jurassic sequence and was named after the Patcham 
island by Waggen (1876). The formation is best exposed in the 
Patcham, Kharir and Bela islands of the Great Rann of Kutch. 
Some of its exposures also occur in Habo, Keera and Jumara 
hills in the Kutch mainland. It represents neritic facies of 
transgressive sea and comprises 300 m thick strata of yellow 
or cream coloured limestones ena dark shales overlaid by 
nodular fossiliferous cherty limestones and marls. 
The lower part of the Patcham Formation, the Kuar Bet 
beds, has yielaed orolific Bathonian oelecypod fauna with 
Corbula lyrata in abunoance, besides a few corals, ammonites 
and plant fossils. The beds are followed by ShelJy limestones 
and Coral oeds which possess a rich assemblage of corals, 
brachioDods, pelecypods and ammonites including Macrocephalites 
triangularis anu Sivajiceras congener indicating a Callovian 
age for these beds. 
3.1.3 Char- Formation: The Chari Formation, conformably 
succeeding the Patcham Formation, is best exposed near the 
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village Habo which is very clos< to the Chari village in the 
Kutch mainland. Agrawal (i957) named this formation as Habo 
Formation Jn vjew of the fact that the rocks ascribed to this 
formation are no where exoosed Jn tlio vicinity of Chari 
village but are best developed at !-iabo Hills. Hovi/ever, the 
term Chari is deeply engraved in the literature and has, 
therefore, been still in use. 
The Chari Formation consists of about 400 m thick 
succession of sandy limestones, marls, calcareous ana sandy 
shales and oolitic limestones. The formation has yielded a 
rich and varied megafaunal assemblage of cephalopods, especially 
ammonites with some pelecypods, bracliiopods etc. It comprises 
five sub-divisions. 
The basal beds of the Chari Formation liave been 
designateo as Macrocephalus beds (characteristic fossil 
Macrocephalites macrocephalus). These beds are rich in 
Callovian ammonites and gastrooods and have been sub-divided 
into three parts - lower, middle and upoer - on ammonite 
evidence. The uppermost part of the middle sub-division has 
bands of limestones containing ferric oxide coated, calcareous, 
golden oolitic grains and are nameo as Golden oolite in the 
literature. The golden oolite has been considered as a good 
stratigraphic marker and contains the characteristic ammonite -
Indocephalites diadematus. Beos overlying the Macrocephalus 
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beds are known as Rehmanni beds (abundance of Reineckeia 
rehmanni) and are composed of yellow limestones. These 
beds are followed by Anceps beds and mainly comprise sandy 
calcareous shales in the lower and yellow limestones in the 
upper part conteining abundant remains of Terebratula and 
cephalopods. A Lower to Middle Callovian age has been 
assigned to these three sub-divisions of the Chari Formation. 
The succeeding Athleta beds (characteristic fossil 
Peltoceras athleta), consisting of light gray shales with 
bands of v/hite, yellow or brown limestone, are richly 
fossiliferous. In addition to ammonites, a large number of 
species of pelecypods and some fish remains have been 
recovered from these beds. The Athleta beds are of Upper 
Callovian age and underlie green, reddish-brown, oolitic 
limestones named as Dhosa (= Mebha) oolite - an important 
stratigraphic marker and the youngest sub-division of the 
Chari Formation. These oolites also contain abundant remains 
of cephalopods with Dhosaites, Mayaites, Epimayaites, etc. 
pelecypods, and brachiopods. This sub-division has been 
doubtfully assigned to the Lower Oxforaien by earlier workers 
(fide. Bhalla, 1983, p. 317). 
3.1.4 Katrol Formation: The Katrol Formation succeeds the 
Chari Formation, According to Raj Nath (1932), the presence 
of pebbly beds in the bas^l part of the succession indicates 
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a break in deposition. This for'nation is named after the 
east-west trending Katrol-Charwar rnnge in the south of 
Bhuj city. It is about 750 m thick marine succession of 
predominating arenaceous rocks with some shales, limestones 
and grit beds. The Katrol Formation includes following 
sub-divisions in an ascending order : Kantkote Sandstone, 
Belemnites marls of Jurun, Lower Katrol Shale, Middle Katrol 
Sandstone,, Upper Katrol Sandstone ano Upper Katrol Shale. 
The Kantkote Sandstone possesses a rich assemblage of 
Euapidoceras, Taramelliceras etc., and it includes Trigonia 
smeei indicating an Upper Oxfordian age for this sub-division, 
The overlying Belemnites marls of Jurun consists of marls 
with Belemnites and some cephalopods which suggest an early 
Kimmeridgian age. The succeeding Lower Katrol beds are 
composed of shales with some sandstones and marls having 
prolific ammonites and oppelids. These beds are overlaid by 
Middle Katrol Sandstone which are brown ana red in colour 
containing remains of Torquasphinctes and Katroliceras. The 
faunal assemblage of the Lower and Middle Katrol indicates a 
Middle Kimmeridgian age. The Upper Katrol Sandstone beds are 
mainly unfossiliferous with a doubtful record of 
Aulacosphinctoides meridonalis ano, probably, belong to 
Late Kimmeridgian. The topmost sub-division of the Katrol 
Formation is Designated as Upper Katrol Shale having numerous 
species of Hildoglochiceras, PhylLoceras, Haploceras, etc. 
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These shriies are of Portland] an age. 
3.1.5 Umia Formation: Overlyinj the Katrol Formation is a 
thick succession of marine and non-marine rocks known as 
Umia Formation attaining a thickness of 525 m. It is the 
youngest formation of the Jurassic sequence in Kutch and is 
mainly composed of sandstones with subordinate ferruginous, 
hard, black or brown grit with a fev>/ thin shale banas. 
Ammonites are not as abunoant in Umia Formation as in other 
formations. However, Triqonia ano other pelecypods are of 
stratigraohic significance in this formation. The following 
four sub-divisions in an ascending order constitute the Umia 
Formation: Umia Ammonite beds, Trigonia beds, Sandstones 
and Shales and Ukra beds. The common fossils recorded from 
the different sub-divisions of this formation include 
Virgosphinctes, Australiceras and Trigonia. 
Sastry and Mamgain (1971) assignee a Tithonian to 
Neocomian age to the Umia Formation including the Ukra beds 
but Spath (1933), Arkell (1956), Pascoe (1959), Krishnan (196E 
and others have considered the Ukra bees of Aptlan age. 
3.1.6 Bhuj Formation: The topmost sub-division of the 
Mesozoic succession in the Kutch region has been oesignated 
as Bhuj Formation which is also known as Umia plant beds. It 
contains abundant plant remains belonging to Filicales, 
Cycadophyta, Conifers and Incertae. The floral assemblage 
closely resembles those described from the Jabalpur Formation 
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('Jppcr 3onJv;ana) of post-Apt Ian age. 
3.2 GEOLOGICAL SErTj.NG Of Ju,/iA..A HiLLS 
Jumara Hills lie on xhe northern flank of the Kutch 
..'iainland, near Rann of Kutch. These hills form a do:ne which 
is a doubly plunging anticline having the quaquaversal 
nature of dips (text-fig, 3). The southern sidd of the dome 
is compara-ivoly gently dioping than the northern one. There 
are numerous minor radial faults bux the dislocation of beds 
is not oronounced. A few minor basic intrusivos also occur 
in these hills. Geologically, the Jumara area has been a 
famous locality in the .Viesozoic stratigraohy of Kutch for its 
abundant mega-fauna and good Jurassic exposures. It 
attracted the attention of several geologists from different 
parts of the world including the late Prof. Raj Nath, a 
pioneer of Kutch Jurassics who had selected this area for a 
Detailed study of the iVlesozoic succession of Kutch as far 
back as 1927 (fide, Raj Nath, 1932).. 
The ^urassic sequence of Jumara Hills incluoes three 
forma'cions, namely, I'atc.ham, Charl and Katrol in an ascending 
order. The best exposures of these formations occur in Barh 
nala and Teen I'huar ij_aij;_ cuttings and those sections wore sele-
ctee :or t!-e ourpos o^  Ihc- present Investigation (text-fig. 4), 
In LM'.I,. naia sect'.M, the Patci.ai.i, CharL and Katrol formations 
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are well-developed but the good exposures of Patcham lie on 
the right bank of Teen Phuar nala. Tha sLratigraphic sequence 
has been worked out mainly on litholoyical basis whi cli 
comprises ten sampling units (Table 11)« The different 
sampling units have been prefixed with the word 'JM' in the 
present text to denote Jumara area. Patcham and Chari 
Formations of the studied sequence are mainly composed of 
carbonate rocks whereas the ferruginous sandstone and shale 
alternations are the dominating rock types of the Katrol 
Formation. In the present study, the classification of 
carbonate rocks proposed by Dunham (1962) has been followed. 
A rich foraminiferal assemblage was obtained from the 
Chari samples whereas the Patcham rocks were found to contain 
a meagre micro-fauna (text-fig. 12). The Katrols have 
yielded only 'leaked' foraminiferal assemblage of post-
Aiesozoic age and, therefore, it has been given only a cursory 
treatment in the present study. 
3.2.1 Patcham Formation: iMorth of Jumara village, the 
Patcham Formation is exposed as an inlier, adjacenx to the 
Rann of Kutch, The Patcham is the oldest formation of the 
Jurassic sequence of Jumara Hills as the rocks below it are 
not observed anywhere in the area. It is entirely made up of 
carbonate rocks and is oacked with the remains of nelecypods, 
brachionods, ammonites corals, etc. Gregory (1900) described 
vb 
sixty-ono goncra of corals from the ;V;lclir!;n rocks of Jumsra 
flills. 
The PaLcharn Formation incluilrs tliree distinct samr ling 
units, viz., Ji/i/l, Ji'vi/2 and Jfv'i/3 Jn <:n ascending order 
comprising a tliickness of about 70 m. The lowermost unit 
(jjVl/l) consists of limeuiudstone bees at the base and some 
pockets of bioclasL.'c wackestono (pi. 3, fig. 1). The 
limemudstones are cream coloured, relatively soft having 
impersistent laminations and contain sporadic shell fragments. 
The bioclastic vvackestones are greyisb.-yellow, hard and 
compact with vv^ell-preserved remains of brachiopods and other 
shell fragments. These beds pass into overlyino coral bearing 
limemudstone beds (JM/2) which are oark, yellowiski-brown, 
hard and comoact with abunoant remains of large-sized corals, 
brachioocds, etc., embedded in the fine matrix of limemud 
[DI. 3; fig. 2). The bioclastic oackstones constitute the 
uopermost unit (j/vl/3) of the Patcham sequence. These rocks 
are greyish-yellow, massively bedded, hard ana compact and 
f ossilif erous. On the basis of m.--'ia-f ossil evidence, a 
Bathonian to Lower Callovian age hr-'S been assigned to the 
Patcham sediments of Jumara area by earlier workers (Gregory, 
l'-;0CJ; Raj Naxh, 1922, 1942; Ghos!., 19o9). 
3.2.2 Chart Formation: The Chart Forination is exposoa more 
01 less in a circular outcron in Jumara area (text-fio. 3;. 
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Jt is senarated fro'ii Lhe underlying greyish-yellow, bioclastic, 
packsiones of the l-'aLcham Formation by its green to greenish-
yellow nud-sup ortod bioclastic wackestones. On foraminiferal 
evidence in collaboration with petrographic and field data, 
the sampling unit JM/4 to JM/9 of the studied sequence having 
a thickness of about 245 m belong to Chart Formation. 
The basal part of the Chart Formation is composed 
mainly of bioclastJc wackestones with intervening thin bands 
of limemudstone ( J M / 4 ) . The bioclastic Vv'ackestones are green 
or greenish-yellow, hard and compact, massively bedded and 
contain shell fragments of pelecypods and brachiopods whereas 
limemudstones are irregularly laminated, comparatively less 
hard and occassionally contain a few, entire, remains of 
ammonites, pelecypods and brachiopods. A rich foraminiferal 
assemblage was obtained from the samoles of this unit. 
Overlying them ere -It^ mating limemudstone and sandy-shale 
which constitute the unit J/vi/S. Those limemudstones are 
relatively more hare anc compact, massive and very fine grained 
than the unoerlying limemudstones of unit JjVi/4. The sandy 
shales are yellowish-brown, soft and irregularly laminated. 
A minor fault has also been noticec in the sanipling unit JM/5 
(pi. 4, fig. 1). They ere foiiov.'ed by thick, finely 
leininated, light crea:.i coloured marl beds containing thin 
lenses of pelecypod hush ana remains of ammonites (Unit Jiv'i/6). 
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A few subordinate, greenish-grey, liraemudstone beds having 
entire remains of pelecypods also occur with marl beds of 
Unit JM/6. The samples of this unit has also contain a good 
number of foraminiferal species. The succeeding bioclastic 
wackstones are dark greenish to black, hard, compact and 
thinly-bedded, containing fossil fragments of gastropods, 
pelecypods and brachiopods (Unit J M / 7 ) . A minor basic 
intrusion in the form of a dolerite sill has also been 
observed there (pi. 4, fig. 2). Bioclastic packstone beds 
(Unit JM/ 8 ) overlie Unit J M / 7 . These rocks are brown to 
yellowish-brown, hard, impersistently laminated with well-
preserved Belemnite guards and also have a few pockets of 
soft, yellowish-brown, friable marls which are fairly rich in 
foraminifera. The topmost unit (JM/9) of the present study 
is composed of grainstone and intervening bioclastic wackestone 
beds. The grainstone display various shades of green, red 
and brown and are massive, hard and compact containing 
rounded Lnterclasts whereas the intervening beds of bioclastic 
wackestone are relatively soft, very fine graineo, poorly 
laminated having small-sized interclasts and contain shell 
fragments of brachiopods and pelecypods. The rock-types 
belonging to Unit JM/9 are similar to the beds described as 
'Dhosa oolites' by earlier workers (Raj Nath, 1932; Ghosh, 
1969; Biswas, 1977). An isolated patch of Dhosa oolites 
9P, 
has also been found in tlio mud-flats near the Groat Rann of 
Kutch (pi. 5, f i^3 . 1) . 
Raj Nath (1942; ami Ghosh (l'-'69) consJdereti th>?t the 
Chari sequence of Jumpra area ranges froia Callovian to 
Argovian while Biswas (1977) assignee a Cal-lovian to 
OxfordJan age to 'Jumara Formation' - a now name proposed 
by him to the Chari Formation jn the Jumara area. 
3.2.3 Katrol Formation: The Katrol Formation is the youngest 
formation of the Jurassic sequence exposed in the Jumara area 
(Unit JM/iO)• It it about 90 m thick and its boundary with 
the unoerlying grainstones (Unit JiVi/9) of the Chari Formation 
is conformable though, at some places, tl~e junction has been 
concealed beneath the mud-flats, i.e., a mixture of salt-waste 
and clay., The ferruginous sandstones and shales oz variable 
thickness are the major rock types of Katrol Formation (pi. 5, 
fig. 2). The sandstones are reddish-brov/n to yellowish-broi.n, 
medium grained, moderately sorteo ant- well-cementeo, while 
shales are relatively soft, laminatec anti less f ossilii orous. 
CHAPTER IV 
SYSTEMATICS 
4.1 CLASS I Fi CAT low OF FORA/vUNiFElUbA 
The suprageneric classification of the Forarnini f erida, 
proposed by Loeblich and Tappan (1984), is adopted in the 
present work. It is the most logical ano workable 
classification based on recent researches on foraminifers 
during the past two decades. This classification has a 
horizontal approach and embraces nearly all the prominenx 
diagnostic chiaracters as well as phylogenetic relationships. 
Nevertheless, the oresent classification does not mention 
the various genera grouped under a family or sub-family. 
Therefore, the generic order in the present text is followed 
as mentioned by Loeblich and Tappan (19&4), the different 
species within a single genus are, however, arranged in 
alphabetical order. Most of the species described in the 
present study are fairly v/ell-known from the different parts 
of the world. Synonymies are reducea to a considerable 
extent and only those references relating to important changes 
in generic names or species closely resembling ours are 
cited. In order to avoid repetition, v^ ora et_ syn. is suffixed 
to those references which include satisfactory synonymies. 
In the present chiapter, fifty-one foraminiferal 
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species obtained from the Jurassic rocks, Jumara Hills, 
Kutch, have been descrjbed anti illustrated. 
Variation and dimorphism are widely recognised 
phenomena in forarninifers, particularly in the members 
belonging to Superfamily Nodosariacea which constitute the 
bulk of the present assemblage. As variation in nodosariids 
and vaginulinids was at its peak during the Mesozoic, this 
has not only obstructed their identification at species level 
but also even at generic level. It has caused considerable 
chaos in the systematics resulting in compilation of long 
synonymies of different nodosariid and vaginulinid species. 
An attempt is, therefore, made in the present work to trace 
out intraspecific variation in those foraminiferal species 
which occur in fair abundance in our material. Dimorphism is 
also studied wherever this phenomenon is noticed because 
dimorphism generations of the same species also show variation 
in the forarniniferal tests. 
4.2 REPOSITORY OF TYPE MATERIAL 
All types and figured specimens have beenhoused in 
the Micropalaentology section of the Dej.artment of Geology, 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. In the text, they are 
prefixed with the word Ai'.iUGD Cat. No. jViF. It is the intention 
of the author to deposit them in the Palaeontology-section of 
the Geological Survey of India, Calcutta, at a later date. 
Order FORMINIFERIDA Eichwald, 1630 
Suborder TEXTULARIINA Delage and herouard, 1896 
4.3 Supcrfamily ASTHOHHJZACEA Bracy, 1881 
4.3.1 Family SACCAMWlINIDAE Brady, 1884 
Subfamily THURA^WlININAE A. D. Miklukho-Maklay, 1963 
Genus THUR/JvWiINA Brady, 1879 
Thurammina diforamens Ireland 
Plate 6, figure 1 
Thurammina diforamens IRELAND, 1956, pn. 841-842, tf. 3, 
figs. 6-7. 
Description: Test medium, highly inflated; nearly spherical, 
consists of a single chamber with two neck-like projections; 
aperture simple, rounded, at end of eacli projection; wall 
arenaceous, composed of finely uniforrn-sizec quartz particles, 
well cemented; surface more or less smoothly finished. 
Dimensions (in mm): Major diameter 0.66. 
Remarks: A single, well-preserved soecimen of Thurammina 
diforamens was recovered from the preseni mat-erial. This 
species was originalJy described by Ireland (,1956) from the 
Up''jer Middle Carboniferous sediments of tho easttrn part of 
the Moscow Basin, U. S. S. R- Our soecimen is idenxical to 
the original forms but is larger in size. 
Occurrence *, Rare. 
Repository of type material.* AMUGD Cat. No. MF 407. 
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4 . 4 Super fan i i ly AiVlMODISCACEA R e u s s , 1862 
4 . 4 , 1 Family A/#/iODISCl DAE R e u s s , 1862 
Subfamily AWiODISClNAE R e u s s , 1862 
Genus Avl/VIODISCUS Reuss , 1862 
Ammodiscus s p . 
Plate 6, figure 2 
Description: Test large, discoidal, planispiral, proloculus 
nearly rounded, followed by tubular second chamber, forming a 
spire of two whorls, last whorl increases very rapidly in 
breadth at apertural end; spiral suture distinct, thickened, 
rather depressed; periphery rounded; aperture indistinct, 
appears to be simple, et open end of final whorl; wall 
arenaceous; surface rough. 
Dimensions (in mm); Maximum diameter 0.81, minimum diameter 
0.57, thickness of test at middle 0.18. 
Remarks; A solitary, entire specimen of Ammodiscus was found 
in our material which does not resemble with any known species 
of the genus. However, more specimens are needed before a 
trivial name could be assigned to it. 
Occurrence;. Rare. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF 408. 
4.5 Superfamily HORMOSINACEA Haeckel, 1894 
4.5.1 Family HORJMOSINIDAE Haeckel, 1894 
Subfamily REOPHAClNAt Cushman, 1910 
Genus REOPHAX Montfort, 1808 
Reophax tener Siebold and Siebold 
Plate 6, figure 3 
Reophax tener SIEBOLD and SIEBOLD, 1960, pp. 320-322, 
pi. 7, figs. 4-5. 
Description'; Test medium to large, elongate; proloculus large, 
nearly oval-shaped, followed by two to four chambers, 
rectilinear, higher than broad, enlarging progressively as 
added, except penultimate chamber which is broader than high 
and smaller than the preceding one, final chamber nearly one 
and half times the height of penultimate chamber, somewhat 
pyramidal; sutures rather indistinct, nearly horizontal, 
thickened, depressed; periphery slightly lobulate; aperture 
rather indistinct, appears to be simple, terminal, rounded, 
at protruded end of final chamber; wall arenaceous; surface 
fairly rough. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length O.bO to 0.95, width 0.19 to 0.23. 
Remarks; Reophax tener was first described by Siebold and 
Siebold (i960) from the Upper Jurassic sediments of northern 
Germany. Some well-preserved soecimens of R. tener were found 
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in the present rririterial. Our forms are very close to the 
German forms in shape and sutures but differ in having larger 
size and more rough surface. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: MIUGD Cat. No. MF 409. 
4.6 Superfamily LITUOLACEA de Diainvillo, 1827 
4.6.1 Family HAPLOPHRAG.ViOlDlDAE Maync, 1^52 
Genus HAPLOPHRAGMOIUES Cush.nan, 1910 
Haplophragmoides bartensteinl Kalantari 
Plate 6, figure 4 
Haplophramoides bartensteini KALArJTARI, 1969, pp. 19-20, pi. 7, 
figs. l6-18a-b; pi. 8. figs. 4-o3-b. 
Description: Test medium, subcircul^r, planispiral, involute, 
closely coiled, fairly compressed; final \v! orl with six 
chambers, irregularly arranged, slightly inflated; central 
portion depressed, broad and deep, filled with matrix; sutures 
distinct, somewhat thickened, depressed, gently curved; 
periphery gently lobulate; aperture oistinct, interiomarqinal, 
a low arch ax the base of ftnal chaniber; v/all aren^ce'-us, 
grains moderately cemented; surface roughly finished. 
Dimensions (in mm): jviajor OJ ameter 0.-i9 to 0.40, minor 
diameter 0.31 to 0.35, thickness 0.06 to 0.07. 
Remarks: A fevi/ specimens belonging to hiaplophragmoides 
bartensteini Kalantari, 1969, were recovered from the present 
material. Our specimens resemble closely to thiose figured by 
Kalantari (1969) from the Jurassic (Bajocian) sediments of 
northeast Iran. However, the present form.s arc less coarsely 
arenaceous than the Iranian form.s. 
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4.6.2 Family LITUOLIDAE de Blainville, 1827 
Subfamily 'MIMOMARGINULININAP- Podobina, 1978 
Genus AA/WOMARGINULINA Wiosner, 1931 
Ammomargmulina cragini Loeblich and Tappan 
Plate 6, figure 5 
Ammomarginulina cragini LOEBLICH and TAPPAi^, 1950a, p. 6, 
pi, 1, figs. 4a-b. 
Ammomarginulina cf. A. cragmi Loeblich and Tappan — 
BHALLA and TALIS, 1985c, pp. 54-56. 
Description: Test medium, flattened, oval in outline, 
evolutely coiled; six to seven chambers in outer coil, nearly 
triangular, enlarging gradually as aaded; later portion 
tending to uncoil, last chamocr rather inflated; sutures 
Distinct, thickened, depressca, nearly straight; pc-iifhery 
slightly lobulate, distinctly keeled; aperture inoistinct, 
appears x-o be terminal, elongate at oorsal angle; v;all 
arcnaceou:, composea of medium-s-^ zed grains with little 
cement; surface roughly finisi',eo. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.34 to 0.45, width 0.21 to 0.2o, 
thickness 0.06 to 0.08. 
Remarks: Two specimens of Ammomargi nulina were found in our 
material which closely resemble A. cragini Loeblich and Tau an, 
1950a, described from the Lower Cretaceous of North America. 
However, our specimens are slightly smaller in size than tto 
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American forms and in having a slightly lobulate periphery. 
From the Indian region, Bhalla and Talib (1985c) 
reported Ammomarginulina cf. A. cragini for the first time from 
the Middle - Jurassic (Oxfordian) sediments of Jhurio Hill, 
Kutch and their form is close to the presen-u specimens. 
Occurrence'. Rare. 
Repository of type material: AVUGD Cat. No. MF 411. 
o\ 
Genus AMiVOBACULlTES Cushman, i9lS 
Ammobaculitos qowdai BhalJa and Abbas 
Plate 6, fiqurt" 6 
Amrnobaculitps gowdgl 3HALLA and ABBAS, 1978, pp. 170-171, 
pi. 2, figs. 4-6. 
Descriptj on: Test medium, elongate, slightly compressed; 
early part planispiral, involute; later part uniserial; 
coiled portion covers nearly one fifth length of test with 
five compressed, rather indistinct chambers; uniserial portion 
with four compressed, poorly demarcated chambers; broader 
than high, enlarging gradually as added; sutures of coiled 
portion somewhat indistinct, radial, seemingly simple; 
sutures in uniserial portion rather indistinct, transverse, 
simple, slightly de;ressed; periphery lobulate, rather 
zig-zag in side view; aperture indistinct, appears to be 
simple, terminal, rounded; wall coarsely arenaceous; surface 
fairly rough. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.60-0.61, width 0.22-0.23, 
diameter of coiled oortion 0.20. 
Remarks; A few specimens of Ammobaculites qov^idai Bhalla and 
Abbas, 1978, were founo in the present material. This species 
was described for the first time from the Callovian-Oxfordian 
sediments of Habo Hills, Kutch. These authors (Bhalla and 
Abbas, op. cit.) also made a dexailed variational study of 
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this species and opined that it showed a considerable 
variation in size and degree of compression of test posse-
ssing irregular and lobulate periphery and a roughly 
finished surface. 
Our specimens exhibit close resemblance to the 
original forms described by Bhalla and Abbas (1978) but 
differs in having a comparatively small coiled portion. 
However, they come well within the variation range of 
A. gowdai. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AViUGD Cat. No, MF 412. 
4i 
Ammobaculites formosus Zieglar 
Plate 6, figure 7 
Ammobaculites formosus ZIEGLAK, 19^9, p. 91, texu-fig. 1, 
pi. 1, fig. 15. 
Description: Test medium, elongate; early portion planispiral, 
involuate, closely coiled, slightly compressed, covering more 
than one third length of test, five poorly marked triangular 
chambers, increasing irregularly in size; later portion 
uncoiled, rectilinear, with three broad and lov,' chambers, 
increasing gradually as added, except final chamber which 
increases in height rather rapidly; sutures in early portion 
raPial, depressed, slightly curved; sutures in later portion 
distinct, rather thickened, transverse, depressed; periphery 
lubulate; aperture terminal, rounded; wall coarsely arenaceous; 
surface roughly finished. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.42, width 0.13, diameter of 
coiled portion 0.19, thickness 0.095. 
Remarks: A single, but fairly v;ell-preserved s ecimen of 
Ammobaculites formosus was found in our material. The species 
was originally described by Zieglar (1939) from Middle Upper 
Bajocian of Germany. The present specimen is verv close to 
the German form in shape, number of chambers in the coiled 
and uncoiled portions, nature of sutures etc, but is 
4; 
comparatively small in size and possesses rather more coarsely 
arenaceous v;dll and rough surface. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AAIUGD Cat. No. MF 413 
Ammobaculites reophacoides Bartenstoin 
Plate 6, figure 8 
Ammobaculites reophacoides BARTENSTEIW, i952a, pp. 307-308, 
text figs. 1-6 — BHALLA and ABBAS, 1978, p. 172, pi. 3, 
f ig . 4,, (rt syn. 
cf. A. reophacoides Bartenstein - ESPIT/.LIE and SIGAL, 1963, 
p. 18, pi. 1, figs. 9-10. 
Description: Test medium, elongate, nearly parallel-sided, 
rounded in cross-section, broken; early portion planispiral, 
involute, compressed, covering nearly one third length of 
test, with five inflated, closely coiled chambers, increasing 
gradually in size, except the initial chamber of the last coil 
which is nearly twice the size of succeeding one; later 
portion rectilinear, with three well-marked somewhat inflatea, 
broao and low chambers, increasing rather rapidly in height; 
sutures in early portion less aistinct, radial, simple, 
slightly oepressed, gently curved; sutures in later oorxJon 
distinct, simple, depressed, straight, parallel, oerpendicular 
to axis of test; periphery slightly lobulate, rounded in 
anertural view; apertural end broken; wall arenaceous; 
surface somewhat roughly finished. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.51, width 0.16, diameter of 
coiled portion 0.18. 
Remarks; Ammobaculites reonhacoides, Bartenstein, 1952a, 
AA 
oriqinal-Ly described from the Lower Cretaceous of Germany, was 
rare in the present material. From India, it was reported for 
the first time from the Middle Jurassic (Callovian-Oxfordian) 
of Kutch by Bhalla and Abbas (1978) who made a detailed 
variational study of this species and opined that it showed a 
little variation. Our specimen is identical to their form and 
comes well within the range of variation of this species. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF 414. 
Subfamily: FLABELLMWiININAE Podobina, 1978. 
Genus FLABELLA/>'\LUM Cushinan, 1928 
Flabellammina bl'iaratica n. sp. 
Plate 6, figures 9-11; text-figs. 5-6 
Diagnosis: Test large, subroundeo to elongate, cornpressec', 
cr.rly portion coiled, later becoming uncoiled; coiled portion 
v.'ith three to five chambers including oval oroloculus, nearly 
triangular in sfooe, increasing gradually as added; sutures 
in coiled oortion distinct, simple, depressed, gently to 
moderately curved; uncoiled oort:'on v/ith one to three chambers, 
rectilinear, broac'cr than high, final chamber somewhat 
pyramidal, general].y larger than previous one; sutures of 
uncoiled portion oistinct, simple, sligl'itly depressed, gently 
to moderately curved, almost chevron-shaeed in fev/ forms; 
i^ eriphery nearly enxire to lobulate; aperture distinct, 
subrounded to ovate on a short, stout neck; vvalJ moderately 
to coarsely ai n-ce-ous; surface rougl'jly fxni.sheo, 
pim0ris -on5 ( in iri/n) : 
Holo type -r 'aratype A P a r a t y o e _B 
( p i . 6 , f i g . 9) ( p i . 6 , f i g . 10) ( p i . 6, f ; o . 
l_>0 Length 1.17 1.11 0. 
Breadth 0.53 0.57 0.58 
Thxckness 0.20 0.18 0.22 
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OUIK r ..,-c c L.ii .lis : L(-:<r:\A> i ) . 63 Lo 1.1.2, b r e a d t h 0 . 4 5 t o 0 . 6 6 , 
Ll.icknooc. J .17 t o 0.2^^. 
Ditnorphicm ano' varJ ,ri Ion: Tiir ohonornonon of dimorphisJii v;as 
noticGC in FlabelIa,'HnLn_a^ b h o r o t j ca n . s p . Both mogalosnhorJ c 
a]')i- inicr^js''hcT-'c t c s t ^ \.C'T:J '--cuvcrocl fro:i] t h e p r e s e n t - n a t e r i a l , 
':i G forrpor be ing abuncanL. I 'esbs of i n i c r o s p h o r i c incJ-VJouals 
i n l . 6, f i n . 9a; t ex t - f - l ^ ; . oa-li^ a re • r l o n c a t e , r e l a t i v e l y 
comore r seu , n e a r l y p a r a l l e l s i o e d w i t h an a v e r a g e p r o l o c u l u s 
dJ arneter of 12.byU as com: a red to m e g a l o s p h e r i c forms ( n l . 6, 
f i g . I J a ; t e x t - f l c . 5 e - l ) which a r e somewhat s t o u t , n e a r l y 
suDroundeo Lo very s l i g h t l y e l o n g a t e i n o u t l i n e w i t h an average 
p r o l o c u l u s d i amero r of 21 jd . 
The m i c r o s p h e r i c t e s t s p o s s e s s a t o t a l oi s i x t o 
seven chiambers wh i l e the m e g a l o s p h e r i c t e s L s iiave fou r t o f i v e 
cha.i ibers. The maximui.i number of cha . .be r s i n bo th t h e g e n e r a t i o n s 
lie in c o i l e d p a r t bur cl.^- :negalosphiei ic r e s t s .-:or,tly p o s s e s s 
. n - i e char.iber -n c:r u n c o i l e d ' j o r t i o n CO.;.--ared co 
i - c r o s p h e r i c forms wir'ci: have a t o t a l of two t o r h r e e 
r - c t i l i n e a r i y : r ' : anged clw .Pers ( t e x t - f i g . 5 a - d ) . The f. na l 
clia.nbcr ^z g e n e r a l l y l a r g e and oy ra mida l i n bothi t h e g e n e r a t i o n s . 
A c o n s l d e r a b l v : i ' N a t i o n e x i s t s in rl-.e s i / :e of 
.li c roc ">heric and meeeiJoccheri c i nd iv i c iua l s , naxurc of s u t u r e s , 
'"•eri hery air coa r sones ' : of \.he t e s u ' u r f a c e . The m i c r o s o h e r i c 
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tests are comparatively large having i^ ontly to mociorai.> ly 
curved sutures in coilod riortlon bocofiinf chovron-GhaoecJ In 
rectilinear part with lobulate periphery ono more coarsely 
finished surface (pi. 6, figs. 9a-10a) vvhc^ roas i]i< 
mogclospheric forms are comparatively small having strai'iit 
to moderately curved sutures (texb-fiq. 5e-l) wxth slightly 
lobulate to nearly entire peri;;heral margin and a relatively 
smooth surface (pi. 6, fig. 11a). 
The tests of both m.icro ano mogalos.uicr-X gonrrra L' ens 
exhibit variation in the apertural neck which is distinct ano 
well pronounced in m,any specimens (text-fig. 5a, b, 1, k and 1) 
while a ievj individuals possess rather under developed neck 
text-fig. 5c, d, e-h and j). The position of apertural nock 
also shov/s a slight variation. .^n the majority of soecimens 
it is centrally located in the last chai.iber but in some cases 
it is eccenLric in position (text-fig. 5e, g ana j-1). 
ST ATIS TICAL ANALYSIS 
Since Flabellammina bharatica n. sri. shows oimorphism 
and a high degree of variation in its moroholow.ical ffjauurcs, 
a simole statistical analysis is carried out on this species ^o 
de'uGi'mine the relationshio between ciiferent Darr-meters of the 
test. A total number of thirty-three, well-preserved specimens 
of F. bharatica recovered from the Jumara mateLial have been 
( u i j j i u j u i ) s n ] n ) o i o j d ^o J B I J U I D I Q 
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taken into consideration for this cnrdysi c^. The measureinents 
of different parameters of the tes> rjc, vvf;ll as tlio statistical 
formulae applied in the present v/ork and also the analysis of 
data are given in Appendices I to III. The •)resent study 
comprises testing of the existence of dimorphism, with the help 
of a point diagram and statistical tests, i.e., t and F tests. 
The degree of relationship between different morphological 
parameters has also been observed through correlation method 
and line of best fit. 
The diameter of proloculus (in micron) for all the 
thirty-three specimens is plotted in text-fig. oA. It 
indicates that the total population of F. bharatica n. so. falls 
into two distinct groups, viz., megalospheric and microsoheric. 
It conforms to the visual observation that the size of 
oroloculus is the best criterion for oistinguishing the 
phenomenon of dimorohism in foraminifera. Out of thirty-three 
s'';ecimens, twenty-three belong to mogalosphc-ric group liaving 
proloculus diameter 20 M or more v.'hi.le ten specimens belong to 
microspheric grouo with diameter varying from 11 jU to 17 M . 
The tests belonging to megalosoheric ana mj.crospheric groups 
have been abbriviated as iViEG and l/iiC respectively in the 
present study in order to differentiate one from the other. 
(l) Testing significance of difference between means: As seated 
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elsewhere, the two grou.\s of F. bhar/-LJca n. sp. exhibit 
considerable variation in th^ir rnor'lioJ ogical characters, 
particularly diameter of proloculus, elongation ratio (l/b) 
and total number of chambers. In order to determine the 
significance of difference in the means of these variables, 
t test has been applieo in uho present, study. The values o^  
t have been determined separately for the above variables 
(Table III). 
Table III 
Values of t and F 
Variables t 
, ** Diameter of proloculus 13.6 Fo 22 - 2.77* 
** 
Elongation ratio 6.4 F^„ ^ = 1.09 
22,9 
Total number of chambers 10.00** F^^ , = 5.00** 
22,9 
Significant at 0.01 level ; and at 0.05 level • 
In Table III, the values of t for all the throe 
variables unoer reference are significant even at 0.01 level, 
it revealr, that there is a significant oifference between xhe 
means of d-smeter of proloculus, elongacion ratio ana the 
total number of chambers of inicrosphoric and megalospheric tests 
of _F._ bf.arati_ca^  n. sp. These difference can not, be explained 
by sampling errors. Hence, null hyootl\esis is not apolicable 
bO 
in the present s tudy . 
Iho vorLatjLon xn the above v a r i a b l e s of J.1L3 rno Ml^ 
groups or F. bha ra t i ca n. su . was then chocked throuj l F t e s t 
and the obi,ained values are given in l ab le I I I . I t ic apoarenL 
from the tab ic t h a t the value of F (r^ 2p - 2.77) for tuo 
diameter of o ro loculus i s s i g n i f i c a n t at O.Ob l e v e l \;heroas 
in xhe case of t o t a l number of cnambers i t (F22 9 = b.OD) i s 
s ign i f j canx at 0 .01 l e v e l . • ov^ever, i t .^s not s i gn_ i j can t m 
t h e case of e longat ion r a t x o . I t m?-^  oe in fe r red from the F 
t e s t t h a t var iance of Giame"i:er of p r o l o c u l j s ano also of t o t a l 
number of chanbers of the t e s t s of ne33losoher ic and 
microsoher ic grouos of F. bha ra t i ca n. s"^. o i f f e r cons derably 
but t he var iance of t h e i r elongati.on r a t i o i s not pronounced. 
(2) Re la t ionsh ip betw en di-fferenL parameters of mogalosohonc 
and microsoheric t e sxs of F. bha ra t i c a n . s o . : In order t o 
furth*-r a e . e r n n e tne r e l a t i o n s h i p auonqst var tous mor hologica l 
jarameters or uhc cesLs of u o grouus o. F. on ar ax-tea, 
s tax sLicaa uccm_ojes , v i z . , L e co_rexru_on ano esx ax.on 
of simole i c ^ r e s s i o n eouax_on have al o occn ap "'l.^oo. Ih^ ^ 
co -e f f i c e r t oi c o r r e l a t i o n nas oeon oexerminoo among ox . fo ren t 
v a r i a o l s, sue' as o^amoLer Oi oroloculu v s . elungau on r a t _ o ; 
d_aTr^ter of ^i:)loculus v s . t o ^ a l nu loci of cha ioors ; l-^ngtn v s . 
brcacch anc t o al n^nLor o. cna bcrs v s . I c n j t h , oi the 
soeciiTicns b long ti 1 xo megalosohorA.c on Tiicrosoher_c grouos 
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s e p a r a t e l y . The o b t a i n e d v a l u e s a re g iven i n Tab le IV v;iiere 
N = number of specimens 
r = c o - e f f i c i e n t of c o i r o l o t i o n 
t r = t v a l u e of r 
Tab le IV 
Values 01 r and t r 
R e l a t i o n s h i o between two 
v a r i a b l e s 
MEG Grour) 
(N=23) 
WIG Group 
(N=10) 
tr t r 
Diamete r of p r o l o c u l u s 
v s . 
e l o n g a t i o n r a t i o 
-0.43 2.21 -0.78 3.5 
•X-* 
Diameter of proloculus 
vs. 
total number of chambers 
-0.20 0.934 -0.375 
Length 
vs . 
breadth 
** 0.53 2.86 -0.42 
1.33 
1.13 
Total number of chambers 
vs. 
lenqth 
0.33 1.61 0.52 1.7: 
Significant at 0.01 level ; and at 0.05 level . 
(2.1) Dio_meter of proloculus vs. elongation ratio: The values of 
co-efficiont of correlation between diameter of proloculus vs. 
elongation ra'-io in MEG and AliC grouos are -0.43 and -0.78 
respectively. The value of .MEG group sugiests that Jt is almost 
a negative moderate correlation but signjfjcant (tr = 2.21, 
df = 21) at 0.05 level. It indicates that this treno of 
correlation is available in 95/o specimens of F. bharatica 
Text - f i g . 6B 
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Relationship between different parameters 
of megalospheric and microsphenc tests of 
F. bhorofica n.sp. 
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belonging to MEG group. Mence, vvitl. .increase in the diameter 
of proloculus, the oloncialion ratuo ciocreosos and vice-versa. 
In MIC group, however, there is a high ncijarLvc correlation 
(r = -0.78). It is S-'nnif icant at O.Ol level, suggesting 
thereby that 99% specimens exhibit Lho similar trend of 
correlation, i.e., nearly in all cases, wnLh the decrease in 
the diameter of proloculus, thie elongation ratio increases and 
vice-versa. 
In oraer to know the trend of variation in elongation 
ratio with the change in the diameter of proloculus, the 
following regression equation is estimated: 
y = ax + b (A) 
Vv'here y - elongation ratio 
X = dia:iieter of oroloculus 
a & b = constants 
on the basis of data, tlie following equations (i) and (ii) for 
MEG and MIC groups were derived seoarately: 
y = -0.067x + 2.83 (i) 
y = -O.lx + 3.29 (ii) 
The above equations are plotted on a qrai^ li (text-fig. 6B-I) 
which shows that elongation ratio decreases as the diameter 
of proloculus increases in both the grouos. However, the 
trend of elongation ratiO is slightly hioh;or in the case of 
tr;e specimens belong, ng to k\c6 groun than the specimens of MIC 
group. 
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(2.2) ui ^'""i'_£_'t_Gr_o_f prol =^c uljj :j^  vs. total number of chambers : T able 
IV reveals thai tho vaJuos of co-efficient of correlation (r) 
for diainotor of proloculus vs. total number of chambers in MEG 
and j/iiC grouo are -O.''-* aiici -0.37 respectively. These values 
inaiccte a low, negatLve correlation and are not significant 
in both the cases. Therefore, in megalospheric and microspheric 
tests of F.__bharatica_ as the diameter of proloculus increases, 
there is slight decrease in the rotal number of chambers. 
In order to observe the trend of variation in total 
number of cha^nbers v.dtii the change in the diameter of proloculus, 
the regression equations have been derived from the present 
data for MEG and MIC groups separately. These are: 
y = -0.084X + 6.53 (i) MEG 
y = -0.093X + 7.74 (ii) MIC 
VJhere y = number of chambers 
X = diameter of proloculus 
A '-^ raohic reioresentation of the above equation is 
displayed Jn text-fig. 6B-Ii. It is aoparent from the figure 
that the increase in the diameter of proloculus causes some 
reduction in the number of chaifibers in both the groups and 
vice-versa. 
(2.3) Length vs. breadth: In i:he itiHG group, the co-efficient of 
correlation (r) between length and breadth has come out of the 
order of 0.53 (table IV). This is a positive moderate 
5A 
correlation and is significant (tr = P.86, di ..11} at 0.01 
level, i.e., if there is an incroaso or decrease in 1 'njth of 
the test of mogalospheric specimens, the same trend may bo 
observed in breadth also. Hoivever, the specimens of I'.ilC group 
exhibit a different picture. There is a negative correlation 
(r = -0.42) and it is not significant (tr = 1.13, df = 8) at 
.05 level (table IV) . It suggests that if length, increases 
the breadth decreases and, therefore, these variables are 
negatively correlated. 
Derived from the present data, text-fig. &B-III 
demonstrates the graphic representation of two regression 
equations among length vs. breadth for MEG and MIG groups 
separately. The equations are: 
y = 0.0265X + 0 . 3 4 5 ( i ) MEG 
y = - 0 . 4 9 x + 0 . 6 3 3 ( i i ) MIC 
Where. y = breadth 
x = length 
It may be revoalea from the figure that there is a moderate 
increase in the breadth of the test with the increase in ti,o 
length in the specimens of MEG group ano both variables are 
dependent on eaci, otlier up to some extent. However, in i/iIC 
group as the length increases the breadth decreases very 
slightly. They are negatively correlated. 
(2.4) Total number of chambers vs. length of the test: The 
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specimens belonging to both MEG and MiC groups sliovv a positive 
correlation in their number of cha..iboj 5 vs. lonqLh of the test. 
The correlation ir- not only low in /.lE J group (r = 0.33) but 
also not significant (tr = 1.61, df = 21) at 0.05 level (table 
IV). In the MIC group, the value of co-efficient of 
correlation (r) is 0.52 indicating slJghtly moderate positive 
trend but this value is also not significant (tr = 1.72, 
df = 8) even at 0.05 level (table IV). 
In above case also, an attempt is made to plot the 
regression equations derived from the present data graphically 
to know the trend of relationship between these two variables 
of F, bharatica in the MEG and MIC groups separately (text-fig. 
6B-IV) . The equations are: 
y = 0.105X + 0.313 (i) MEG 
y = 0.89x + 0.521 (ii) MIC 
V/here y = length 
X = number of chambers 
The figure shows that the length of the test increases with 
the addition of chambers in both the cases but this trend of 
relationship is more consipicuous in the tests of MIC group 
than MEG group. 
(3) Conclusion; In vievj of the foregoing discussJon, it may be 
concluded that Flabella:nmina bharatica is a highly variable 
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species having tects belonginq to i\\EG and MIC groups which 
e>;hibit variation in their morpholoq leal features. If examined 
separately, these morpho-varianlG would appear to be belonging 
to different species but when asrc.nblod together and subjected 
to comprehensive study, they show a morphological continuity 
from one end to xhe other. Since variation is a common 
phenomenon with the Jurassic fora..)inifera, the present new 
species F. bharatica is not an exceotion. However, the 
present work further strengthen the contention that the study 
of variation including dimorohisin is one of the significant 
aspects of foraminiferal systernatics. 
Remarks: Flabellammina bharatica. n. sp. is abundant in our 
material, particularly in the middle part of the Chari 
Formation. It somewhat resemblaes .F. alexandari Cushman. 1928, 
described from the Lower'Cretaceous of U, S. A. but differs 
in Dossessing relatively high and less number of chainbers in 
the uncoiled portion. Moreover, the former species possesses 
a less taoering test at the Jnitlal end v/ith more depressed 
su'cures. 
The present nevj species i.i differentiated from F. magna 
Alexander and Smith, 1932, described from the Uoper Cretaceous 
of U. S. A. in having an appreciably small test, being nearly 
one fourth in length, possess-ng liigher ana smaller number of 
cr.amoers an^.- less arcned sutures an tl'.e uncoiled portion. 
bl 
F. bharot'ca n. s-:-. also disolays a short but distinct 
c 'GrLurc?! ncc': as aqainst F. magna v/hich is without neck. 
F. bharat i c_u n. sr^ . occurs in close association with Triplasl a 
emslandensis iJarLenstein and Brand, 1951, which is also 
aounoant i.n oar material. 
Type horizon: Chari Formation; samples: JM/4-3, greenish, yellov.' 
or green lime.nudstone ano also in JKI/6-3, light coloured, 
soft, finely laminated, fossiliferous marl. 
Ij'P^ .J:P_c^ li'ty • Teen Phuar nala, about 2.5 km northeast of 
Jumara village; liarh nala 1.8 km north of Jumara village, Kutch. 
Etymology: This new soecies of the genus Flabellammina has been 
named in honour of our country Bharat, (Inciia i.n Hindi) from 
where it is being reported for the first time. 
R e p o s i t o r y of t y p e m a t e r i a l : H o l o t y p e , AiVlUGD C a t . No. MF 4 1 5 ; 
p a r e t y p e A, N^IVJD C a t . No. 4 1 6 ; o a r a t y p e B, A'.IUGD C a t . No. 
iuF 4 1 7 . 
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Genus TRIPLASIA Reuss, 1854 
Triplasia emslandensis Bartenstein and Brand 
Plate 6, figure 12; text-fig. 7 
Triplasia emslandensis BARTENSTEIN and BRAND, 1951, p. 273, 
pi. 3, figs. 65-67—KALANTARI, 1969, p. 134, pi. 17, figs. 7-8a, 
b, et_ syn. 
Description: Test medium to large, generally elongate, 
triangular in cross section, sides excavated; chambers four 
to seven, triangular, enlarging gradually as added; sutures 
rather indistinct, simple, depressed, gently arched at the 
face of test, somewhat recurved at angles; periphery entire 
to lobulate; aperture terminal, rounded; wall coarsely 
arenaceous; surface very roughly finished. 
Dimensions (in mm); Length 0.48 to 1.25, width 0.42 to 0.60. 
Variation: Triplasia emslandensis which is abundant in our 
material shows a considerable variation in shape and size of 
tho test as well as in other morohological features. A few 
forms are fairly elongate, nearly parallel sided (text-fig. 7a 
and 7c) while others are nearly triangular in outline, 
taoering towards initial end and flaring towards apertural 
end (text-fig. 7d-f). Forms tapering at both ends were also 
encountered (text-fig. 7d). The number of chambers vary 
slightly from six to seven. Periphery ranges from nearly 
09 
entire (text-fig. 7c) to fairly lobulate (text-fig, 7e). The 
thickness of the triangular arms also varies appreciably from 
the thicker (text-fig. 7^, a"d 7 ), to comparatively thinner 
ones (text-fig. 7 . and "7 r-, ). The apex of triangular sections 
vary from sharp and angular (text-fig. 7^ ) to rather blunt 
and rounded (text-fig. 7, , and 7 ,) with intermediate 
^ bl el 
gradations. The sutures in few forms are highly inclined and 
curved (text-fig. 7e and 7f) whereas in others, they are less 
inclined and gently curved (text-fig. 7b and 7c). 
Remarks: Our specimens of Triplasia emslandensis closely 
resemble those described by Kalantari (1969) from the Lower 
Cretaceous (Neocomian) of northeast Iran. A comparison of 
present specimens with the Iranian forms reveals that Indian 
forms exhibit a wide range of variation in shape and size of 
the text, curvature of sutures and lobulation of periphery. 
Occurrence: Abundant. 
Repository of type material". Ai"-iUGD Cat. No. MF 418. 
OO 
Suborder INVOLUTI'NINA Hohenegger and Filler, 1977 
4.7 Family TROCHOLINIDAE Kristan-Tollmann, 1963 
Genus TROCHOLINA Paalzow, 1922 
Trocholina conosimilis Subbotina & Srivastava 
Plate 6, figure 14 
Trocholina conosimilis SUBBOTINA and SRIVASTAVA iji Subbotina 
et al., 1960, pp. 41-42, pl. 4, figs. 5a-c. ~ BHALLA and 
TALIB, 1985c, pp. 54-56. 
cf. T. conosimilis Subbotina and Srivastava — BHALLA and 
ABBAS, 1978, p. 190, pl, 13, fig. 5 — KALIA and CHOV/DHURY, 
1983, p. 244, pl.l, figs. 8a-b. 
Description; Test small, subconical with obtuse apital angle, 
trochospiral, low spired; spiral side evolute, proloculus 
spherical, followed by spiral, undivided, tubular, second 
chamber, making six closely coiled whorls; spiral suture, 
distinct, rather limbate, flush; ventral side flat, consisting 
of last whorl, umbilical area slightly convex, centrally 
placed, covered with irregularly oriented coarse calcite grains, 
marginal band somewhat elevated; aperture inaistinct, appears 
to be at open end of tube; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Diameter of base 0.32, height 0.16. 
Remarks: A single, well-preserved but slightly broken 
specimen of Trocholina conosimilis was found in the present 
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material which is similar to those described originally by 
Subbotina 8. Srivastava (i_n_ Subbotina et_ ai_. 1960) froin the 
Jurassic (Oxfordianj sediments of KuLch but differs in lacking 
a sharp peripheral margin. Trocholina cf. T. conosimilis was 
also described by Bhalla ana Abbas (l973) from the Callovian-
Oxfordian sequence of Kutch and by Kalia and Chowdhury (1983) 
from the Callovian sediments of Rajasthan, Bhalla and Talib 
(1985c) reported T. conosimilis from the Callovian to 
Oxfordian of Jhurio Hill, Kutch. Our specimen resembles the 
Jhurio Hill forms figured by Talib (1984). 
Occurrence-. Rare. 
Repository of type material: M-IUGD Cat. No. MF 419. 
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Trocholina nodulosa Siebold and Siebold 
Plate 6, figure 13 
Trocholina nodulosa SIEBOLD and SILBOLD, i960, Abs, 7i, m. n. 
p. 376 — KALANTARI, 1969, p. 102, pi. 11, figs. 2-4a-b. 
Description : Test medium, low conod, trochospiral; spiral 
side evolute with small, globular, proloculus followed by 
spiral, undivided, tubular, second chamber, making five whorls; 
spiral suture distinct, simple, slightly depressed; ventral 
side involute, gently concave, umbilical area filled with 
medium-sized calcite pustules in the centre, marginal band 
smooth; periphery subacute; aperture indistinct, appears to 
be at open end of final whorl; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Diameter of base 0.34, height 0.21, 
Remarks'. In the present material, only one specimen of 
Trocholina nodulosa Siebold and Siebold, I960, was found in a 
good state of preservation. From T. conosimilis Subbotina and 
Srivastava (i_n_ Subbotina et_ aJ^ ., 1960) the T. nodulosa differs 
in having a rather low coned test with simple, depressed, 
soiral suture and in having a gently concave ventral side 
wherein umbilical area is filled v/ith medium-sized calcite 
pustules . 
T. nodulosa described by Kalantari (l969) from the 
Oxfordian of Iran was found to be nearly identical with the 
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present specimen in shape, size, nature of suture, last 
chamber,etc.J except that our specimen differs in possessing 
a lesser concave umbilical area than the Iranian forms. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type m a t e r i a l : A/iAUGD Cat. No. MF 420. 
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Trocholina sp. 
Plate 6, figure 15 
Description: Test medium, high coned, trochospiral, spiral 
side evolute, consisting of large, globular, proloculus 
followed by three whorls, tubular, increasing gradually in 
breadth as added, partially embracing one other; spiral 
suture, rather indistinct, simple, de;-^ ressed; ventral side 
involute, flat, umbilicus somewhat indistinct, filled with 
irregularly arranged coarse calcite grains; periphery fairly 
acute; aperture indistinct; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm); Diameter of base p.22, height 0.25, 
Remarks; A solitary but fairly well-preserved specimen of 
Trocholina was obtained from the present material which could 
not be compared with any known species of the genus. Perhaps, 
it represents a new species but more specimens are required 
to assign it a trivial name. 
Occurrence'. Rare. 
Repository of type material: AiViUGD Cat. No. MF 421. 
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Suborder SPIRILLININA Hohengger and Filler, 1975 
4.8 Family SPIRILLINIDAE Reuss and Fritsch, 1861 
Genus SPIRILLINA Ehrenberg, 1843 
Spirillina polygyrata Guembel 
Plate 7, figures 1-2 
Spirillina polygyrata GUH/iBEL, 1862, p. 214, pi. 4, fig. lla-c 
— BHALLA and ABBAS, 1978, pp. 188-190, pi. 13, figs. 3-4, 
el sxn_. — BHALLA and TALIB, 1985c, pp. 54-56. 
Description: Test small to medium, disc-shaped, flattened, 
planispiral; globular proloculus followed by tightly coiled, 
somewhat inflated tubular, undivided, second chamber of four 
to ten whorls; spiral suture simple, distinct, depressed; 
aperture simple, at open.end of the tube; wall calcareous; 
surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Major diameter 0.21 to 0.45, minor 
diameter 0.19 to 0.41, thickness 0.05 to 0.09, average 
diameter of proloculus 15 Ju (Megalospheric forms) and 88 jj. 
(Microspheric forms). 
Remarks: Spirillina polygyrata is a well-known Jurassic 
species and occurs abundantly in our material. It was 
originally described by Guembel (1862) from the Oxfordian 
of Germany. Our specimens closely resemble the forms 
described by Bartenstein and Brand (l937) from the Jurassic 
(Lias-Malm) of Germany; by Kalantari (l969) from the 
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Jurassic of Iran; by Bhalla and Abbas (1978) from the Jurassic 
rocks of Habo Hills, Kutch and also to those figured by 
Talib (1984) also from the Jurassic of Jliurio Hill, Central 
Kutch. 
In the Jumara material, both megalospheric and 
microspheric generations of S. polygyrata occur. The 
megalospheric forms having small proloculus (pi. 7, fig. 1) 
are more prolific than the microspheric forms (pi. 7, fig. 2) 
having large initial chamber. 
The present specimens of S. polygyrata exhibit a 
considerable variation in shape, size, and thickness of the 
test as well as in number of whorls on the similar lines as 
worked out by Bhalla and Abbas (1978). 
Occurrence: Abundant. 
Repository of type material: Megalospheric form, AMUGD Cat. 
No. MF 422; Microspheric form, AMUGD Cat. No. MF 423. 
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Suborder LAGENINA De lage and He'rouard, 1896 
4.9 Superfamily NODOSARIACEA Ehrenberg, 1838 
4.9.1 Family NODOSARIIDAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Subfamily NODOSARINAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Genus NODOSARIA Lamarck, 1812 
Nodosaria apheilolucOla Tappan 
Plate 7, figure 3 
Nodosaria apheilolocula TAPPAN, 1955, p. 68, pi. 24, figs. 6-7. 
— KALAi^TARI, 1969, pp. 69-70, fig. 23; text-fig. 12 H-N. 
Description'. ; Test medium, broken, consisting of only one 
globular chamber with broken tubular ends; ,periphery entire; 
aperture not preserved; wall calcareous; surface with fine 
hispid ornamentation. 
Dimensions (in mm); Length 0.45, minor diameter 0.26. 
Remarks-. A single, broken but well-preserved specimen of 
Nodosaria apheilolocula, originally described by Tappan (1955) 
from the Lower Jurassic (Upper Lias) of Alaska was obtained 
from the present material. Our specimen shows close resemblance 
to the original American forms but possesses a large size and 
also to the forms described by Kalantari (1969) from the 
Bajocian of northeast Iran. It differs from the Iranian forms 
in having a small size. 
Kalantari (1969) while Describing N. apheilolocula 
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from Iran, mentioned, "Aperture is rounded at the end of 
neck" which is in contradiction to the nature of aperture of 
this genus (see Loeblich and Tappan, 1964). Moreover, it is 
interesting to note that Kalantari (op. cit.) further 
remarked that all specimens of this species in his material 
have broken necks and as such, one fails to understand as to 
how he observed the nature of aperture in the Iranian 
soecimens• 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material". AiViUGD Cat. No. MF 424. 
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Nodosaria aff. N. columnaris Franke 
Plate 7, figure 4 
aff. Nodosaria columnaris FRANKE, 1936, p. AS, pi. 4, fig. 19a-b 
— N0RVANG, 1957, pp. 73-74, figs. 75-76, et_ sxn. — BHALLA and 
TALIB, 1985(:, pp. 54-56. 
Description: Test medium, elongate, cylindrical, rectilinear; 
hemispherical proloculus followed by five chambers showing 
rather irregular proportion in length and breadth; penultimate 
chamber nearly one and half times of the oreceding one, final 
chamber dome shaped; sutures distinct, simple, straight, 
nearly at right angle to the axis, flush in early portion, 
depressed later on; periphery lobulate; aperture distinct, 
terminal, radiate; wall calcareous; surface ornamented with 
eight, longitudinal ribs, covering entire length of test. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.51, width 0.12, thickness 0.09. 
Remarks: Only one specimen exhibiting affinities to Nodosaria 
columnaris Franke, 193o, was found in our material. This 
species was originally described from the Jurassic (Lias) 
sediments of France and was also described by N^rvang (1957) 
from the Jurassic formations of Denmark and by Bhalla and 
Talib (1985c) from Jurassic sediments of Jhurio Hill, Kutch. 
Our specimens shows some resemblance to the one figured by 
Talib (1984) but differs from the original form in lacking an 
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initial spine on the proloculus ano a prominent aoertural 
neck as well as possessing an Gxccptionally high penultimate 
chamber. The protuberance of the sfiino i: preserved and it 
is likely that the spine got broken during preservation. 
Occurrence; Rare. 
Repository of type material: A".iUGD Cat. No. MF 425. 
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Nodosaria cylindracca Costa 
Plate 7, figure 5 
Nodosaria cylindracea COSTA, 1056, p. 200, pi. 12, figs. 12a, 
14a; pi. 13, figs. 6-6a. 
Description: Test mediutn, slightly curved, nearly cylindrical, 
gently ta'')ering towards initial end, elongate, rectilinear; 
small proloculus followed by seven chambers, globular, broader 
than high, increasing gradually in size as added, penultimate 
ciiamber about one and half times of the preceding one; sutures 
oistinct, simple, transverse, slightly depresseo; periohery 
lobulate; aperture central, terminal, radiate; wall calcareous; 
surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.62, width 0.13. 
Remarks: A well-preserved specimen showing close resemblance 
to Nodosaria cylindracea originally described by Costa (1856) 
from Italy was obtained from the oresenx material. The 
Italian soecimens are characterised by a large cylindrical test 
with a slightly tapered initial end ano an arcuate oroloculus 
followed by seven to ten chambers. However, the oresent 
soGcimen is comparatively small in size but identical in all 
other respects withi the original form. 
Oc c urrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: A.-1UGD Cat. No. MF 42o. 
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Nouosaria aff . N. marginata Marsson 
] J ate 7, f i ' jure 6 
aff. Nodosarla marginata MAflSSON, 1878, p. 126, pi. 1, 
fig. 5a-b — BHALLA and ABBA5, 1978, p. 175, pi. 4, fig. 13. 
Description -. Test medium, early part broken, multiocular, 
elongate, rectilinear, rounded in cross-section, axis of test 
straight; chambers three, globular, enlarging gradually as 
aoded, the final chamber one and a half times higher than the 
preceding one; sutures distinct, simple, straight, depressed, 
nearly parallel to one another, perpendicular to axis; 
periphery lobulate; aperture terminal, radiate; wall 
calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.45, width 0.20. 
Remarks:• A solitary, well-oreserved but broken specimen 
showing affinity to Nodosari a marginata Marsson, 1878, 
described from the Cretaceous of Germany, was found in the 
Dresent material. Our specimen is slightly smaller than the 
German foim anci the chambers are broader than high except 
the final chamber which is relatively higher occupying nearly 
half the length of the test. 
Bhcilla and Abbas (1978) described N. marginata from 
the CalJovian-Oxfordian sediments of habo Hills, Kutch. The 
present specimen is ioenticd in shape, arrangement of 
chambers v^ itb. their form but possesses ratlser simple suture; 
insterd of bomevvhat limbatC' ones. 
Qccurreiice: Rare. 
Repository of type material: mUGD Cat, No. MF 427. 
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Nod0 5_a]\Lji ci . N. rjin-^ola (Terquem) 
P l a t e 7 , fJ qu re 7 
DGnta_lina_radJ at_a TEHQUE'.i, 1866, p. 490, pi. 20, fig. 5a, b. 
cf. Nodosaria raci at a (Tc-rquem) - TAPi^AN, 1955, p. 72, pi. 25, 
figs. 1-5 — BHALLA and TALIIi, 1985c, pp. 54-56. 
Description; Test medium, elongate, tapering at both ends, 
rectilinear; proloculus large, hemispherical, followed by 
three low and broao chambers, increasing gradually as added, 
final chamber pyramidal, higher than broad, nearly twice the 
height of the penultimate chamber; sutures distinct, simple, 
transverse, nearly flush in early oortion, depressed later on; 
periphery entire; aperture indistinct, appears to be terminal, 
radiate; wall calcareous; surface ornamented with six prominent 
widely spaced, thin, flange-like, longitudinal costae, 
running along entire length of rest. 
Dimensions (in_mm)_: Length 0.55 to 0.33, v.ddth 0.13 to 0.14. 
Remarks: Tanpan (1955) described iioilo_s_aj;;^J_3_ra_di_a_t_a_ from the 
Jurassic of Alaska and it was reoorted by Bhalla and Talib 
(1985c) froTi the Middle Jurassic sedi .-ents of Jhurio Hill, 
Kutch. 
Only two specimens were recovered from the present 
material wh. Lch coulo be comriareo w^ x^h c:.e American forms. 
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However, our specimens ere smrJler in size with four chambers, 
lack the apertural neck ancj the final choinber is more high 
than the American forms. It differs from the Jhurio Hill form 
in having less number of chambers, more stout test ano in 
lacking the apertural neck (Talib, 1984). 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF 428. 
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Nodosar i a .sifT|£.l.e)< (Tcrquem ) ii^f Acc No ( 
'V^ , r37J3 !i 
Plate 7, f:qurp S ^ "^^^ j ^ ^ 
Dontalina si.nplex FEHQ lEVi, 1350, o. 599, pi. 2, figs. 5a-b. 
..odosarid siiriolex (Terquem) — FRA^'KE, 1936, p. 44, pi. 4, 
fig. 6 — BARTENSTE.iJ and BRAWu, 1937, p. 144, pi. 19, 
fig. 18 — ,/iACFADYE.J, J941, D. 47, ol. 3, fig. 46 — BARNARD, 
1950, p. 13, text-fig. 7, figs, a, b. — SAID and BARAKAT, 
1958, p. 2J5, pi. 2, fig. 29; ol. 5, fig. 9 — KALAi\'iARI, 1969, 
pp. 73-74, pi. 4, figs. 6, 15-17, — BIMLLA and TALIB, 1985c, 
DO. 54-56. 
cf. iN]. simplex (Terquem) BHALLA ana ABBAS, 1978, p. 175, 
D 1 . 4, fig. 12, 
Description: Test small, almost cylindrical, rectilinear, 
slightly compressed; oroloculus large, globular, followed by 
two chambers, final chamber ra^ i^dly increases in size; sutures 
distinct, simple, transverse, aop-'ars to be deeply 
constricted; oerJohery lobulate; aperture ooorly preserveo, 
Qvn^Q^rs to be terminal, radiate; v^aJ 1 calcareous; surface 
smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.28 to -;.34, wiotn 0.13 to 0.15, 
aiameter of last chamber 0;i2 to 0.15. 
Remarks: A few specimens of Nooosar-a simplex (Terquem) 
orxgmalJy uescrtOco from the L: as oi France were obta:neo 
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from the present material. This species has been recovorc^ cl 
from the Jurassic of the different parts of the world, 
including Egypt (Said and Barakat, 1958), Iran (KalanLari, 
1969) and Kutch, India (Bhalla and Abbas, 1978; Bhalla and 
Talib, 1985c). Our specimens are identical with the 
hypotypes of this species descrj-bec by Talib (iV84) from 
Jhurio HilJ, Kutch. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: mUGD Cat. No. MF 429. 
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Genus DENTALINA Risso, 1826 
Dentalina guembeli Schwager 
Plate 7, figure 9 
Dentalina guembeli SCHWAGER, 1865, p. 101, pi. 2, fig. 20 -
BHALLA and ABBAS, 1978, pp. 178-179, pi, 7, fig. 4, ejt syn.-
BHALLA and TALlB, 1985c, pp. 54-56. 
Description: Test medium to large, elongate, uniserial, axis 
slightly to fairly curved; chambers five to seven, gently 
inflated, enlarging gradually as added; sutures distinct, 
simple, depressed, nearly parallel to one another, slightly 
inclined to axis; periphery faintly lobulate, rounded in 
apertural view; aperture distinct, terminal, radiate, 
eccentric,, in some specimens with well-pronounced apertural 
neck; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm); Length 0.54 to 0.63, width 0.09 to 0.10. 
Remarks: Dentalina guembeli is a highly variable species and 
was originally described by Schwager (1865) from the 
Oxfordian of Germany. It shows close resemblance to other 
species of Dentalina, viz., D. communis d'Orbigny, 1826 and 
D. pseudocommunis Franke, 1936, A detailed variation study 
of this species was carried out by Gordon (1965, 1967). Bhalla 
and Abbas (1978) also obtained it from the Jurassic sediments 
of Habo Hills, Kutch, and compared their specimens with those 
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described by Gordon (l965, 1967) and Schwager (1865) and also 
with D» pseudocommunis described by Barnard (1950). These 
authors (Bhalla and Abbas, 1978) opined that D. guembeli, 
D. communis and D. pseudocommunis are, perhaps, different 
morphovariants of the same species and should not be treated 
as different taxa. 
D. guembeli in our material exhibits close resemblance 
to the forms described by Gordon (1965, 1967) from the 
Callovian of Scotland and Oxfordian of England and also the 
forms described by Bhalla and Abbas (l978) from the 
Callovian to Oxfordian of Kutch. It exhibits range of 
variation on similar lines as worked out by Bhalla and 
Abbas (1978). 
Occurrence: Frequent. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF 430. 
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Dentalina aff. D. sarthacensis Schwager 
Plate 7, figure 10. 
aff. Dentalina sarthacensis SCHWAGER, 1866, p, 304, fig. 6 
Description; Test medium to large, initial portion broken, 
elongate, straight, uniserial; chambers two, nearly equal 
size, constricted at suture; suture distinct, depressed, 
inclined; periphery lobulate; aperture rather indistinct, 
terminal, appears to be radiate on a well-pronounced, stout, 
nipple-shaped neck; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.57 to 0.65, width 0.13 to 0.15. 
Remarks; Two specimens of Dentalina in the present material 
showing close affinities with D. sarthacensis Schwager, 1866, 
were recovered. This species was originally described from 
the Oxfordian of Germany. Our specimens show similarities 
in the shape and size of the test, nature and arrangement 
of chambers, and apertural neck v;ith the German form but 
differs in having slightly more oblique sutures. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: M'.UGD Cat. No. MF 431. 
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Genus FRQNDICULARIA Defranee, 1826 
Frondicularia kutchensis Shall a and Abbas 
Plate 7, figure 11 
Frondicularia kutchensis BHALLA and ABBAS, 1978, p. 179, pi. 17, 
figs. 2-3 ~ BHALLA and TALIB, 1985c, pp. 54-56. 
Description: Test medium, elongate, tapering towards initial 
end, compressed; chambers six to eight in number including 
oval proloculus, broader than high, chevron shaped, final 
chamber more high and broad than the preceeding one; sutures 
distinct, simple, depressed, curved in early part, somewhat 
inverted "V - shaped in later part; periphery lobulate, 
oblong in apertural view; aperture terminal, radiate; wall 
calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm); Length 0.40 to 0.49, width 0.14 to 0.16, 
thickness 0.05 to 0.07. 
Remarks; Frondicularia kutchensis was first described by 
Bhalla and Abbas (1978) from the Callovian-Oxfordian sequence 
of Habo Hills, Kutch. These authors compared it from 
F. involuta, originally described by Terquem (1866) from the 
Lias of France, and F. involuta as recorded by Kalantari (1969) 
from the Bajocian and Oxfordian of Iran. These authors 
(Bhalla and Abbas, 1978) observed that F. kutchensis lacks 
the rhomboidal outline of F. involuta and has depressed and 
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less curved sutures. 
A fpw well-preserved specimens of F. kutchensis were 
found in the present material. Our specimens are similar to 
the holotype of F. kutchensis described by Bhalla and Abbas 
(1978) in gross morphological features and are also identical 
to the form reported by Bhalla and Talib (1985c; Talib, 1984) 
from Jhurio Hill, Kutch. 
Occurrence: Rare, 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF 432. 
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Frondicularia lignaria Terquem 
Plate 7, figure 12. 
Frondicularia lignaria TERQUEM, 1866, p. 480, pi. 19, fig. 14 
SAID and BARAKAT, 1958, p. 262, pi. i, fig. 38. 
Description: Test medium, elongate, multiocular, flattened; 
chambers five in number, gently arched tov^ /ards apertural end; 
sutures distinct, simple, depressed; periphery nearly entire; 
aperture terminal, radiate; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm); Length 0.48, width 0.15, thickness 0.05. 
Remarks: A solitary specimen of Frondicularia lignaria, 
originally described by Terquem (1866) from the Jurassic 
sequence of France was found in our material. The present 
specimen is slightly larger than the French forms and also 
differs in having a less rhomboid test with less number of 
chambers. Our specimen was found to be almost the same in 
shape, nature of suture, last chamber etc. with the form of 
this species described by Said and Barakat (1958) from the 
Jurassic of Sinai, Egypt but the Indian specimen has a 
comparatively large size. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF. 433. 
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Frondicularia nooosari a Terquein 
Plate 7, figure 13 
Frondicularia nodosaria TERQUEM, i870b, p. 319, pi. 22, 
fig. 25 — KALANTARI, 1969, pp. 93-94, pi. 4, figs. 1-2, 
4-5, 7-9, e;t s}m. 
Description: Test mediufn, elongate, tapering compressed; 
eight chambers including elongate proloculus, increasing 
gradually in width but very slowly in height except broken, 
final chamber which increases rather rapidly in height and 
width; sutures distinct, gently arched in early portion and 
more arcuate, inverted 'V'-shaped in later portion; periphery 
lobulate; apertural end broken; wall calcareous; surface 
ornamented with numerous vertical striations. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.56, width 0.17, thickness 0.06. 
Remarks: A solitary specimen of Frondicularia nodosaria Terquem 
i870b, with broken fjnal chamber at apertural end was found in 
the oresent material. Our specimen agrees in size, shaoe and 
ornamentation with those described by Kalantari (1969) from 
the Middle Jurassic-Cretaceous sediments of northeast Iran. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: A''.UGD Cat. 'Ao. MF 434. 
8b 
Genus L^EWA Vhtlkcr and Boys, J 798 
Laqena s u l c a t a (V/alker and J a c o b ) 
P l a t e 7 , f j g u r e 14 
Lagona (Lagena) s u l c a t a Vi/ALKER and JACOB i_n Kanmachar, 1798, 
p. 634, nl. 14, fig. 5. — KALANTARI, 1969, pn. 162-163, 
pi. 15, figs. 18-19a, b, et syn. 
Description: Test medium, unilocular, globe-shapeo; globular 
chamber followed by a stout neck; periphery roundeo; aperture 
terminal, rounded at end of apertural neck; wall calcareous; 
surface ornamented by sixteen, longitudinal, coastae 
originating from base ano covering entire test. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.27 to 0.30, width 0.16 to 0.19. 
Remarks: A few well-f)reserved specimens of Lagena sulcata 
(\','alker and Jacob), were found in our material. Kalanuari (1969) 
describ'd this species from the Mlodle Jurassic sodjmc-nts of 
northeast Iran. Our specimens are almost identical to the 
Iranian forms but are comparatively large and havino more 
stout neck. 
Oc currence : P^ are 
R e o o o i t o r v of t y p e m a t e r i a l : AJ/IUGD C a t . No. f/lF ^ 3 5 . 
8c 
Lagena sp. 
Plo e 7, figure 15. 
Description: Test medium, unilocular, phial shaped, nearly 
parallel sided, tapering at both ends, periphery nearly 
entire, aperture distinct, terminal rounded, situated on a 
short, stout neck; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.49, width 0.16. 
Remarks: A single specimen of Lagena was obtained from the 
Jumara material which could not be assigned to a known species 
of the genus. However, it is somewhat similar to L. apiculata 
var. phialaeformis, originally described by Crespin (1953) 
from the Lower Cretaceous of Adilade, South Australia, in 
shape and size of the test but the Australian form possesses 
a radial aperture instead of a rounded aperture v*/hich is the 
characteristic feature of the genus Lagena (Loeblich and 
Tappan, 1964). Hence, the present specimen is considered as 
an indeterminate species of Lagena and more specimens are 
required to give a trivial name to it. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF. 436. 
n 
4.9.2 Family VAGINULINIDAE, Reus3, i860 
Subfamily LENTiCULININAE, Chapman, Parr and Collins, 1934. 
Genus LENTICULINA Lamarck, 1804 
Lenticulina quenstedti (Guembel) 
Plate 7, figure 17 
Cristellaria quenstedti GUEMBEL, 1862, p. 226, pi. 4, fig.2a,b. 
Lenticulina quenstedti (Guembel) - BHALLA and ABBAS, 1978, 
p. 180, pi. 6, fig. 4, et syri. - KALIA and CHOWDHURY, 1983, 
p. 236, pi,4, figs. 15-19. — BHALLA and TALIB, 1985c, 
pp. 54-5 6. 
Description: Test medium to large, lenticular, planispiral, 
involute, closely coiled, biumbonate; chambers six to fourteen 
in outer coil, enlarging gradually with growth; sutures 
distinct, raised, limbate, gently curved, coalesce near 
umblicus, forming a faint ring around it; periphery keeled; 
acute in apertural view; aperture distinct, simple, radiate 
at peripheral angle; wall calcareous; surface, smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Major diameter 0.31 to 1.00, minor 
diameter 0.22-0.59, thickness 0.10 to 0.29. 
Remarks: A large population of Lenticulina quenstedti (Guembel) 
occurs in the present material. This is a well-known species 
first described by Guembel (1862) from the Oxfordian of 
Germany and has been recovered from many Jurassic localities 
of the world. 
t_* ouG"s tedti shoves a wJ de range of variation in shape 
and size of tlu- test and degree of coiling in our material. 
Our specimens are robust ana well-preserved having distinct 
umbilical ring and exhibit variation on similar lines as 
described in detail by Bhalla and Talib (1985a) from the 
Callovian-Oxfordian sediments of Jhurio ]-iills, Kutch. These 
authors (Bhalla and Talib, 1985a) opined that it is a highly 
plastic soecies and if studied separately, the different 
morphovariants seem to belong to different species but when 
grouped together, they show a morphological continuity. 
A comparison of the present specimens of L. quenstedti 
with those described by Espitalie and Sigal (1963) from 
Malagache and by Kalantari (1969) from northeast Iran, 
reveals that all the forms are similar showing markedly 
raised sutures, distinct umbilical ring ana well-developed 
keel. Ojr specimens are larger in size than the forms 
described by Bhalla and Abbas (1978) from the Middle Jurassic 
sediments of Habo Hills, Kutch and also oiffer from 
Rajasthani forms figured by Kalia and Chowohury (ivBS) in 
size and shape of the test. 
Occurrence: Abunaant. 
F^epository of type material: AiV.LIGD Cat. No. MF 437. 
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LenticuJina subalata (Reuss) 
Plate 7, figure 16 
Cristellaria subalata REUSS, 1854, p. 68, pi. 25, fig. 13 
Lenticulina subalatiformis Dain (Misc.) - ESPITALIE and 
SIGAL, 1963, p. 25, pi. 5, figs. 7-8. 
Lenticulina subalata (Reuss) - BHALLA and ABBAS, 1978, 
pp. 180-181, pi. 6, fig. 6; pi. 10, figs. 1-4, et syn. -
BHALLA and TALIS, 1985c, pp. 54-56. 
Description: Test small to large, planispiral, lenticular, 
rounded to elongate, biumbonate; chambers well-marked, 
ranging from eight to twelve, somewhat triangular, enlarging 
gradually with growth; sutures distinct, limbate, raised, 
gently curved; periphery entire, keeled; aperture distinct, 
radiate at dorsal angle; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Major diameter 0.27 to 0.85, minor 
diameter 0.24 to 0.67, thickness 0.21 to 0.39. 
Remarks: Lenticulina subalata was originally described by 
Reuss (1854) from the Cretaceous of Germany. it is a well-
knov/n species of the genus Lenticulina and is cosmopolitan 
in occurrence. This species shows a wide range of variation 
in size and shape of the test as worked out by Bhalla and 
Abbas (1975b). These authors opined that some other species 
of Lenticulina erected by a few authors were in fact 
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different morphovariants of L. subalata. 
Our specimens of L. subalata have a close reseniblance 
to those described by Bhalla and Abbas (1975b, 1978) from 
the Habo Hills, Kutch and exhibit a similar trend of 
variation. A comparison of present specimens with those 
described by Cifelli (1959) and Kalantari (1969) from the 
Jurassic rocks of England and Iran respectively, reveals 
that alJ are identical. The forms described by Espitalie 
and Sigal (1963) as L. subalatiformis Dain are almost similar 
to our soecimens. 
Occurrence: Abundant. 
Repository of type material: AiMUGD Cat. No. MF 438. 
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Lenticulina tricarinella (Reuss) 
Plate 7, figure 20 
Cristellaria (Crjstellaria) tricarinGlla REUSS, 1863, p. 68, 
pi. 7, fig. 9; pi. 12, figs. 2-4. 
Lenticulina tricarinella (Reuss). — BHALLA and ABBAS, 1978, 
pp. 181-182, pi. 6, fig. 9; pi. 11, figs. 1-6, et_. syn. — 
KALIA and CHOWDHURY, 1983, p. 234., pi.4, figs. 20-23 — 
BHALLA and TALIB, i985c, pp. 54-56. 
Descripticn: Tpst medium to large, elongate to elliptical 
in outline, parallel sided in front view, slightly biumbonate; 
early portion coiled, planispiral, having four to seven 
chambers; later portion uncoiled, with two to three chambers 
forming an uniserial series; chambers triangular, broad, low, 
enlarging gradually as added, tending to reach proloculus, 
outer margin of final chamber covering about half to three-
fourth of ventral margin; sutures distinct, limbate, curved, 
markedly raised, oblique to axis of coiling; periphery entire, 
tricarinate m apertural view; aperture distinct, raoiate, 
sometLmes 3n a tiny neck, at dorsal angle; wall calcareous; 
surface smooth . 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.53 to 1.0, width 0.31 to 0.42, 
thickness 0.15 to 0.18. 
Remarks: Lenticulina tricarinella was first cescribed from 
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the Lower Cretaceous of northern Germany by Reuss (1863). 
li occurs abundantly in our material and is also known from 
many Jurassic localities. According to Norling (1972), it 
is mainly confined to Middle and Upper Jurassic. 
The present specimens of L. tricarinella are similar 
to those described by Bhalla and Abbas (1978) and by 
Talib (1984) from the Jurassic sediments of Habo Hills and 
Jhurio Hill of Kutch region respectively. They also closely 
resemble to those figured by Macfadyen (1935) as 
Cristellaria tricarinella from the Jurassic of Somaliland 
and by Cifelli (1959) and Gordon (1965) from the Jurassic 
of England. However, the Somalian forms are smaller than 
our specimens. 
Occurrence: Abundant. 
Repository of type material: Ai'.iUGD Cat. No. MF 439. 
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Lenticuli£i£, varians (Bornemann) 
Plate 7, figure 21. 
Cristellaria varians BORNEMANN, 1854, p. 41, pi. 4, figs. 32-34 
Lenticulina varians (Bornemann) — BHALLA and ABBAS, 1978, 
p. 182, pi. 6, fig. 5, et. syn. 
Description: Test medium, lentjcular, planispiral, involute, 
subrounded, tightly coiled; only later chambers distinct, nine 
in outer coil, enlarging gradually with growth, final chamber 
narrower than previous one; sutures distinct in later portion, 
simple, depressed, slightly curved; periphery nearly entire; 
umbilical area small, depressed; aperture distinct, radial, 
at dorsal angle; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Major diameter 0.31, minor diameter 0.23, 
thickness 0.15, 
Remarks: A single but well-preserved soecimen of Lenticulina 
varians v^'as obtained from the present material. Our si-^ ecimen 
has a close resem.blance to the forms described by Said and 
Barakat (1958) from the Jurassic rocks of Egypt but differs in 
having comparatively larger size and depressed sutures. A 
comparison of the present specimen with those described from 
the Jurassic rocks by Kalantari (1969) from Iran and Bhalla and 
Abbas (1978) from Habo Hills, Kutch, Inoia, reveals that all 
are more or less similar in shape, size, nature of sutures, 
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last chamber etc. However, the present form possesses more 
depressed sutures as compared to flush sutures of Iranian 
forms. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AvlUGD Cat. No. MF 440. 
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Lenticulina sp. 
Plate 7, figure 19 
Description: Test medium, planispiral, elongate, lenticular, 
closely coiled, later portion u.iiserial; early chambers 
indistinct, only last three chainbers of final whorl distinctly 
visible, gaining height as added; sutures rather indistinct, 
simple, somewhat depressed, gently curved in later portion; 
periphery nearly entire, aperture distinct, radiate, on a 
short apertural neck; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in ram): Major diameter 0.48, minor diameter 0.24, 
thickness 0.16. 
Remarks: A solitary specimen of Lenticulina sp. was found in 
the present material which could not bex compared with any 
known species of the genus. Hence, it is being kept under 
open nomenclature. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AvlUGD Cat. No. MF 441. 
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Genus bA:-:AChNARJ A bef ranee, 1824 
Saracens: ia cornucopiae (Schwager) 
PlaLe 7, figure 13 
Cristellaria (Saracenaria) cornucopiae SCHWAGER, 1865, 
p. 181, D1 . 5, fig. 7. 
Saracenaria cornucopiae (Schwager) - SAID and BARAKAT, 1957, 
p. 43, pi. 1, fig. 18; 1958, p. 258, pi. 5, figs. 17a, b. -
BHALLA and TALTB, 19'35c, pp. 54-56. 
Description: Test medium to large, elongate, triangular in 
cross-section; early portion slightly coiled, soon becoming 
uncoiled, rectilinear; coiled portion with four to five 
chambers, triangular, low and broad, enlarging gradually as 
added; uncoiled portion with three to four chambers 
enlarging rather rapialy with grov\t:h, final ciiamber nearly 
twice the size of preceding one; sutures distinct, simple, 
almost flush with surface, slightly depressed on apertural 
face; genLly convux towards apertural enu; periphery entire 
to slightly lobula^e, keeled; aperture distinct, terminal, 
radiate, at dorsal angle, on a orojected end of final chamber; 
wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
DimensJ ons (in mm): Length 0.41 to 0.71, va.dth 0.16 to 0.18, 
thickness 0.08 to 0.10. 
Remarks: A iev-j specimens of Saracenaria cornucopiae originally 
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described by Schwager (I36b) iroin Lho Jurassic of Germany 
were found in the present material. Our spec .none are 
similar to those described by Said and Barakat (1957, 19b8) 
from Jurassic of Egypt and also to those recorded by 
Bhalla and Talib (1985c; Talib, 1984) from the Jurassic 
sediments of Jhurio Hill, Kutch. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
R e p o s i t o r y of t y p e m a t e r i a l : A'>iUGD C a t . No. .MF 4 4 2 . 
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Subfamily MARGINULININAE Wedekind, 1937 
Genus MARGINULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
Marginulina curvature Cushman 
Plate 7, figure 22. 
Marginulina curvatura CUSHiVlAiM, 1938, p, 34, pi. 5, figs. 13-14 
- BHALLA and TALIB, 1935c, pp. 54-56. 
Description: Tcsx medium, elongate, rounded in cross-section; 
early portion coiled with five distinct, triangular, 
gradually enlarging chambers, following globular proloculus, 
becoming more inflated as added; uncoiled portion with two 
chambers, rectilinear, final chamber globular, more inflated, 
smaller than the penultimate chamber; sutures in early 
portion simple, depressed, slightly curved; later portion 
with distinct, simple, transverse, fairly depressed sutures; 
periphery slightly lobulate, aperture terminal, radiate; wall 
calcareous, surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.44, width 0.21. 
Remarks: Marginulina curvatura was first described by 
Cushman (1938) from the Cretaceous of North America. A 
solitary but well-preserved specimen belonging to this 
species was found in our material which is identical to the 
form described by Talib (1984) from the Jurassic sediments 
of Jhurio Hill, Kutch. However, the present specimen 
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possesses a greater number of chambers in the coiled portion 
and its penultimr .e chamber is larger than the final one. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat.No. MF. 443. 
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Marginulina jumaraensis n. so. 
Plate 8, f i g s . 1-2. 
Diagnostic feature: A species of Marginulina with 
characteristically ornamented surface having numerous 
raised ribs coalescing to form a mesh work on entire test, 
mesh of somewhat quadrangular in outline, prominent in 
early portion, rather obscure later on. 
Description: Test medium, elongate, nearly parallel sided, 
moderately inflated, rounded in cross-section, initial 
portion very slightly tapering; early portion coiled, later 
uncoiled,, rectilinear; coiled portion with three to four 
chambers including globular proloculus, chambers nearly 
triangular, enlarging gradually as added; uncoiled portion 
with three to four chambers, increasing in dimension in early 
stage, rather rapidly later on, broader than high, last two 
chambers nearly of equal size, considerably higher than 
previous ones; sutures of coiled part rather limbate, 
moderately depressed, gently curved; rectilinear portion 
with distinct sutures, fairly depressed, nearly straight, 
moderately limbate, oblique to axis; periphery, gently 
lobulate; aperture distinct, terminal, radiate, on a short 
neck; wall calcareous; surface ornamented with numerous 
raised ribs initially to form a recticulate pattern giving 
rise to a mesh work on the entire test of somewhat 
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quadrangular outline, prominent in early portion, obscure in 
later part. 
Dimensions (in mm) 
Holotype Paratype 
(pi. 8, fig. 1) (pi. 8, fig. 2) 
Length 0.50 0.48 
Maximum v/idth 0.16 0.14 
Thickness 0 .15 0.12 
Other specimen: Length 0.52, width 0.17, thickness 0.16. 
Variation: Marginulina jumaraensis n. sp. exhibits a little 
variation in shape and size of test. The shape of test may 
be parallel sided (pi. 8, fig. 2) or nearly so with a 
slightly tapering initial portion (pi. 8, fig. 1). The 
cross-section of the test varies from circular (pi. 8, fig. lb) 
to sub-circular (pi. 8, fig. 2b) in outline. Apertural neck 
may be prominent (pi. 8, fig. la) to rather indistinct 
(pi. 8, fig. 2a). 
Discussion: The present new species of Marginulina somewhat 
resembles M. reti Espitalie and Sigal, 1963, described from 
the Jurassic of Malagache but differs from it in having a 
little or practically negligible compression of the test, 
more thickened sutures in later portion, and in the pattern 
and dimension of ornamental mesh-work. The ornamental mesh 
of M. jumoraensis is of larger size and of almost 
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quadrangular shape in contrast to M. reti in which mesh are 
of small size having polygonal outline. 
From M. stratifera, originally described by Tappan 
(1943) from the Lower Cretaceous of U. S. A., M. jumaraensis 
n. sp. differs in having a comparatively small test with 
gently curved, depressed and rather limbate sutures in early 
portion and fairly limbate, more depressed and inclined 
sutures in uncoiled portion. The final chamber of 
M. stratifera is more inflated than the present species. 
The aperture is radiate in M. jumaraensis n. sp., while in 
M, stratifera, it is rounded. The nature of surface 
ornamentation in both the species is markedly different. 
Type horizon; Chari Formation; samples: JM/4-3, greenish, 
yellow or green, irregularly laminated, fossiliferous 
limemudstone and also in JM/6-3, light cream coloured, soft, 
friable, finely laminated marl with thin lenses of pelecypod 
hash. 
Geological age: Callovian. 
Type locality: Teen Phuar nala, about 2.5 km northeast of 
Jumara village; Barh nala, 1.8 km north of Jumara village; 
Jumara Hills, Kutch, India. 
Etymology: M. jumaraensis n. sp. is named after the village 
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Jumara in western Kutch, India, from where the present 
material was collected. 
Repository of type material: Holotype, AiVlUGD Cat. No. MF 444; 
paratype, A-MUGD Cat. No. MF 445, 
L04 
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iViarginulina aff . M. woodi Bhalla and Abbas 
Plate 7, figure 23 
aff. Marginulina woodi BHALLA and ABBAS, 1978, pp. 183-18^, 
pi. 7, figs. 8-9 - BHALLA and lALIB, 1935c, pp. 54-5o. 
Description: Test medium, elongate, more or less parallel 
sided, slightly compressed, gently arcuate; early portion 
slightly planispiral with four to five well-marked chambers 
including globular proloculus, later oortion uncoiled with 
three to seven, uniserial, chambers, broao and low enlarqino 
gradually as added; sutures distinct, limbate, flush, curved 
in early portion, nearly straight later on, oblique to axix 
of coiling; periphery entire, strongly keeled; aperture 
distinct, radiate, at dorsal angle, proouced on a distinct 
neck; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (_i_n mm) : Length 0.51 to 0.61, widtli 0.15 to 0.13, 
thickness 0.09 to 0.12. 
Pi.emarks: i.iarqinulina woodi v/as first aescr bco by BhalJ a ana 
Abbas (1978) from the Callovian-Oxfordian sequence of Habo 
Hill, Kutcr . Later on, Bhalla ana Talio (1985c) reoorteo 
its occurrence from Jhurio Hill, (CallovJan-Oxforoian) 
anolhc-r area in the Kutch mainland, India. 
A few specimens of jMargi-nulina obLjincd from the 
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present material have a close affinity with M. woodi except 
that they are slightly more narrow and compressed. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AJMUGD Cat. No. MF 44-6. 
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Genus ASTACOLUS Montfort, 1808 
Astacolus anceps (Terquem) 
Plate 8, figure 3; text-fig. 8 
Cristellaria anceps TERQUEM, 1870a, p. 428, pi. 9, figs. 11-21. 
Astacolus anceps (Terquem) BHALLA and ABBAS, 1978, p. 175, 
pi. 5, fig.l, e;t syn. — BHALLA and TALIB, 1985c, pp. 54-56. 
Description: Test small to medium, elongate, highly compressed, 
axis curved; early portion having four to seven triangular 
chambers, following oval proloculus, enlarging gradually as 
added; later portion with one to four chambers, low and 
broad, final chamber occupying half of the ventral margin; 
sutures distinct, slightly curved, gently raised, nearly 
flush; periphery entire to faintly lobulate, keeled, acute in 
apertural view; aperture distinct, terminal radiate; wall 
calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.33 to 0.49, width 0.12 to 0.16, 
thickness 0.04 to 0.06. 
Dimorphism and variation: Astacolus anceps^  (Terquem), which 
occurs frequently in our material, shows dimorphism as well 
as variation. Both megalospheric and microspheric generations 
occur in the present material. The megalospheric forms are 
characterised by having a short, more broad and less 
compressed test tapering tovv'ards the apertural end with 
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maximum width in the initial portion and having an average 
proloculus diameter of 55 M (text fig. 8e, d) whereas the 
microspheric generation has individuals with large, elongate, 
relatively more compressed tests tapering at both ends with the 
maximum width nearly in the middle of the test and having 
average proloculus diameter of 25 A^  (text fig. 8a, b). 
Moreover, the sutures in the later portion of the microspheric^ 
tests are more inclined as compared to megalospheric forms. 
The apertural end in microspheric individuals is narrow with 
a thin, fragile and easily distinguishable apertural neck 
while the megalospheric forms have somewhat blunt and rounded 
apertural end and lack pronounced neck. 
Remarks: The specimens of Astacolus anceps recovered from the 
Jumara material are identical to those described by Bhalla 
and Abbas (1978) and Subbotina and Srivastava (= A. anceps 
var. indica in Subbotina et_ al_, 1960) from the Jurassic 
sediments of Kutch but the present specimens of this species 
have gently raised to almost flush sutures and differs with 
the forms described by Subbotina and Srivastava (i960) which 
possess raised sutures only. However, Talib (1984) has 
described species of A. anceps having flush to raised sutures 
from the Jurassic of Jhurio Hill, Kutch. 
Occurrence : Frequent. 
Repositoi-y of type m a t e r i a l : AMUGD Cat. No. iVlF 447 
lua 
Astacolus aphrastus Loeblich and Tappan 
Plate 8, figure 5 
Astacolus aphrastus LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, 1950b, p. 45, p.12, 
figs. 1-4. — KALIA and CHOWDHURY, 1983, p. 232, pi. 1, 
fig. 10; pi.2, fig. 9-13. 
^^* A- aphrastus BHALLA and ABBAS, 1978, p. 175, pi. 5, 
fig. 2. 
Description: Test medium, compressed, axis curved, early 
portion coiled having five chambers, broad and low, following 
a small, subrounded proloculus, enlarging gradually as added; 
uncoiled portion with two chambers, broader than high, nearly 
equal in size, tending to reach proloculus; sutures faintly 
marked, appear to be simple, flush with surface, gently curved; 
periphery entire, weakly keeled, sub-acute in apertural 
view; aperture distinct, radiate, at dorsal angle; wall 
calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.31, width 0.27, thickness 0.17. 
Remarks: A single and well-preserved specimen of Astacolus 
aphrastus Loeblich and Tappan, 1950b, was found in our 
material. Except for its smaller size, the present specimen 
is identical with the American form and comes well within the 
variation range of this species. 
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Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF 448 
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Astacolus beierana (Guembel) 
Plate 8, figure 7 
Marginulina beierana GUBvlBEL, 1862, p. 221, pi. 3, figs. 20a-b. 
Planularia beierana (Guembel) - K/^XAi^AiU, 1969, p. 51, pi. 3, 
figs. 16-I8b, et_ syn. 
Description: Test large, compressed, elongate, axis curved; 
earlier portion coiled with five chambers, excluding oval 
proloculus, broader than high, nearly triangular in outline, 
enlargi.ng gradually as added; later portion uncoiled with 
three chambers, low and broad, tending to reach proloculus, 
final chamber occuoying nearly half of the ventral margin; 
sutures distinct, flush curved in initial part, oblique in 
later portion; periphery acute with a faint keel; aperture 
istinct, terminal, radiate, at dorsal angle with a short 
apertural nock; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
Pi me n s i p n s_ (in m m): Length 0.60 to 0.72, width 0.31 to 0.36, 
thickness 0.07 to 0.00. 
Rop.iarks: A few well-preserved specimens of Astacolus beierana 
V\/erc founo in the present material. Cifelli (1959), and 
Kalani-ari (1969) described this species as Planularia 
beierana from the Bathonian of England and Middle 
Jurassic of north east Iran respectively. Kalantari 
(1969) made a detailed variation studv of this soccies. 
o 
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A comparJ son of our spcciinons with those f iqured by 
lv.3lantaji (l';-o9) reveals "Lhai both are very much: 
si-iulrr uo each! other in alJ respects includiny the 
presence Oi Taln^ keel bur Irck carina at .narprns, one 
of the ci.aj'acteristic features which distinguis:! 
Astacolus from PIanularla. Moreover, the genus Planularia 
made its first aopearance in iViioceno (fide Loeblich and 
Tappan, 1964). Hence this soecies is being put under the 
'jonus Astacolus instead of Planularia. 
Occurrence; Rare. 
Repository of type material: AvlLfGD Cat. No. AiF 449 
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Astacolus filosa (Terquem) 
Plate 8, figure 6 
Cristellaria filosa TERQUEM, 1866, p. 517, pi. 22, figs. 8a-b. 
Astacolus filosa (Terquem) - KAIANTARI, 1969, p. 45, pi. 3, 
figs. 6a-7b„ et syn. 
Description; Test medium, elongate, compressed, axis curved; 
coiled in the early portion, later part tending to uncoil; 
chambers distinct, seven, low and broad, enlarging gradually 
as added, last chamber tending to reach proloculus; sutures 
simple, distinct, slightly depressed, gently curved; 
periphery sub-acute, faintly keeled; aperture distinct, 
radiate, at dorsal angle on a short,stout neck; wall 
calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.53, width 0.28, thickness 0.16. 
Remarks: A_st^ o^\45 f_i_lc)s^  is rare and only one specimen of 
this species could be retrieved from the present materjal. 
Our specimen is similar to those described by Said and 
Barakat (1958) from the Jurassic rocks of Egypt and also the 
forms described by Kalantari (l969) from the Bajocian of 
northeast Iran. However, it differs from the Egyptian forms 
in having a more pronounced neck and in being slightly larger 
in size and from the Iranian forms in having a centrally 
placed neck similar to the original form figured by 
Terquem (16566) . 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF 450 
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Astacolus pauperatus (Jones and Parker) 
Plate 8, figure 4 
Planularia pauperatus JONES and PAiiKEH, i860, p. 454, pi. 20, 
fig. 39. 
Astacolus pauperatus (Jones and Parker) - Bti/^ LLA and ABBAS, 
1978, p. 176, pi. 5, figs. 3-4, et_ s^m. - BHALLA and TALIB, 
1985c, pp. 54-56. 
Description: Test medium, slightly compressed, axis curved; 
early portion coiled with three to five triangular, broad, 
and low gradually enlarging chambers; later portion tending 
to uncoil with two to four low and broad chainbers, tending to 
approach proloculus, final chamber occupying most of the 
ventral margin of the test; sutures distinct, simole, 
depressed, curved; periphery nearly entire; aperture faintly 
visible, app^ears to be terminal, radiate, at dorsal angle, 
on a short neck; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm); Length 0.4o to 0.59, y^ fidth 0.25 to 0.27, 
thickness 0.08 to 0.09. 
Remarks: Our specimens of Astacol^us pauperatus (Jones and 
Parker) are similar to those oescribed by Bhalia and 
Abbas (1978) from the Callovlan-Oxfordian sequence of 
Habo Hills, Kutch. However, the apertural neck in the 
present specimens is more pronounced. They are identical 
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to those de-scribed by Bhalla and Talib (l985c; Talib, 1984) 
from the Ca-Hovian of Jhurio Hill, Kutch. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material : AMUGD Cat. No. MF 451. 
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Genus MARGINULINOPSIS Silvestri, 1904 
Margj nulinopsis aff. M. stephensoni (Cushman) 
Plate 8, figure 12 
aff. Marginulina stephensoni CUSHA/lAN, 1V37, p. 93, pi. 13, 
figs. 10-11. 
Description: Test medium, broken, elongate, earlier portion 
closely coiled, biumbonate, later portion uncoiled; seven 
chambers in coiled portion, earlier ones nearly of uniform 
shape, increasing gradually in size as added, except seventh 
chamber of outer coil which increases rapidly in size, 
relatively inflated; uncoiled portion with only one broken 
chamber, fairly inflated; sutures distinct, limbate, raised, 
nearly straight in earlier part of coiled portion, strongly 
depressed, thickened, slightly curved, in later part; 
periphery sub-acute, entire; wall calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.58, width 0.26, diameter of 
coiled portion 0.30, 
Remarks: A single, well-preservc-d, but broken at uncoiled 
part, specimen of Marqinulinopsis was obtained from the 
present material which somewhat resembles Marginulina 
stephensoni described by Cushman {1^37) from Cretaceous 
Formation of Texas, U. S. A. A comparison of our specimen 
with the American forms reveals that the present specimen 
Dossesses raised sutures in the earlier part of coiled 
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portion, but the shape of chambers in the coiled part is not 
as uniform as in the American forms figured by Cushman (1937) 
The generic characters of our specimen demand placement of 
this species under the genus Marginulinopsis instead of 
Marginulina due to involute coiled part of the test. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type m a t e r i a l : MIUGD Cat . No. MF 452. 
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Subfamily VAGINULININAE, Reuss, I860 
Genus VAGINULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
Vaginulina bhatiai Bhalla and Talib 
Plate 8, figure 9 
Vaginulina bhatiai BHALLA and TALIB, 1985b, pp. 150-151, 
fig. 2, pi. 1, figs, 10-18. 
Description: Test medium, slightly compressed, axis moderately 
arcuate, early portion coiled, later uncoiled; coiled portion 
with five chambers including globular proloculus, gently 
inflated; uncoiled portion v.dth two chambers, low and broad, 
rectilinear, fairly inflated, increasing rapidly as added, 
final chamber relatively more inflated and large, about twice 
the height of previous one; sutures distinct, rather limbate, 
distinctly depressed, gently curved; periphery nearly entire, 
dorsal margin distinctly keeled, aperture distinct, terminal, 
radiate, on a distinct neck; wall calcareous; surface 
ornamented with numerous coastae upto twelve in final 
chamber, coastae increasing in number with the addition of 
chambers, commencing from second chamber, interrupted by 
sutures. 
Dimensions (in mmj: Length 0.30 to 0.34, width 0.14 to 0.17, 
thickness 0.10 to 0.12. 
Remarks: A few specimens belonging to Vaginulina bhatiai 
originally described by Bhalla and Talib (1985b) from 
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Jurassic sediments of Jhurio Hill, Kutch, were found in the 
present material. These authors also worked out a study of 
variation of this species. The present specimens are identical 
to the types of this species. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF 453. 
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Vaginulina cf. V. ectypa (Loeblich and Tappan) 
Plate 8, figure 11 
Vaginulinopsis ectypa LOEBLICK and JAPPM^, 1950b, p. 4 6, 
figs. 17-20. 
Description: Test medium, compressed, early portion slightly 
coiled, later uncoiled; three distinct chambers in the coiled 
portion, triangular, enlarging gradually as added; uncoiled 
portion with four, low and broad chambers, rectilinear; final 
chamber large, nearly twice the height of the previous one; 
sutures distinct, raised, gently curved; periphery sub-acute; 
aperture radial, terminal, at dorsal angle; wall calcareous; 
surface ornamented by numerous coastae about ten in number, 
joins vdth sutures to form, broad meshv.'ork . 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.33 to 0.36, width 0.18 to 0.21, 
thickness 0.08 to 0.09. 
Remarks: Two well-oreserved specimens of Vaginulina ectypa 
(Loeblich and Tropan) were recovered from the Jumara material. 
The present Especimens are assignee to the genus Vaginulina 
instead of Vaginulinoosis on the basis of coiling as mentioned 
by Abbas (1973). He was of the oninion that the basic 
difference between these two genera is the degree of coiling. 
In Vaginulina, the early portion is slightly coiled Vv'hiereas 
it is tightly enrolled in Vaginulinopsis. Our specimens are 
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similar to those described by Loeblich and Tappan (1950b) from 
the Oxfordian of U. S. A. as Vaginulinopsis ectypa. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF 454. 
12: 
Vaginulina inspissate Loeblich and Tappan 
Plate 8, figure 8 
Vaginulina inspissata LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, i950b, p. 55, pi. 14, 
figs. 24-25. 
Astacolus aff. A. inspissatus (Loeblich and Tappan) -
ESPITALIE and SIGAL, 1963, p. 30, pi. 7, fig.6. 
Description: Test medium to large, slightly compressed, 
elongate, sub-parallel in side view; early portion slightly 
coiled, later uncoiled, coiled portion with five to seven 
chambers, including globular proloculus, triangular, enlarging 
gradually as added; uncoiled portion with three to four 
distinct chambers, low and broad, final chamber relatively 
large and somewhat inflated; sutures distinct, depressed, 
simple, slightly curved; periphery slightly lobulate; 
aperture distinct, radiate at dorsal angle; wall calcareous; 
surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.59 to 0.70, width 0.19 to 0.22, 
thickness 0.14 to 0.18. 
Remarks; Vaginulina inspissata was first described by Loeblich 
and Tappan (1950b) from the Oxfordian of U. S. A. Our 
specimens are similar to the original forms but differ in 
having a relatively large size and possess slightly greater 
number of chambers. 
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Kalia and Chowdhury (1983) described V. inspissate from 
the Callovian of western Rajasthan but the species figured by 
them seems to exhibit considerable difference from V. inspissata 
as described and illustrated by the original authors of this 
^ecies (Loeblich and Tappan, 1950b) as well as from the 
< jecimens recovered from our material. The Rajasthaniform 
< iffers in having less number of chambers amounting to only 
our, more curved sutures and appreciably small size of the 
est. Moreover, the final chamber of their (Kalia and 
;howdhury 0£. cit,) form is touching the proloculus and 
occupying the major part of the ventral margin - a diagnostic 
character which would necessitate its placement under the 
genus Astacolus De Montfort, 1808, However, the specimens 
figured by Espitalie and Sigal (l963) as Astacolus aff. 
A. inspissatus exhibit all the characters of V. inspissata 
and resemble with our forms as well as. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF 455. 
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Vaginulina misrensis (Said and Barakat) 
Plate 8, figure 10 
Vaginulinopsis misrensis SAID and BARAKAT, 1958, p. 251, pi. 5, 
figs. 7-a-c, 21a-b. — KALANTARI, 1969, pp. 88-89, pi. 6, 
figs. 1-6. 
Description: Test medium, elongate, slightly compressed, 
tapering, early portion coiled, later uncoiled, rectilinear; 
coiled portion with four triangular chambers including oval 
proloculus, increasing gradually in size; uncoiled part with 
three chambers, low and broad, comparatively large and inflated; 
sutures distinct, somewhat limbate, flush to surface initially; 
simple, depressed and oblique in later part; periphery 
lobulate, faintly keeled in early portion; aperture distinct, 
terminal, radiate, on a short neck; wall calcareous; surface 
smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.40, width 0.16, thickness 0.1. 
Remarks: A well-preserved specimen of Vaginulina misrensis, 
originally described by Said and Barakat (l958) from 
Kimmerdgian of Egypt, was obtained from the present material. 
Our specimen is similar to the Egyptian form in shape, size, 
number of chambers in the coiled as well as uncoiled portions 
but in the Indian form, sutures are flush to the surface in 
the coiled part and the final chamber is more inflated. 
Kalantari (1969) also described this species from Bajocian of 
i2b 
northeast Iran and worked out in detail the variation exhibited 
by this species. A comparison of the present form with the 
figures of this species by Kalantari (1969, op_. cit.) shows 
that the Iranian forms have rather more lobulate periphery 
than the Indian as well as Egyptian forms. 
Occurrence; Rare. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF 456. 
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Genus CITHARINA d'Orbigny, 1339 
Citharina clathrata (Terquem) 
Plate 8, figure 16 
Marginulina clathrata TERQUEM, 1868, p. 74, pi, 2, fig. 24a-b. 
Citharina clathrata (Terquem) - BHALLA and ABBAS, 1978, 
pp. 176-177, pi. 5, fig. 8; pi. 9, figs. 1-5, et syn. -
BHALLA and TALIB, 1985c, pp. 54-56i 
Description: Test medium to large, compressed, flaring, 
triangular in outline; chambers four to nine, following 
globular proloculus, broader than high, increasing rapidly 
in breadth but gradually in height as added; sutures distinct, 
limbate, nearly flush, slightly curved, inclined to axis; 
periphery entire, keeled; aperture radiate, at dorsal angle; 
wall calcareous; surface ornamented with three to seven 
distinct, longitudinal ribs extending from proloculus to 
apertural face, uninterrupted by sutures, sometimes 
bifurcating. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.35 to 0.99, width 0.18 to 0.48, 
thickness 0.12 to 0.16. 
Remarks: Citharina clathrata is abundant in our material and 
shows a wide range of variation in shape and size of the 
test, arrangement of chambers, ornamentation etc. Variation 
and dimorphism of this species were worked out in detail by 
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Bhalla and Abbas (1978). Our specimens exhibit close 
resemblance to those described by Bhalla and Abbas (op. cit.) 
and also to the ones described by Subbotina and Srivastava 
(ij2 Subbotina et_ al_. I960). A comparison of the forms 
described by Kalantari (1969) from the Jurassic of Iran, 
reveals that in our specimens, the surface ornamentation does 
not obscure the sutures as in some of the Iranian forms. 
However, in our specimens, the ornamental ribs are more or 
less equidistant throughout and sometimes bifurcate in the 
last two or three chambers. 
Occurrence: Abundant. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF 457, 
I2i 
Genus CiTHARiNHLLA Marie, 1938 
Citharineila rhomboidea Loeblich and Tappan 
Plate 8, figure 15^ text-fiQ. 9 
Citharineila rhomboidea LOEBLICH and TAPPAN, i950a, p. 58, 
pi. 16, figs. l-3b. - WALL, 1960, p. 103, pi. 6, fig. 13. 
- KALIA and CHOWDHURY, 1983, p. 233, pi. 3, fig. 3-6 — 
BHALLA and TALIB, 1985c, pp. 54-56. 
Description: Test medium to large, nearly rhomboid to 
sub-rhomboid, palmate, flattened; early portion Citharine, 
later Frondicularine; Citharine portion with oval proloculus 
followed by two to four chambers, broad and low, somewhat, 
triangular, enlarging gradually with growth; Frondicularine 
portion with three to five cheveron-shaped chambers, 
increasing well in width but very little in height as added; 
sutures distinct, limbate, slightly deoressed, gently curved 
in Citharine portion, acutely arched upwards in later portion; 
periphery entire to lobulate, generally keeled; aperture 
distinct, terminal, radiate, placed on a distinct neck; wall 
calcareous; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.41 to 0.67, width 0.23 to 0.33, 
thickness 0.04 to 0.08. 
Dimorphism and variation: Citharineila rhomboidea, frequently 
occurs in our material and shows dimorphism. The megalospheric 
tests (text fig. 9d-e) are relatively small in size with 
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maximum width always in the middle, tapering more towards 
apertural end. They possess only Lhreo chambers each in the 
Citharine as well as Frondicularine portions and are not 
perfectly rhomb-shaped in outline. Moreover, they are thicker 
than the microspheric individuals. The microspheric tests 
(text fig. 9a-c, f-g) possess a large Citharine as well as 
Frondicularine portions, the former having five chambers and 
the latter with three to five chevron-shaped chambers. The 
average diameter of the proloculus of megalospheric and 
microspheric tests is 87 )J. and 38 U respectively. 
The present specimens of Citharinella rhomboidea also 
exhibit variation in certain other morphological features. 
The overall shape varies from nearly perfect rhomb (text 
fig. 9a, f) to palmate(text fig. 9c, e) with forms intermediate 
gradations (text fig. 9b, d, g). The maximum width lies in 
the middle of the test in most of the case (text fig. 9a, 
c - f) but in some forms, it shifts either towards the 
initial end (text fig. 9g) or towards the apertural end 
(text fig. 9b). The inclination of sutures in the 
Frondicularine portion also varies slightly from acutely 
arched (text fig. 9c) to comparatively arched ones (text 
fig. 9a, g). The peripheral margin is nearly entire in most 
of the specimens (text fig. 9b, e, g) but fairly lobulate 
margin (text fig. 9d) and intermediate gradations 
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(text fig. 9a, c, f) have also been observed. Some forms 
possess a broad and stout apertural neck (text fig. 9b, d) 
whereas in others it is slender and fragile (text fig. 9c, e-g) 
Remarks: A good number of well-preserved specimens belonging 
to Citharinella rhomboidea were recovered from the present 
material. Our spedimens closely resemble the forms described 
originally by Loeblich and Tappan (1950a) from the 
Oxfordian or North America- However, the present specimens 
are not as perfectly rhomboid as the American forms. Our 
specimens are also identical to those reported by Bhalla and 
Talib (1985c; Talib, 1984) from the Callovian of Jhurio Hill, 
Kutch. From the Rajasthani (Callovian) forms described by 
Kalia and Chowdhury (1983), the present specimens differ in 
having less number of chambers in the Citharine portion. 
Occurrence: Frequent. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF 458. 
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Genus VAGINULINOPSIS Silvestri, 1904 
Vaginulinopsis instabilis (Terquem) 
Plate 8, figure 13. 
Cristellaria instabilis TERQUEM, 1870a, p. 432, pi. 17, 
figs. 1--30. 
Description: Test medium, elongate, compressed, early 
portion tightly coiled, later uncoiled; coiled portion with 
five triangular chambers; uncoiled portion with two chambers, 
rectilinear, final chamber slightly inflated; sutures in early 
portion distinct, depressed, rather limbate, curved; sutures 
in later portion distinct, oblique, depressed, gently curved; 
periphery gently lobulate, faintly keeled at dorsal margin; 
aperture distinct, radiate at dorsal angle; wall calcareous; 
surface ornamented with numerous costae. 
Dimensions (in mm) : Length 0.36, width 0.12, thickness 0.08. 
Remarks: Vaginulinopsis instabilis was first described by 
Terquem (1870a) as Cristellaria instabilis from the Jurassic 
of France. According to Terquem (op. cit.), this is a highly 
variable species which shows variation not only in the shape 
and size of the test but also in the number of chambers and 
ornamentation. Some of the forms figured by Terquem (OD. citj 
are smooth and others show coastation. 
A single, but well-preserved, specimen of V. instabilis 
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was found in the Jumara material. Our specimen comes well 
within the variation range of this speci. 5 as worked out by 
Terquem (1870a). The present specimen has been assigned to 
the genus Vaginulinopsis on the basis of tight coiling in 
early portion and followed by uncoiled part. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Repository of type material: AMUGD Cat. No. MF 459. 
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4 . 9 . 3 F.i.riily 'iLANljULINIUAi: R e u s s , I860 
SubfawiiJ'/ (iLA:\iijiiLJ,:J.vj;.,n 3;OUGS, 1860 
OcMiuG Tr.IGTIX Macfayo'en, 1941 
T r i s t i x o o l i Li 1 i c J ( ;^erque::i) 
P l a t e 8 , l i q u r c 14; l o x t - f i g . 10 
T r l t a x i a o o l i t h l c a THHQiJEM, 1886 , po 60, p i . 7, f i g„ 5a , b . 
T r i s t i x o o l i t h i c a (Terquem) - GORDON, 1965, p p . 849-850 . 
t e x t - f i g . 8 , 10 ( 3 , 4 ) , e t s y n . ; 1967, p p . 4 5 4 , p i . 3 , f i g . 14 
— KALIA and CilOVYDH'aRY, 1983, p. 240, pi. 6, figs. 6 — 
BHALLA and TALIB, 1985c, pp. 54-56. 
Description: Test small to large, elongate, triangular in 
cross-section; chambers numerous, as many as twelve including 
a globular or oval proloculus, rectilinear, final chamber 
somewhat pyramidal; sutures distinct, simple, gently deoressed, 
nearly straight to upward arched; periohery entire to lobulate, 
acute, weakly to prominently keeled; aperture distinct, central, 
radiate, sometimes on a sl'iort apertural neck; wall calcareous; 
surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm): Length 0.50 to 1.02, width 0.18 to 0.27. 
Variation: Chief variants of Tristix oolithica are shown in 
text-figure 10. The shape of the test varying from elongate 
individuals with less tapering initial portion (texx-fig. 10a, 
c) to form with highly tapering early part (text-fig. iOb, d) 
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worp encountered in 'Llie Juinaro n),-; lo; J oi . IIK; iin,:i;;i'r .;f 
cliainborr. varies fro;!! seven (L'>xi.-iiq. !0e) in Iv.'cJvc ( LexL-
fiq. 10b). A few s;)eci:iienG r'Ossess gl JL-M I ,-:-shaped 
proloculus (text-ficj. lOe) while tl"ie ninjorily of tiio 
population have oroloculus nearly oval In outline. A 
considerable variation also exists in the diameter of prolo-
culus ranging between 3 ^  to 9)-^ . But no distinction could 
be made between the inegalospheric and microspheric ineividuals 
as the forms having the largest proloculus possess eleven 
chambers (text-fig. 10a) whereas the transitory foriiis either 
having the smallest proloculus or an intermediate proloculus 
size comprise eight to tv;elve cha.nbers (text-fig. iOd, b). 
This confirms the view expressed by Gordon (1965) that the 
size of the proloculus in T.^  oolithica vary continuously. 
The Jumara specimens of T. oolithica also show variation 
in suture, periphery etc. In some forms the sutures are nearly 
horizontal witri minimum curvature (text-fig. 10c, d) whereas 
in others, highly inclined sutures having maximun curvature 
are found (text-fig. lOe). The nerinhery varies from entire 
(text-fig. lOd, e) to fairly lobulate (text-fig. 10a, c) 
either v.-ith narrow, faint keel (text-fig. lOb) or 'a broad, 
distinct Iceel (text-fig. 10a). In some of the specimens, a 
well-pronounced apertural nock is observed (text-fig. 10a, b) 
while a fo.v forms possess a rather indistinct neck (text-fig. 
10c, e). 
13L 
neiiiarks: Tristix ool ilhica (Terquoni) is fr'j(iuont In our 
[iinxcrial. This species was originally described wy rerquoin 
(1366) from Fuller's Earth of Warsaw ano lat.-r iL .has bc'on 
rocordod from various Jurassic localities of the world 
includinq Oxfordian of England (Gordon, 196.?, i9o5), Callovian 
of Scotland (Gordon, 1967), Rajasthan (Kalia and Chowdhury, 1983 
and Kutch (Bhalla and Talib, 198bc) . Gordon (19o5) made a 
detailed study of this species and ooined that tliere exists a 
considerable variation in different morphological features of 
thi s spec ies. 
Our specimens of '[j. oolithica come well within the 
variation range of this species as -worked out by Gordon (1965). 
ViOvjever, some of our forms possess an exceptionally great 
number of chambers amounting to as much as twelve similar to 
those figured by Talib (1984). A comparison of the present 
specimens with those described from Rajasthan (Kalia and 
Chowdhury, 1983) reveals that the Kutch forms are larger in 
size tlian Rajasthani forms which also lacks apertural neck. 
Occurrence: Frequent. 
Repository of type material: Af.lUGD Cat. No. MF 460 
i 3 o 
Suboro.v jlOBEtirJu'J NA Loeblic 'n c3no Tappan, J ''6A . 
4 . 1 . oiJ"."ri H.,1 ly RuBERTlNAChA R e u s . , I S 5 J . 
- .1 . ' r , j , . J y HPlsrO,.llnJbAh VVedelvind, 1 9 3 / . 
Su... rn j ^ j;i i^iUi.iTMilJAE V/edckmcl, IQ^Z 
Genus tJ^oTUM.JA l e r q u o n , 1383 
Epis toinlna mosquens i s Uhl iy 
P l a t e 8, f i g u r e 17 . 
Ep i s tomma rnosquensis UlLIG, 1883 , p . 776 , p i . 7 , f ^ g s . 1-3 
— Sli^Gi:, 1177, p p . 3 1 - 3 2 , D 1 . 2 , f i g s . 3 - o . — UiALLA and 
TALIB, 19 35c, p p . 5 4 - 5 6 . 
B r o t z e n i a mosquens i s ( U h l i g ) — KALAlxHARJ, 1969, p . 105 , 
p i . 10 , f i g s . 1 , 2 a - c , e t s y n . 
Desc r iDu ion : T e s t smal l t o medium, b i c o n v e x , more s t r o n g l y 
convex d o r s a l l y t h a n v e n L r a l l y , n e a r l y c i r c u l a r xo ova l i n 
o u t l i n e , i r o c b o s o i r a l ; chambers on d o r s a l s i o e w e l l - m a r k e o , 
seven ^n l a s u w h o r l , t r a p e z o i c , i n c r e a s i n g g r a u u a U y as adoco; 
chrmbers o, v n t r a l s i o e , t r i a n g u l a r , i i i c r >as_nj j r o g r e s s i v i l v 
as adoec; suxuros m d o r s a l v iew d i s t i n c t , l i r . i ba te , r a i s o o , 
o b l i q u e , c-jently c u r v e d , making r e t i c u l a t e P a t t e r n on i n i t i a l 
whor l ; v e n t r a l s u t u r e s d i s t i n c t , l i m b a t c , r a i s e d , s l i g h t l y 
cu rved , c o n v e r g i n g t o w a r d s t h e u m b i l i c a l a r e a , connec ted oy a 
r a x s e d c i r - u l a r u m b i l i c a l r i m ; o e r i ^ h e r y g e n t l y l o b j l a t e , 
d i s t l n i - t l ^ ' k ' f l e o ; a p e r t u r e p o o r l y o r p s e r v o o , f i l l e d w^th 
matrix, apof-ars to be an elongate slit, oarallel to peri-hory, 
wall araqonitlc; surface smooth. 
Dimensions (in in:n): i.lajor dic'ijicter 0.45 to 0.56, thickness u.20 
to 0.25. 
Remarks: A fev^  well-preserved specimens of Epistomina mosquensis 
Uhlig, 1883, showincj close resemblance to those reported by 
Bhalla ano Talib (1985c); Talib (1984) from the Callovian of 
Jhurio Hill, Kutch, were recovered from th.e present material. 
Our soecimens are also similar to the forms {= Brotzenia 
mosquensis) described by Kalantari (1969) from the Callovian-
Oxfordian sequence of north-east Iran vo6 to those described 
by Singh (1977) from the Jurassic of Bani, Kutch. A little 
variation in the shaoe and size of the test, is however, 
observed in the present specim.ens. 
Occurrence: Rare. 
Ret;ository of type m a t e r i a l : AViUGD Cat . No. iVlF. 461 . 
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Composition of foraminiferal assemblage, Jumara Hiils^Kufch 
CHAPTER V 
COMPOSITION OF FORA/ViINIFERA 
The foraminiferal assemblage of the present study 
belongL to Patcham and Chari formations of the Jurassic 
sequence of Jumara Hills, Kutch. It comprises fifty-one 
species of foraminifera,including two new soecies, viz., 
Flabellammina bharatica and Marginulina jumaraensis. The 
follovjing eighteen species are being described for the first 
time from the Kutch region : 
Thurammina diforamens 
Reophax tener 
Haplophraqmoides bartensteini 
Amniobaculites formosus 
Triplcsia cmslandensis 
Trocholina nooulosa 
Nodosaria a^'heilolocul. 
1\[._ c>' 1 indracea 
Dentalina a:f. D. sarthacensis 
Frondiculari a liqnaria 
F. nodosari. 
Laoen: -"i •- -^  S i^ J L .. L, u 
Astacolus beierana 
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A. filosa 
Ma^ _9_i/i'^ _1_JJl^ ;pbis af f . !\f[^. s^t ephensoni 
Vaginulina cf. V. ectypa 
V, inspissala 
Vaginulinopsis instabilis 
The Jumara foraminiferal assemblage also includes four 
indeterminate species, one each belonging to Ammodiscus, 
Trocholina, Lagena and Lenticulina which do not show 
resemblance to the known species of these genera. These 
are probably, new species but more specimens are required 
to assign them new trivial names. 
The majority of the foraminiferal species belongs to 
the family Vaginulinidae constituting 4 3 . 1 % of the total 
number of species in our assemblage. It is followed by 
families Nodosariidae (25.4%); Lituolidae (11.76%); 
Trocholinidae (5.9%) ano i.95% each of Saccamminidae, 
Ammodiscidae, Hormosinidae, Glandulinidae and Epistominidae 
(text-fig. 1 1 ) . 
As stated elsewhere, the Patcham sediments contain a 
meager foraminiferal fauna whereas the overlying Chari 
Formation is rich in calcareous as well as arenaceous species. 
The frequency distribution of the foraminiferal species is 
displayed in text--fiq. 12. 
In addition to f.^ e Jurassic f orami nif era, some 
post-Juras'iJ c elements, e.g., Amnio ni a so., Hlohidi um sp „ , 
Cibicides sf). and Nonion 5.). wore also oncountored in the 
samples belonging to Katrol Formation oi tht^  study area. 
Such anoaialous occurrences have also been noticed by 
earlier workers on Kutch Jurassics (Bhalla and Abbas, i975a; 
Shringarpure e_t^  ^ . , 1976 and others). According to Bhalla 
and Abbas {ov_. c_it^ .) , the post-Jurassic foraminifera are not 
indigenous but were brought in from the neighbouring exposures 
of Cainozoic sediments by such external agencies as wind. 
Then they got incorporated into the Jurassic material 
by the action of oercolating water during rainy season. 
The post-iVlesozoic foraminiferal species in the 
present assemblage exhibit obliterated morphological features 
and abraded or broken tests. As such, they have not been 
taken into consideration in the present study. A few of the 
forms, e.g., Elphidium and Ammonia exhibit morphological 
features well and appear to belong to Recent deposits lying 
in the nearby areas of the Jumara Hills. 
CHAPTER VI 
FORAMINIFLiRAL CMRONOLOGY ANb AyCROBIOSTRATlGRAPHY 
6,1 AGH OF JUMARA SEQUENCE 
The use of foraminifera in datinq the sediments, 
especially those of Cretaceous, Tertiary and Quarternary 
is well-established. This is primarily oue to the 
presence of a good number of planktonic foraminifera during 
these periods. However, the foraminifera obtained from 
the Jurassic sxrata have not proved themselves reliable 
enough for precise age determination. One of the possible 
reasons that may be attributed to it is that most of the 
Jurassic species of foraminifera are rather long ranging 
and truely marker species and planktonic forms are either 
rare or absent in Jurassic sediments (Bielecka and Pozaryski, 
1954; Gordon, 1965; Bhalla and Abbas, 1976b; Kalia and 
Chowdhury, 1983; Bhalla and Talib, 1985c). 
The fixation of age of the Jurassic sediments becomes 
further complicated because of the usual domiriance of 
vaginulinids and nodosariids in the assemolage which are 
fairly long ranging and exhibit a high degree of inter- as 
well as intra-specific variation. Such s'jecies are hardly 
of any value in age determination, unless rheir mor^'hologic 
variation with time is thoroughly investigated. These facts 
K 1 
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also anoly to the present Jurassic a5se;[iblage of Jumara. 
However, some generalization regarding the age of the 
studied sequence has been attempted on the basis of 
foraminiferal fauna (text-fig. 13). 
6.1.1 Discussion: The Jumara foraminiferal assemblage 
comprises certain well-known species which have been 
described from Bajocian, bathonian, Callovian, Oxfordian, 
Kimmeridgian and Tithonian stages of the different parts 
of the world, including some long ranging as well as a few 
species, originally recorded from the Cretaceous but later 
found to be extending down to the Jurassic times. 
A glance at text-fig. 13 reveals that Lenticulina 
subalata and L. tricarinella are long ranging species in the 
present assemblage which extend from Lower Jurassic to 
Cretaceous (E^ halla and Abbas, 1976b). In our assemblage, a 
few foraminiferal species having long range within the 
Jurassic period include Spirillina oolygyrata and Lenticulina 
varians whicn extend from Lias to Malm (Bhalla and Abbas, op. 
cit. ) whereas Astacolus ^)auperatus and Citharina clathrata 
have been found to be confined within the Lower and Middle 
Jurassic sediments in various localities of the world 
(Bartenstein and Brand, 1937; Cifelli, 1959; Desio et_ aJ^ . 1965; 
Bhalla and Abbas, i976b). However, C. clathrata has been 
considered by Kaiantari 11969) as a marker species of the 
14 3 
Bajocian of Iran. 
A small percentage of species of the Jutnara 
foraminlferal assemblage have their vertical range within 
the Middle and Upper Jurassic. It includes, Vaginulina 
misrensis (= Vaginulinopsis misrensis Said and Barakat, 1958) 
originally described from Kimmeridgian of Egypt but later 
found in Bajocian of Iran (Kalantari, 1969) and Callovian 
of Rajasthan (Kalia and Chowdhury, 1983); Lenticulina 
quenstedti, a well-known Jurassic species exhibits a 
continuous range from Bajocian to Kimmerdgian; Tri stix 
ool it hi c_a, though ranging from Callovian to Tithonian has 
mostly been reported from Oxfordian of North America and 
Englano (Gordon, 1962, 1967) and Astacolus anceps has been 
recordea from Bajocian of Iran (Kalantari, 1969), Bathonian 
of England (Cifelli, 1959), Callovian of Scotland (Gordon, 
1967) ano also from Callovian and Oxfordian of the Kutch 
rorjior, (Subbotina et^ al_. , 1960; Bhalla and Abbas, 1976b; 
hhalla ano Talib, 1985c). Kalantari (1969) recordeo the 
frocuent occurience of Nodosaria apheilolocula in the 
Bajocian sediments of northeast Iran v;hile it Vk-as first 
described from Pliensbachian of Alaska by Tappan (1955). 
In the Jumara foraminiferal assemblage, Epistomina 
mosquensis is also present which has been consioered as a 
significant species for dating the Jurassic sediments. Jt has 
V\A 
been reported from the Middle arui Upper Jurassic sediments 
of Europe, Malagache, and Iran as well as frorc the Kutch 
region of India. Kalantari (J969) described £. inosquensis 
(= Brotzenia mosquensis) from the Callovian and Oxford!an 
of Iran and considered it as a representative of the 
Callovian. He (Kalantari, op. cit.) opined that the base of 
Callovian could be marked by the first appearance of this 
species as it has not been found in sediinents older than 
Callovian. However., Singh (1977) has assigned a Middle 
Jurassic to Tithonian age to this soecies and suggested that 
it may be considered as an index foraminifera for the Upper 
Middle to Late Jurassic sediments. 
A fairly good number of foraminiferal species having a 
restricted vertical range from Callovian to Oxfordian are 
present in our assemblage. Notable amongst them are 
Citharinella rhomboidea and Astacolus aphrastus which have 
originally been described from Uxfore:an of U. S. A. by 
Loeblich and Tappan (1950c). However, they have also b^on 
rf.;-orteo from Callovian-Oxf oroi an sequences of Habo and 
Jhurio Hills of Kutch (bhalla ano Abbas, l976b; bhalla and 
Talib, i985c) and also from Callovian of Rajasthan (Kalia 
and Chowdhury, 1983). Similarly, AiTimo_b_a_culites gpowai , 
Trocholina conosimilis, Dental in a £]_u£_in_beli_, Frondiculari a 
kutchensis and Marqinulina woodi are all known from the 
Callovian-OxfoiuJ an of Kutci: (Bhaila ana Al)has, L976b; Bh,ilJ a 
and Talib, 1985c). Kalia and Chowdliury (198: ) rcportc-d the 
occurrence of Trocholina cf. T. r.onuslmilis ancj D. guGniboli 
from the Callovian of Rajasthan while the latter has also 
been reported from the Callovi an of Scotland (Gordon, 1967} 
and Oxfordian of Dorset, England (Gordon, 1956) and Germany 
(Schv;ager, 18'J5) . 
Three, fairly short ranging, species encountered in 
the Jumara assemblage include Trocholina nodulosa reported 
from Oxfordian of South Germany (Siebold and Siebold, 1960) 
and northeast Iran (Kalantari, 1969); Vaginulina cf. V. ectypa 
described as Vaginulinopsis ectypa by Loeblich and Tappan 
(1950c) from Red Water Shales (Oxfordian) of U. S. A. and 
Vaginulina bhatiai from Callovian of Kutch (Bhaila and Talib, 
1985b). 
The present assemblage also includes some foraminiferal 
soecies, originally described from the Cretaceous sediments 
but also known to occur eithti in the upper part of the 
Middle Jurassic or in the Upper Jurassic; for exam.ple, 
iV.arginulina curvatura has earlier been recorded from the 
Cretaceous seoiments of the different parts of the v-jorld 
(Berthelin, IBOO; Cushman ano Alexander, 1930; Cushman, 
1938; Tapf an, 1943; Kalantari, 19u9 and others) but also 
occurs in the Callovian-Oxf ordie n of Jhurio Hill, Kutch (iji.-^ lla 
and Talib, i9S5c}; Nodosaria aff. N. marginal a, originally 
\A 
described from tiie Cretaceou- oT ik.yr..eny (iViarsson, 1S78) , has 
been recorded from the Callovian-Oxf ordi an of Kulcti by Bhalla 
and Abbas (i97tSb); Ammobaculites roopli,:cuJ d'.?s, first described 
from the Lower Cretaceous of Germany (Bartenstien, 1952b), also 
occurs in th'> Jurassic of Kutch (Bhalla and Abbas, i976b), 
and Ammomarginulina cragini which was first rer)orted from the 
Lower Cretaceous of U. S. A. (Loeblich and Tappan, 1950b), has 
also been found in the Oxfordian of Canada (Wall, 1960) and 
Kutch (fihalld and Talib, i985c). Triplasia emslandensis is 
the single element of Cretaceous in the Jumara material v:hlc\) 
lias probably not so far been reported from any Jurassic 
sequence. It is invariably restricted to Hauterivian of 
Europe (Bartensteir et_ _aJ^. 1957, 1962) ano Asia (Kalantari, 
1969). 
6.1.2 Conclusion: From the above discussion, it is aoparent 
that the truely marker species are either rare or absent 
in the foraminiferal assemblage of Jurassic sequence whichi 
reoresents a oart of the Patcham and entire Chari Formation 
studied at Barn nala and Teen nhuar n_al_a cuttings in Jumara 
Hills, Kutch. However, the Jumara assemblage includes an 
aoprediable number of fairly shiori ranginq soecies vv/hi ch 
have been known to be confined to Callovian to Oxforoian. On 
this basis, a Callovian to Oxfordian agt is being suggested 
for the stu(iieo sequence of Jumara Hills. 
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6 . ? MICROBIOSTkAT J GRAPFiY 
A consid'^rable work on the p.il acnioloqy and bio-
strfi Ligrapliy hds been carried out on tl.o Jura^i.ic rocks of 
Jumara area. However, no attempt has yet been made to 
delineate "che Callovian-Oxf ordi an boundary Jn these rocks 
either on mega- or nacro-faunal evjoenco. The first attempt 
in this direction is made here on foraminiferal evidence. 
As stated earlier, the Jumara foraminiferal assemblage 
comprises mostly long ranging species, inarker species are 
rare which are vital for making the finer sub-divisions of 
the studied sequence. However, there are certain species 
in our assemblage which have fairly limited occurrence either 
in Callovian or Oxfordian sediments in the different parts of 
the world. These foraminiferal s^  ecies have been employed in 
demarcating the boundary between the Callovian ano Oxfordian 
strata in the Jumara area. 
6.2.1 Marker Callovian Foraminifera: Th^ - Patcham and Chari 
sequences exposed in two sections of Jumara lUlls attain a 
th.ickness of 315 m and comcrise nine sampling units (JM/1 to 
Jiw/9). The frequency distribution chart of the present 
assemblage (text-fig. 12) reveals that sampling units JM/1 
to JiVi/8 are characterised by the presonco oT following 
^ foraminif eral species: Astacolus pauperatus, CiUiari na clatL-rata, 
Vaqinulina bhatiai and Epistomina mosquensis vv-hich 
lA 8 
do not occur beyond sannding unit JM/8 . These include species 
which are either restricted to Callovian or are rather long 
ranging bu., uo not range b.;yond Callovidn and species which 
commence from Callovian and extend beyono it but have been 
regaroed as representatives of Callovian strata by various 
authors. A pauperatus and C. clathrata range from Hettangian 
to Callovian and tJ.esc species have not so far been recorded 
in sediments younger than Callovian (Bhalla and Abbas, 1976b). 
In the present study, A pauperatus is confined only in 
sampling unit JM/4 whereas C» clathrata extends from JM/I to 
JM/8. The solitary occurrence of Vaginulina bhatiai is from 
the Callovian of Jhurio Hill (Talib, 1984) and this species 
is restricted to sampling units JM/4 to JM/5 of the Jumara 
sequence. 
It is a common finding of a number of foraminjferalogists 
xhat Epistomina mosquensJ s frequently occurs in the Callovian 
deposits. For example, Bartenstein et_ aJ^ . (1962) assigned 
Callovian age to E. mosquensis in Germany and Kalantari (1969) 
opined that the first api')oar<',nce of E. mosquensis marks the base 
of Callovian strata ano regarded it as a CalJovian representa-
tive in Iran. Hov/ever, Singh (1977), while working on the sub-
surface sediments of Banni, Kutch, suggested a Middle Jurassic 
to Tithonian age for tk.is species but he dici not mention the 
specific part of //licdle Jurassic from where it com;iiences. 
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In t h e presoriL i.tudv', H. \ivyj.n'AQ-<"r:-is ar^pGars i n t l ie uDpor 
Pd?:t of saiii: ' l ino u n i t JM/-'; aiul ex t ends up t c Geifi'-linfi u n i t 
Keeoinp i n i c c o n s i i o r a t l o n Lhe v e r t e c c i r a n y o s ol t h e 
abovo-Mient ionea j. 04.,.::; ' en f'M:,': ; sre-'cic-G in '^iie ee'.'ii. (:d seouence 
of Jumara M i l l s , i t inay Pe inioj..Le':. -i)at 'hie e e i i j i i n e uni\,^. 
J i i / i t o Jivi/e of t h o p r e s e n t senuenee be lona t o C u l l o v i o n . 
D.P-o o \ •larlcer OxfcnJ i ee J-oraniin i f o re : Sa:n[';linp un^t TM/d of 
t h e Juinara sequence inc iuc ies a fevj s h o r t r a n g i n g f o r a m i n i f e r a l 
i^peciei; wlhcli have jiiOLtiy been r e c o r d e d froi;i Cxfoi-dian s t r a t a 
i n d i f f e r e n t r e g i o n s of t h e v^orid. f h e s e a r e TrP:^]jflJ-J-il2. 
' nodulosa^ and yagiPiullri^a c f . V» '3ptypa_. T_^  ri^H'oic•\^..: ,;„.. ;'' r s t 
d e s c r i t ' e d frofn Oxford! an of Sontfi Geriiiany by S i o b o l d and 
S i e b o l d ( i 9 6 0 ) , i t a l s o or'~'!fs i n Oxford ian s e d i m e n t s of 
I r a n v^/here i t has be-en r e g a r d e d as a r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of 
Uxfoxxij.er. s t r a t a (iiaj e n t u i ' i , i y o 9 } . V a g i n u l i n a cf . V» e c t y p a 
d e s c r i b e d as y a g i r i u i i n o p s i s J-'Ctvjj^a by Loeb l i c l ; and Tai)pan 
( i9bOc) was r o ; / o r t e d from OxforLiion Gedi,"..erd.s o '^ Soutli Dnhota , 
i-i <, P . A . /-i.-.. i-i 1 eli'lr^ -^iJ^ i^'i-'e^'i:^  ceagini vjas first described 
by Loeblich and Tappan (i9.bOb) lUa; the Lower Cretaceous of 
U. S. A. but it has also beoii described from Oxfordian strata 
by different workers in other parts of the world (V;all, i960; 
Bhalla and Talib, i9Bbc). As such., the presence of A. cragini 
in sampling unit J^A/'-J also favours assigning this unit to 
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Marker Foraminifera 
Ammomarginulina cragini A, Astacolus pauperatus 
2. Trocholina nodulosa B. Cifhorina da thro fa 
3. Voginulina cf, K ectypo C. Vaginulino bhafiai 
D, Episfomina mosquensis 
Callovian-Oxfordian boundary/Jumara Hills/Kutch. 
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Oxf o r u . on. 
o f J u i P c U J 'i.tM U I ' C G . 
6 . 1 . J (Ju-' j w uM'-vJM .^ V.J:,.'-' buuric.c3J>: i n v_( \ oJ 'Jio abovo 
' j - t . cu s s ion , i t niDy bo cciii'^^uco' ^uju the nio o i Dar t oi t h e 
Jui.Uiivi 5^'(]ueiice occu'HL'-oL-(' c ui i no tho C o i l o v . c n tLii'GS, i . e . , 
t[ie bediincnLcitiud COPIHI need WJV, the i.cii -^  e ' • ( 
conLinued unto Ji\'/e'. T b o r e c ' f l o r , the c t r n t ? belonci.nc] to 
soitipllnc u n ' t Jf//9 v;o'C lU'' o^ i t . . ' e e r in i i Ox^ordi^n t i i n o s . 
T h e r e f o r e , i h e boenda'-^y boxwec n CaiJovLan and Oxford ian s t r r l a 
m tii(-' ^tud^ a'-ca J u . t ti-;e baLC of s amo lmq u n i t J M / 9 
( t e x t - f u g . lA). 
fho P'^'^sont dcJ ne a t a on OJ Ca' 1 O ' - ' xf n boundary 
i s , however , t e n t a t j v e and needs sui f;ort cnn/ui i ludj c^ca t j on 
v;i th f u r t h e i evji!<ncf frurn aiiiinonitob which a r e i n abundance 
j n t h e s e l o t k s bu t r c q i u r e d e t a i l e d s t u d y and x o v i s a o n . 
CHAPTER V I I 
DnrOSITIONAL ENVIROMMHOT 
/ . J Ii^TRODliCnOi] 
rhu S i n n i j C r . i c e of f orruni n . f L rd n o c i n c ' n i . , , • -i-,l 
do )ob 11 i o n d t nvironii iGnc ol t h e scui.i i ' i iu : i.^w.i , i uii. ii, Jb 
ev-i-. <-lit fxOii d l a i x j c n u ' . b u r oi I i fie o^iii ouocu i o j^ ^ ^1 s L u u ' C s 
L1I:,^ l i . ive bcLii I'.cK o 111 r t c c n l . y u u i b ori Lh i s n r o u u^ 
i')^ciu:usuils, fu l Jov /J ru j JciHier. I I U L I O H ' S Law, ' i ' r e s c n . i s Ll.c 
kuy 1o t h e 'Oi>t', tin' (,L '!i^ )n r o c L ' c o J s Lu GLIU.\ Ln. f o j o ^ y 
of . .oc- i iL x"-or'...lin 11 .,1 c tiiK tl c kiioi.L._uii LI us M- f, ( s 
, 1 ) L i ( t i t o i 111 ^'1 '•iJ'C i L I K Mc l l i i ( , 'w ,> i -o I W I'_, O I S ' II ' r OI [-1 h l L o d 
.1110 ] Cl'll l/i Lc r t ; , v lUOo . 
/ n ov<. fv 1. w ol I i I c 1 ntu r-c r. vo.iJ^, Lh.o I ho obovo nvM.hod 
bas orovod q u J t c f ruJ t f i iL f o r t ho nos L-.'lOsozoic f or aiui ni f oraJ 
assonibla ' (> '^~ tbo foraui'tniE'ca t h i vcd i n a lmos t uiicbaiKji cJ 
ecoIo.]LcaJ c o n d i t i o n s LbrouQhouu to^ C a i n o / o i c Eaa; bu t 
s 'un i Ja r n r o c u d n r e , i f a; f ' l i i fi uo o r o - l c r t i u r y f orauii ru i (-M n, 
11,ay bu niislccn. Inri anu i s iJabJc- t o provj cie ec ronuous r o s u l L s . 
Sovej''a-l woj^iojrs on foia inini foj^ai ecology and p a l a o o e c o l o g y 
liave p o i n l o J ou t t h i s f a c t ( iJaLland, 1957; S k o l n i c k , 1958; 
l-'hleQGr, 19o0; Bux^uaby, 1962; Ager , 1965 and o l h r r s ) . These 
t iu thors s t j e s s e d upon bhie need t o o b s e r v e cauLion v.'hiJe 
d e a l i n g v.ith Crotc 'coous anri JICU r foramj ni f o r a l acsoriiblo./ . s 
t i l i r mv.. ^ L ' " ' r^ ons revoaJou 11 . ' t c c i . o o . u <j of 
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foraminifera have changed their habitat since post-Cretaceous 
liiiio;:. Th'-' situation is more conspicuous in the case of 
nodosariids and voginulinids, which almost aiways dominate 
the Jurassic f oraminif eral asseinblages. Those foraminifera 
have unoquivocalJy changed their habitat niiorati ny from 
shallow to deeper water in Mesozoic times (barnard, 1948; 
Bhalia and Abbas, 1978). 
A considerable volume of literature exists on the 
ecology of modern foraininifera. However, Liu- studies are 
concentrated on individual foraminiferal species rat[ier than 
genera or families, whereas, unfortunately, non'v of r! •. 
Jurassic species, except a few doubtful ones, have survived 
up to the modern tiiDes. The situation becomes further 
complicated by the fact that different species of a genus may 
thrive in different ecological conditions (Said, 1950; 
IVall, I960). Thus, the .oalaeoecological interpretations 
based on genera ano families seem to be rather unreliable 
for pre-Tortiary foranunifera. Hov;Gver, as opined by 
Phleger (i960), the palaeoecological inferences based on 
individual pre-Tertiary species may also be quite misleading 
and certain foraminiferal species occuring in older sediments 
:j)ay show entirely different environmental conditions as 
comoared to tlieir modern counterparts. 
Due to lack of precise ecological evidence on in- 'vldual 
Jurassic foraminiferal species, there is no oth-r option than 
to make use of whcLevor scanty infor'iiation is available on 
tlje ecology oi ijenex-a anu fo'iixlits wJuch flourisbed cluiing 
this s )an of (100I03J Cc-i t'lne. Keeping into consideration 
tliG afor-osdid liiriu'^ one, 11 becomes obvi OU*^  L'nL the 
mlenretation of the deposicional enviionnienL oi Liic I ra^bic 
seoimonLs exclusively on forammiferal evioence would be 
erroneous. Thus, on ihe basis of forarnjniferal data, only 
brood generalizations are possible. 
The presenL foraminifeial assemblage is dominated by 
genera and species beJonging to families Vaginulinidae and 
Nodosariidae. hov>;ever, from some sanples of the studied 
sequence, foraminifera could not be obtained owing to very 
hard and comoact nature of the rock specimens; and due to 
this drawback, the depositJonal environment of the entire 
sequence cannot bo interpreted solely on foraminiferal evidence. 
Therefore, information gathered from the study of different 
rock types as woJ1 as from field data is utilised to 
corroborate the foraminiferal testimony in framing a roa srably 
accurate model of dopositional environment for the studied 
sequence. As stated elsewhere, the classification of carbonate 
rocks as proposed by Dunham {l9o2) has been followed in the 
present work„ 
7.2 PALAEOECOLOGICAL UlHTS 
On the basis of the abovo-montLoncd evioence, it has 
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been p o s s i b l e l:,o ciivLue b r o a o l y t h e JuLdSs ic ser |uence of 
Jumara H i l l s coi iMiis lny PaLcliain and Cl'^ari f o r m a t i o n s i n t o f i v e 
p a l a o o e c o l o g i c d l uniLs - Unit i t o U,iiL V in ari aGcendJnQ 
o r d e r . The ICaLiol Forfiiation h a s , hovyever, be-on exc luded from 
t h e pe rv i ew of t h i s sLudy because i t yio4(!e^J uiiiy piosL-
Mesozoic fo rms , e . g . , £.lphi_dj_LU£, Ammo_ni3 e t c . The d o p o s i t i o n a l 
envii-unmer i of each u n i t has been d i s c u s s e d below ( t e x t -
f i g , l b ) . 
7 . 2 . 1 Unit I (Samples J M / 1 - 1 t o Ji'. 'l/3-3): Th i s i s t h e 
lov/ermost p a l a e o e c o l o g i c < i l u n i t of t h e J u r a s s i c sequence 
exposed a t Jumara H i l l s , Kutcli , and i t b e l o n g s to i-dLc... . 
Formation. , i t compr i se s on ly n i n e c a l c a r e o u s f o r a m i n i f e r a l 
s p e c i e s b e l o n g i n g t o seven g e n e r a . Of t h e s e , f i v e be long t o 
t h e f ami ly V a g i n u l i n i d a e , two to N o d o s a r i i d a e and one each t o 
S i - ' i r i l l i n i d a e anti Glci idul in ioav . i o i r i l l i n a p o l y g y r a t a , 
L e n t i c u l i n a q u e n s t e d t i , L. s u b a l a t a and L. t r l c a r i n e l l a a r e 
f r e q u e n t t o r a r e wh-Lle Cith•:x'Lric. c 1 ath'rci!.a i s f r e q u e n t i n 
o c c u r r e n c e . i\Jodo.;aria s i m p l e x , U e n t a l i n a guombi-l i , 
As_t_aco_lu_s^  aj^ceps and T r i s t l x o o l i t h i c a have low f r e q u e n c y . 
Uni t I has a meager f o r a m i n i f e r a l fauna i n which 
vugj nul.i iii.(;s ori. i n m.-^jority. On th.e b a s i s of f o r a m i n i f e r a l 
e v i d e n c e , n o t h i n g more can be deduced exce; j t t h a t t h e 
dCi-'Osition of Uni t I , p r o b a b l y , took p l a c e i n a s! a l l o w , ooen 
m a r i ne e nv J ro nmc n t . 
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The sampling unit JM/2 of palaeoecological Unit I is 
richly fossilferous. It contains well-proservGd remains of 
brachiopods, corals, pelecypods bosides some fragmentary arid 
insignificant invertebrate fossils. Brachiooods, generally, 
prefer siiallov';, clear and quiet environment having normal 
marine conditions (fide Bhalla and Abbas, 1984). Similarly, 
it is a known fact that the distribution and development of 
corals is confined within the limited range of c''Jmr''i '^ -r-d 
depth conditions (vide otiairi Shrock and Tv/enhofel, 1953). At 
present, most corals Llirive in shallow, clear, calm, warm, 
tropical waters up to a dcf/th of 80 m. For tlie maximum 
development of rec-j'-building coraJs, the optimum temperature 
ranges between 24'to 26°C. On rhe basis of mega-fossils, it 
can be inferred thai: the deposition of sampling unit J/.I/2 took 
place in a calm, fairly war.u environment in SM-lf zorie. 
Litliologicdlly, lime.iiudstonos with a few '•)Ockets of 
bioclastic Vv/ackcstones are the predominant rock tyioes of Unit-
I constituting tl:o base and middle port of the unit. They are 
followed by bioclostic packstones. A general oetrogra 'hie 
study under!alien oui-ing the present course of investigation 
indicates that limemudstones are mainly composed of cj-J.^ ite 
micrito containing very finely divided bioclastic elements 
whereas bioclastic v/acicestones are characterised by a large 
pro'^'Ortion of skeJc^taJ fraguients floating in limcmud. In 
I;JO 
b i o c l a s t i c o o c k s t D n c s , tlio b i o c i a s t s form a fra.nework of 
sub-rouncii'Ml Lo xourifjed q r o i n s and t h e i n t e r s ' ' O c e s a r e f i l l e d 
by llnicmud. 
AccordirKi Lu Wilson ( 1 9 7 . ' J ) , l imomudsLones r e p r e s e n t a 
low onc^rgy, q u i e t inar ine w a t e r onvironmenL of t h e d e e p - s h e l f 
margin f a c i e s whore t h e w a t e r i s deep enough below normal 
Vv'ave base and t h e s a l i n i L y i s n o r m a l . Mowover, t h e p r e s e n c e 
of b i o c l a s L i c wackos tones as smal l p o c k e t s i n l imeinuds tones 
beds of Unit I i n d i c o t e s o c c a s s i o n a l f l u c t u a t i o n s i n t h e d e p t h 
of w a t e r . The b i o c l a s t i c packsLon^s , domina t ing Lht) up.^or 
p a r i of UniL i (^.a. ; ' l i ng U.iiL J;./' 3 ) , s u g g e s t s a s l i g h t change 
i n t h e de ) O s i t i o n a l onvironi.ienL from d e e p - s h e l f t o f o r e - s h e l f 
r e g i o n b cause of s l i i f t J n g of s h o r e - l i n e . 
fhe ui^ovi. ' ' s r n s s i o n on f o ramin i f e r a l , mega- fauna l and 
l i t l o l o g i c a i e v i d e n c e sucitieLiLs -' "u. t h e d e p o s i L i o n of 
p a l a e o e c o l u c ] i c a l U n i t - I commenced iii a ca lm, open mar ine 
env i ronment hav inu norinal s a l i n i L y c o n d i t i o n . , which changed 
(hie t o d i L'jlace:iiL-nL oT s k i o r c - i i n r i n t h e up -er p o r t i o n of t h i s 
uniL where r a t h e r h igh enorqy co rvJ i t i ons wi tl'i minoc f l u c t u a t i o n s 
p r e v a i l ^ d . 
7 . 2 . 2 Uni t 11 (55.-:i')les J.;iAl-L t o J . . . / 4 - 4 ) : T h i s uniL s u c c e e d s 
Un i t I and r e p r e s e n l s t h e lower | ) a r t of t h e Char i Format ion of 
t h e s t u c i e u sequence a t Jumara i l i l l s , Ku tch . I t i n c l u d e s t h e 
g r e a t o s l number of f o r a m i n i f e r a l s i e c i e s , i . e . , t h i r t y s p e c i e s 
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i n c l u d i n g f i v e a r e n r c e o u s o n e s . Family, V a g i n u l i n i d a e form-; 
t h e bu lk of t h e m i c r o - f a u n a r e ^ r e s e n t e d by t h i r t e e n s p e c i e s . 
Among the vag i nul i n i d s , LenLicu l i i i a q u e n s t o d t : , L, s u b a l a t a , 
L. t r i C d r ' "• n -| ,1^.- ubunoant t o f r e q u e n t ; C i t h a r i n a c l a t h r a t a 
i s abundariL t o r a r e ; C i t h a r J n o l l a rhomboidea i s f r e q u e n t ; and 
L e n t i c u l i n a s p . , s i a r q i n u l i n a a t f . M. woodi^ ^ ^ .j,.4r'-':T.'^ . . -_ '^ * 
s p . , As LacoluL> a i iceps , A. b e i e r a n a , A. p a u p t - r a t u s , 
i v i a rg inu l inops i s af f . i\i. s t e p h e n s o n i , V a g i n u l i n a b h a t i a i ^ a n d 
V. m i s r e n s i s a r e r a t e i n o c c u r r e n c e . 
The fami ly i J u d o s a r i i d a e co.mprises Nodosar J a a i ^ h e i l o l o c u l a , 
N. a f f . ij_._ c o l u m n a r i s , l-j. c y l i n d r a c e a , D c n x a l i n a guombe l i , ID. 
a f f . L. s a r t h a c e n s i s , Frondi c u l a r i a k u t c h o n s i s , arid Lagena s o . 
AlJ tht^so sinci'cz oro low in f requency i n t h i s u n i t excep t 
D. guoiiibLli which i s f requenl : t o r a r e i n o c c u r r e n c e . S' 'GCies 
b e l o n g i n g t o o t h e r fuUii l ios a r e T r o c h o l i n a c o n o s i m i l i s , 
S p i r i l l i n a o o l y q y r a t a , T r i s t i x o o l i t h i c a , a n d Ep i s tomina 
mosqucr i s i s . Aiiion.jsL them, S . p o l y g y r a t a and T. o o l i l h . i c a a r e 
f r e q u e n t tri rdr^j .^ vJ J o T. c o n o s i m i l i s and £_. mosc|uensj.s hav.? 
low frecjuoncy. Arenaceous e lement i s r e p r e s e n t e d by r a r e 
specimens of T11ura:mn_i_n_a d i f o ramons , Rco, ' h a x _ t e n e r , 
AfnmobdCuli'Les reo.-'hacoioes^, F labe l l ammina bh a r a b l e a n . s p . i a n d 
TriDlasi_a_ emslanccrvz i j : . 
fhe alji.inua.ic.- oi f o i n n i i n i f e r a i n Uni t 11 c l e a r l y 
i n d i c a l . s iiial tU<. 'jiiv i rannv.'nt wa': iiiost iios )1 t a b i c fo r tht-
li> 
i o rciiii i nj i ord to f .1 o^'j i ^,1., Unl I' l i i ::, ron, n ; i . i u by v,i'i. ruili n.i ds 
ano nocJooai'iii-JG. oevci-ol viuvv- hDVo been ex i a \ i ^ sea by diffE-x-ent 
ju-Lhoi~s r e g a r d i n g LIUJ uopth oi:=trIbu"Lion of t hooo foramin j f e r a 
i n tno p a s t , ioiiio du ibo r s ( i Jo i ron , l^J^O; i^JaLlano, 19^3; G i a b b e n o r , 
1945) ouinod t h a t Vcjy Li iu l in ids anu n o d o s a r i i d s i n h a b i t e d a 
inouerDtcly deco marine <iriviTon!i)onl d u r i n g t h e AJoso2oic wJieroas 
o t h e r s ( B a r n a r d , 1948; b rouwer , 1969) i n f e r r e d a 'S^  .J loi-
mar ine e n v i r o n m e n t . According t o Barnard ( 1 9 4 8 ) , Lhe n o d o s a r i i d s 
and v a g i n u l i n i d s l i v e d i n a widor range of e c o l o g i c a l c o n d i t i o n s 
i n I'.iosozoic t i m e t h a n in Holocene and he ( B a r n a r d , £ p , cJ t . ) 
s u g g e s t e d a shnJ low w a t e r env i ronment fo r t hem. Brouwer (1969) 
op im d t h a i thi- p r e s e n c e of LonxJ c u l l na i n d i c a t e s t h e d e e p e s t 
a n d / o r onen mar ine e n v i r o n m e n t . The o b s e r v a t i o n s of Brouwer 
(1969) v.ere b^^eo on th.> e c o l o g i c a l s t u d i o s of xlc-cc-nt s p e c i e s 
of L e n t J c u l i n a i n v^hich t h e v a g i n u l i n i d s and n o d o s a r i i d s , a:, a 
who le , have g e n e r a l l y been found i n a m o o e r a t e l y deep mar ine 
e n v i r o n m e n t , bu t t h i s may .not n e c e s s a r i l y h o l d t r u e f o r 
• rL'-Cc iiio/.oLc v a g i n u l i n i o s and n o u o s a r i i d s a s s e m b l a g e s . B h a l l a 
ana rvbbjs ui-9/o, i . ^ ' i ) , wfiile s t u a y i n g t h e f o r a m i n i f e r a l 
a s semblages of C r - l l o v i a n - O x f o r d i a n s ed imen t s of piab-n H' ^ ' , 
Kutch , conc luded t h a t n o d o s a r i i d s and v a g i n u l i n i d s might have 
s h i f t e d in depth zones from t h e / . lesozoic t o Ho locene , but t h e y 
always n r o f e r r e d t o l i v e in an open, mar ine env i ronment wi th 
normal s a J i n i t y . 
From the abov'> d i s c u ' t i o n , i t i s a p p a r e n t t h a t a 
iL> 
shallow, open marine condition was, perhaps, the tiiosi suioablo 
.iivj ronincnt for tlio n'jclobari ids and vaginulinids during the 
Jurassic but later on, they thirJved in deep waters as is 
evident frui;) niod> j n seas. Thus, Lhc ubuncianco of these 
foraminifera in UnJ-L II suqc]esLs a sfiallow, open tuari no 
environment with normal salinity ^nJ pi I values. Kovi/ever, 
the presence of arenaceous elements in the foraminiicral 
assemblage of Unit II does not alter the overall pnlooccological 
conclusion as rare specimens of these foraminiferal species 
were obtained from the samples of this unit. The foregoing 
discussion on the foraminiferal assemblage of Unit II, as a 
whole, suggests an open marine, near shore environment for 
the deposition of this unit. 
Tne occassional presence of mega-fossils of pelec/pods, 
brachiopods and ammonites in the rocks of Unit II conLribuLes 
very little towards drawing any substantive palaeoecological 
conclusion. 
The chief rock type ol Unit II is bioclastic wackesuone 
havjng a large amount of skeletal fragments embedded in a 
medium of limemud. The abundance of limemuu in wackestones, 
probably, suggests a quiet water environment but nearer to a 
relatively high energy zone which caused the abundance of 
skelt.tal fragments in those rocks (Gundu Rao, personal 
cofiiiiiunicati on, 193 7). 
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A s y n t h e s i s of t h e above-ment ioned e v i d e n c e s u g g e s t s an 
open m a r i n e , s l i g h t l y deep w a t e r , w e l l - o x y g e n a t o u e n v i r o n m e n t , 
n e a r e r t o a h igh en^-rgy zone f o r Uni t I I . In c h i s 
p a l e o e c o l o u i c a l u n i t , d e p o s i t i o n of s e d i m e n t s took n l d c e , 
p r o b a b l y , i n deeper wa te r thi .n the uo^-er p a r t of UnJt I 
n o i n t i n g aga in si i f t i ng i n t he p o s i t i o n of t h e s h o r e - l i n e . 
7 . 2 . 3 Uni t I I I (Samples Jwi/5-1 t o Ji'v't/6-3); The s u c c e e d i n g 
p a l a e u c c o i o g i c a l u n i t I I I compr i se s a f a i r l y i i c u 
f o ia i i i in i i e r a l assemblage of e j g h t c o n c a l c a r e o u s and s i x 
ai ' . naceous s p e c i e s . In t h e c a l c a r e o u s a s semb ldge , che 
VuQinulir iJds arc t h e 'Cedominant c o n s t i t u e n t s . Le'^"'^-L^-yjl^ 
LjJcnsL u t i , L. ij J e:J-1 i i e l l a anu C i t h a r J n a c l a l . j i a t a aj'e 
f i uqccuu •.<., ^ ^ j > ' / - ' . o L h ^ i j .ij.-' low i n f i cc juency . Iloivevi'r, 
S p i r i l l J n a po lygv iaLa i s commonly (ound in i h i ^ u n i t . 
fh^ aronct^eous assembldu.; of Unit I i I i s cl o r u c t e r i s c d 
by an aburdance of ir-'lrjbcllamii.i na b h a r a t i c a n . s p . t-nd 
Tr Lpias_ia em^ s^ 1 anccns Is . Oih ^r s p e c i e s , /yumociiscus S p . , 
RfQi'hax t r n e r , l!aolopi^raqmoic'es_ b^a r t ens ton i ,anci Ammobaculi tos 
qowdai a r e r a r e . M l a r e n a c e o u s form.s a r e c o n f i n e d t o the 
u p i e r p a r t of t h i s u n i t (sainple J i / i / 6 -3 ) . 
As ment ioned e l s e w h e r e , t h e predominance of 
v n g i n u J l n i d b i n J u i a s s i c s e d i m e n t s s u g n e s t s a s h a l l o w , open 
mar ine e n v i r o n m e n t ; vcid i t ao- l i e s to t h i s u n i t as w e l l . 
Iiowevi_i, i h . l i ' i ! f iouucncy ui ar^'nncoous foi 'ms, v i z . . 
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Flabellanimina bharatica and Tr i pi as i a emsl andc;!'!-: if. ir-, . „. 
foraminiferal assemblage of Unit III for the first time 
deserves a carefuJ attention for drawing paleoecological 
concJ Msions . 
A review of literature on arenaceous f oraniinJ f era 
rcvealc tl :it different ecological factors have been assigned 
by different authors for their predominance in an assemblage. 
Loeblich and Tani^ an (1950a), Bandy (1956) and Walton (1964), 
considered salinity as one of the niajor factors for high 
population of arenocouus sjXcUs, bandy and Arnal (l9(^ 0) 
opined that the forms like Ammobaculites, Flabellammin_a, 
Triplasid, lldolo, hic gmoides, etc,, occur in abundance in a 
paralic environment, such as buy, lagoon or marsh WIIOXL' 
salinity and pH values are low. 
The presence of Rooohax .tenor in Unit 111 also indicates 
a similar environrnont, as different species of the genus 
Reoohax have been found comtnonly in very shallow, brackisl; 
waters in f>onds crio Idqoons adj.-cent to the Atlantic Coast of 
New England and Now York (Said, 1953; Ronai, 1955). 
The foramini feral testimony suggests tliat Unit 111 v/as 
deposited in a nearshore, siialJow v/ater, rather land-locked 
environment having low salinity and low pH conditions, such as 
marsh or lagoon, 
Lithologica.1.1 y, Unit ill is mainly composed of 
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lirnornudstones v;itri some sandy s h d l e s one marl b'.^dc. The 
limornudstonc's of t h i s u n i t a r e a lmos t tlio same as t h o s e of 
Uni t i and r e v e a l a s i m i l a r onv i ronmont , i . e . , t h a t the 
d e p o s i t j o n might have t a k e n p l a c e i n a t r a n q u i l , m o d e r a t e l y 
deep w a t e r v.dth low energy c o n d i t i o n s . Mov^evor, V/ilson 
( iC70) a l s o sugi jos tcd t l ia t the f i n e s ed imen t s might be 
d e p o s i t e d in c u t - o f f [>onds and l a g o o n s v^hicli have lostr . ' - . . L/CI 
c i i c . u l a t i o . . ani' hyp . cy - sa l i ne v ja tc r . Accord ing t o him, 
limcmucJ i s always c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of such d e p o s i t s whicl form 
on I c v e s , i n t o r t i d a l f l a t s , ponds o r m a r s h e s . Ho (Wi l son , 
21i' c i t . ) furthiOr obcerved t l ' i r t l agoons a r e g e n e r a l l y bu t no t 
e x c l i i s i v e l y s h a l l o w . The h igh f r equency of a r e n a c e o u s forms 
i n t h e s e d i m e n t s of Un i t 111 a l s o s u i ' p o r t s t l ic c o n c o n t j o n Lh.at 
Lh^ ; d e i ' O s i t i o n a l environmonL of Uni^ 111 v^as e n t i r e l y d i f f e r e n t 
from t h o s e of tl-ie e a r l i e r u n i t s . The l i t h o l o g i Cc-il s tudy ol 
Uni t I I I i n d i c a t e s t h a t i t was d e p o s i t e d i n a l a g c o n a l 
environriiu'iU. where t i ie s a l i n i t y and pM c o n d i t i o n s were 
f a v o u r a o l o l o r LiiL- nj • i .^ceous f o r a m i n i f e r a t o f l o u r i s i i . 
Tiu- g r o s s lur.Hminifera.] ona l i t h o l o g i c a l e v i d e n c e 
s u g g e s t s t i i a t t h e d e p o s i t i o n of Uni t 111 coniuienceo i n a J.O\/ 
e n e r g y , q u i e t w a t e r env i ronment which l a t e r on became marshy , 
o r l a g o o n a l . 
7,2.A Uni t IV (Samjdes JM/7-1 t o J l V 8 - 2 ) : The lower and 
midd le p a r t s of t h i s f ) s laoocculogj c a l u n i t , i . e . , samples Jlv!/7-l 
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and J M / O - 1 contc in ViU'-y l i t t l e f orainini i crril lanna , v.l'orcos 
the u'-incr pa r t (rorni^le Ji/i/3-"') coinpiibes tv/cnLy-two 
f 01 airiJ ni f oral r.p(C3r>G, incJudJruj four aron<3ceous onos . However, 
the iriicio-fduiic, of x\.o u'jpei > cirt i c r"r , resented by a f a i r l y 
good numoer of d i f f e r e n t s;n">cieo of forarninifera but t h e r e i s 
a subsLanLidl f.-ll in the freqULncy of Lhe s[ ei ' er u 
coiijpared to Lhosc in the e a r l i e r uniLs. Some forms l i k e 
S p i r i l l i n a p o l y j y r j t a , Lon t i cnJma q u o n s t e o t i , L. s u b a l a t a , 
k.* " t r i e a r i n e l l a , Ci thar j no 11a ihomoboidea and_Epi_s__t_omina 
mosquonsis are f ioqu-nt v;hil:. o i he r s are low in f requency. 
Kdie i;[je( miens Oi arciiaceoj:. foniis l i k e Reophax t e n e r , 
1 laplophrdgmoidos ba i^ lens te in i , Pm\obac u 1 i t e s qov;dai , and 
A- formocus were obtained from rample Ji.i/C-2 of t h i s u n i t . 
Like a l l the previous 'i .Tits, thie v a g i n u l i n i d s and 
nodosar i ids form tht. bulk of the fo ramin i fe ra l spec ies and 
suggest a nearsh ' ) rc , shalloiv, open marine environment. However, 
the low frequency oT fora inini tera l spec ies i n d i c a t e s t h a t the 
environment of t h i s un i t was net as h o s p i t a b l e for the 
forarninifera t o f l o u r i s h as in Unit I I . The r r - r i i / . 
arenaceous element In t h i s suggests t h a t the lagoonal 
or marshy environment did not p r e v a i l t h e r e as was the case 
at the c l3se of paJ aeoocolog Icc'1 un i t I I I , However, the 
occurrenci-' of a . ou <:tray arenaceous specimens in t h e 
foramiiuf ei ul asLO'ibiage of thi t . un i t may be due t o t h e i r 
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t r a n s p o i t by wavo,CL!L r e n t , o r su. lo .uc 
o f UL t 'C'i ' - i-t iull . 
a c t i o n t o t h e s i t e 
bic ^ ., L.J J:-( 1 I'sLont V -^LLII Uo le r iLe L-ili uiiJ 
b i o c l a s L i c ' )ucks tono cire Lhe L.orn."nint lock typ^ s of Uni t L'V-
Lno laLLoi foxiiiJntj t h e up ler p a r t of t h e u n i t . The 
b i o c l a s t i c waclces tonus c o n t a i n l e s i e r propoi : i . . c ^ .iL 
TrcOiicnts cinu aj'c IIIOJ^ (^  liarcl Lhun t h e b i o c l a s L i c vvacki^s tones 
of Uni t I I . Iho 1 r e s e n c e oi i(iriv.ous m t i - u s i v e oody i n tlic se 
'wacki sLon s , p iuk i l y , causetl t l i rn to bi come moio h e r o . As 
GU(5qe£teu e c i l ' ^ - ' i , Lh'.' b l o c J a M - ' c v/ackes tones i n d i c a t e a 
s l ' u j h i J y fi (, •) ' a t ' '- • nv 1 I jn.ii u. hu t r i ea re r to a r r J r t J v e J y 
hJnh energy zone (V/iJs jn , l ' , 7 b j , 
Thi' b i o c l a s i c o a c k s t o n i c , aoiiiinai^iny the up<'er p a r t 
of X\\K- rjrest riL u m t , nx e nocj iy uhe Sciuii' dS thob ' - of u n j t ±. 
llov^'evc'r, t h e i e i ,J\ c.bundanuv,- uf sub-rounue d to louniK d 
b i o c l c i s t i c m a t e r i e l . n ^hci'i. fh^  st rock t y p e s , oerl ci s , 
t e )T\^S'Mit a coiii'-uii a L i v. iy hJuh cni itjy zoiie v/h-ch may bo near 
10 L1 I, ^ h c l f - e d o c (uunLU Hao, p^  r sonaJ ccjnM.i.miCc t . ci i , l^ 'dT) . 
Ihi. b a l ance oi f orarnini f e r a l and l i t l i o l o e , i c a i oai,.. 
s u g g e s t s t h o t the d e p o s i t i o n of Unit IV took p l a c e i n a 
s l i y l i t l y deep mar ine >jnvironinent but n e a r e r t o a h i g h energy 
zone and l a i e r to th., laorf h^gli . nergy o n e . 
7 . 2 . 5 Uni t _\^ (Sam l e s Ji.i/9-J t(j J i . y 9 - 5 ) : T h i s i s the 
uo e rmos t pa l aooeco l ocij c a l u n i t of t h e s t u d i e d s e q u e n c e . There 
loo 
is an appreciable fall in the number as well as in •. 
frequency of the foraminiferal species in this unit. The 
nodosariids are Lotally absent and vaginulinids are represented 
by five species only, viz., Lenticulina quenstedti, Lj. subalata 
^• -^tiliiii'i^li^J--LiL' Vaqiriulin>, c 1 . V. ectypa and,V. inspissata. 
Other calcareous species are Trocholina nodulosa and 
Spirill ina polygyrata . AiiimoiTiarqinulina cragini is the single 
arenaceous species in Unit V. ' PJ.l these f oraminif eral 
species have low frequency. 
As mentioned in earlier units, the vaginulinids 
indicates a shallov-v water, near-shore, open marine conditions, 
llowever, tlie substantial decrease in the population of 
f oraini ni fera and their low frequency clearly suggest that the 
environmental conditions were not favourable vor tij.'i,, :^:• 
flourisii in this unit. 
Lithologically, grai nstones witli iivuorvening 
bioclastic v;ac!-.•.sLonos are Ihu chief loclc types of tJiis 
unit. The pe LjrcMiranhic studv of grainstones reveals that the 
slceli.Lal and iion-sh^ l^etal eltnients are in grain-to-qrai n 
contact with the intergranular pore-s:^ ar.es i'-Tled by 
pore-filling calcite spar. The biocJ.astic wacKestones contain 
skeletal fraginentji floating in an adinixture of limernud and 
sfjarry calcite. Uu tiie basis of the study of rock types, it 
can be inferred tluit the deposition of Unit V ton]; place in a 
lu^. 
shoal ar'.a vvlioro ti,t> i.'n^ 'rqy vvac rul^tAvcly vcy hi^ l'j. Accordincj 
to \i'Ll'.:on (.!'. 75), ii) urains l .-'n'.- i))i o.-o'ac J c5 zl.c site of 
deposition ranges, IJ-'-JIU vvc-ll alcove i^cc: Icvol to 5 or iU m deep. 
Much clean sand is v.'J unovaaci and oeposJ ted by v.'aves, tioal or 
long-shore currents. Normal salinity conditions prevail on 
account or good ciiculation arid the environment is Vi/elJ-
oxygenated, l-iowevor, the ecological conditions are not 
favourable to marine life because of shiifting sub-s-tj ata. 
In view of the above evidence, it can be interpreted 
that the overall do-')OsJtion of Unit V most probably took 
place in c. shoal-.ng, marine environment where the water was 
much agitated. 
7.2.6 Conclu_sioni From the foregoing discussion, it may bo 
inferred that the deposition of sediments of the stuuied 
sequence in all probability, couiiiienced in an open marine 
environmrrjt w-th calm v;ater conditions in the deep shelf 
region and extended up to near the fore-slope region of the 
basin where high energy condJ. r.io'"s prevailed (Unit 1 ) . Then, 
deposition of sediments took place in slightly deeper water 
conditions (Unit II). Thereafter, for a consldcrahlo t ' e , 
iiiai-sh or lagoon conditions having low pH and low salinity 
values orevailed in the area (Unit III). Again, shifting 
of shore-line caused deposition of sediments in slightly deep, 
inarjiie cona..;,.] a,;, .'•/-•m near to a high energy zone to a 
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relatively more high erieryy one (Unit IV). Finally, the 
deposition took place in a shoaling marine environment, 
v/here salinity was normal but due to much agitation of 
water, benthic marine life could not flourish. This 
condition continued till the end of the accumulation of 
Chari Formation. 
The foraminiferal evidence supplemented with 
mega-faunal, lithological and field observations suggest 
that the overall deposition of Patcham-Chari sequence 
exposed at Jumara Hills, Kutch, took place in a shelf-zone 
which was tectoriically unstable as is evident from the 
periodic fluctuations in the environmental conditions. 
CHAPTEh VIll 
FOAJ:.,iiii^l:.i'J-.L CORllhLATlOiJ Ai^'D PALAHOZOOGHOGRAPHY 
8.1 r0.1A. 1L1^  L FhriAL CORi\ELAT lON 
Juiiara Hills lyin'j on the west of the Kutch mainlano, 
contain a J : L rly rich assemblage of Jurassic foraniinifere? 
(Chapter--V) . The Jurassic foraminif eral assemblages have al.,o 
been descr'. beJ from other parts of the Kutch region. 
Accordiri zo bhalla and Abbas (l976b), the Jurassic foraminiferal 
assemblages of Kutch are rather endemic and, as such, contribute 
very little in making orecise correlation with those from 
otl'er r--a::on:. However, an overview of literature reveals 
that the Jircassic microfauna of Kutch exhibits some 
affinities \vi ch the Jurassic f oraminif eral assemblages 
described from a few region;, of the country as well as from 
certain reo'iun^ of th^ j worlo. This fact holds true for the 
Ju.iiara asseiiiblage also. 
ihe ;.u::.c:- region covers a vast area of western inula 
ano an attem ••L, is maoe to scuoy the affinities of Jurassic 
Jumara f oraiiiinif era wi ch the other foraminif eral assemblages 
of KUbcn. The present assemblage has also been compareo wizh 
the Jura :ic i oraniinif eral assemblages Described from 
Rajasthan .:n - also from certain other regions of the worla 
and a regional as well as inter-regional correlation is 
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ii.l.l Regional Correlation: From west to east in the Kiitx!. 
neinlcincJ, fairly rich Jurassic f orami ni f era"! assemblaqoL , 
descr-ibed so far, are from southeosl of Lodai villaqo near 
Habo (Subbotina et_ ^ . , 'i960); from Habo Hills (Bhalla anu 
Abbas, 1978); from Jhurio Hill (Bhalla and Talib, 1980; 
1985c); and from Kaiya Hill (Bhalla and Lai, 1985). 
Affinities of Jumara foraminifera with those from the above 
localities of Kutch mainland are sb.own in text-fig. 16. 
Out of twenty-six foraminiferal species of Lodai 
village assemblage (Subbotina et^  al_., 1960), the following 
four species having close resemblance in morphological 
features, occur in the present assemblage: Trocholina 
conosimilis, Lenticulina quenstedti (= L. dilectiform.is) , 
Astacolm. anceps {= A. anceps var. indica) and Citharina 
clathrata (= C, pseudolatissima). 
Bhalla ano Abbas (1976b, 1978) gave a comprehensive 
account of CalJovian-Uxfordian foraminifera from Habo Hills 
n'jar bhaicng, situated about 85 km east of the present stuoy 
area. The species common to both the assemblages incluoe, 
Ammobaculites govvdai, A. reophacoides, Trocholina conosimilis 
i= T_. cf. T. conosimilis), Spirillina polygyrata, Nooosaria 
•^^•^  • •'^<' ^ Parginaie, N. simplex, Dentalina guembeli, 
Fronoicularia kutchensis, Lenticulina quenstedti, L. subalaia, 
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L. tricarinella, L. varians, MarL]inulin_a aff. M. 'A'UOUJ , 
Astacolus anceps, A. aphrastus, A..__p_oUp/-rdluj^  an- Cith^rlna 
clathrata. 
From the Jurassic rocks exposed at Bad^ i> .ir Jhurio 
Hill, Bhalla and Talib (1980) describro nineteen iorarniniferal 
species, and in a subsequent publication, these auti ors 
(Bhalla and Talib, 1935c) reported fifty-thr^-^ species Ox"" 
foraminifera from Sonwa-nala section of Jhurio Hill. The 
following twenty-two species are also present in our 
assemblage: Trocholina conosimilis, Soirillina polyqyrata 
Nodosari a aff. N. columnaris, N. cf. Ni. raoiata (= N. radiata), 
N. simplex, Dentalina quembeli, Frondicularia kutchensis, 
Lenxiculina quenstedti, L. subalata, L. tricarinella, 
L. varians, Saracenaria cornucopiae, Marginulina curvatura, 
M. aff. M. woodi, Astacolus anceps, A. pauperatus, Vaginulina 
bhatiai, V. misrensis, (= Vaqinulinopsis misrensis Said and 
BarakaX) , Citharina clathrata, CitharInel_la rhomboioea, 
Tristix oolithica and Epistomina mosquensis. The Jumara 
f oraminif era have been found almost identical zo tlK? Jhurio 
acienblage (Talib, 1984). 
Bhalla and Lai (1985) obtained sevente'^n species of 
foraminifera from the Jurassic rocks of Kaiya Hill, situated 
about 12 km south-east of Jumara village. ivodosarJa simolex, 
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D e n t a i i n a Q^ J' ''fl^ c-_LL_, Leni ^ c i J i i na q u e n s t e d t i , L . s u b a l a t a , 
L ' "trj cari i i ( : l la_, A s t n c o l u s a n c e p s , A. pauperat i i i s and 
C: t!,/.r liT,--' c J a t l ^ r a t a a rc common t o both Kaiya and Jurnara 
aas(^n;)laq^;! l . 
In addition to thr- above, meager Jurassic foraminifer 
as5(?niblaQ05 h^ -ve also been recorded from the eastern part of 
the Kuxchi reqi.on. Shringarnure and Desai (1975) reported 
nineteen so? cies from the /vlanfara section of the Wagad area. 
Lenticulina quenstedti (= L. dilectiformis) occurs in both the 
assemblagesc Singh (1977) described five species of Epistomine 
including Epistomina mosquensis from the sub-surface sediments 
of the Banni area. This species is also present in our 
material am: closely resembles xvith the Banni form. 
Jurassic exposures are also developed in the Rajasthan 
region of v/estern India, aojacent to Kutch. This region of 
tile coun-Lry also includes fairly rich Miodle and Upper 
Jurassic forairiiniferal assealDlages (Subbotina et_ aJ^ , , 1960, 
Kalia anc C;.ov;di urv, 1933). A comparison of the present 
foramini feral asso:nulaqG wi ui the Rajasthan is shown in text-
iiq. 17. 
Subijctina et_ al,. (1960) reported eleven snecies from 
the Upper Jurassic oeoosits of Jaiselmer area of Rajasthan but 
in our assemblage only two species, viz., Astacolus aphrastus 
^~ A., apiirc'sxus Loeblich anc Tappan, var. minuta Subbotina and 
o 
E 
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Srivastava) and Lenticulina quensLidll (= L, di lecti f ormib ) 
have been found common to both L1J< rf-gi^ns. 
From the C^llovian strata of Jaiseliner area of 
Rajasthan, Kalia and Chowdhury (1983) described forty-seven 
foraminiferal soecies. Of these, only eight species occur in 
Jumara assemblage. These are : Trocholina conosimilis 
(= T_. cf. T. conosimilis), Dentalina guembeli, Lenticulina 
quenstedti, L. tricarinella, Astacolus anceps (= Planularia 
anceps), A. pauperatus, Citharlnella rhomboidea and Tristix 
oolithica. 
The Jumara foraminifera of Kutch resemble the 
Rajasthani forms in gross morpiiological features but variations 
in size occur in a few forms. 
8.1.2 Inter-regional Correlation: Affinities of Jumara 
foraminifera with those from certain other regions of the 
world have been displayed in text-fig. 17. 
From Karkar Formation (Jurassic) of northieast 
Afghanistan, a meager foraminiieral assemblage has been 
renorted by Desio et_ a_l,. (1965). Lenticulina quenstedti is 
common to both Jumara area of India and Afghanistan. However, 
Trocholina conica of Afghan assemblage closely resembles 
Trocholina conosimilis of the presen: asseinblage. 
A prolific assemblage aescr''bed by Kalantari (1969) 
from Bajocian to Oxforo^an strata of northeast Iran contains 
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seventeen species of Jumara assemblage which inclndo 
Haplophragmoides bartensteini, Trocholina nodulosa, Spirillina 
polygyrata» Nodosaria apheilolocula, W. simplex, Frundi cularJ a 
nodosaria, Lenticulina quenstedti, L. subalata, L. tricarl noil a, 
L. varians, Saracenaria cornucopiae {= Saracenella cox-nucopiae), 
Astacolus anceps (= Planularia anceps), A.beierana 
(= Planularia beierana), A. filosa, Vaqinulina misrensis 
(= Vaginulinopsis misrensis Said and Barakat), Citharlria 
clathrata, and Epistomina mosquensis (= Brotzenia mosquensis) . 
The majority of species in the Jumara foraminiferal assemblage 
is mainly of Callovian to Oxfordian age and shows close 
similarity to those recorded and figured by Kalantari (1969). 
However, a few species like, Triplasia emslandensis and 
Laqena sulcata described from the Lower Cretaceous seditnents 
of Iran also occur in our assemblage. 
The Jumara foraminifera of Kutch exhibits a fair 
reseiiiblance to those described by Said and Barakat (1953) iro.i 
the bajocien to Kimmeridgian sediments of Egypt. The following 
eleven species are com:.ion to both the assemblages: Noaosar^ a 
simplex, Frondicularia liqnaria, Lenticulina subalata, 
L. quensteoti, L. tricarinella, L. varians, Siracenaria 
cornucopiae, Astacolus filosa, A. pauperatus (= Planularia 
cordif ormis ), Vaginulina misrensis (= Vaginulinopsis misrensi:.) 
snd Citharina clathrata. 
Macfayden (1935) described Jurassic foraminifer: fro.' 
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from Somalia. Some of the SomalJ an 5r)PciGS, e.g., Nodes ari a 
simplex (= Dentalina simplex), Lenticulina quenstedtj 
(~ Cristellaria quenstedti ), L._ tricar-i nella (= C. trlcarinella 
and L. varians (= C. varians) also occur in our assemblage. 
L. quenstedti and L. tricarJ nella are abundant in the Jumara 
material and also show a similar frequency but the Jumara 
forms have larger tests than Somalian forms. 
The present assemblage also shows some affinities with 
the Malagachian foraminiferal fauna described by Espitalie 
and Sigal (1963). The species common to both the assemblages 
include, /^mobaculites reophacoides (= A. cf. A. reophacoides), 
Lencitulina quenstedti, L, subalata (= L. subalatiformis), 
Vaginulina inspissata (= Astacolus aff. A. inspissatus) and 
Epistomina mosquensis. 
8.2 PALAEOZOOGEOGRAPHY 
8.2.1 Introduction; The Mesozoic Era in Geology has 
attracted the largest number of palaeoqeographic and 
palaeobiographic reconstructions. It acpears likely that 
the marine incursions commenceo tovaros tho advent of the 
Toracian, and regular advancement of the sea continued 
up to the Late Oxfordian time. The OJsmemberment of Pangaea, 
perhaps, began during the Early Juraosic oeriod, about 205 m y 
ago and resulted in the opening of oroto-Atlantic and 
proto-Indian oceans. The palaeomaonetic and palaeolatitudinal 
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data rev. a] Lhol the Gonowan<-J .m';, comprising South America, 
Africa, /.laJ fiache, India, Antarctica and Australia - existed 
at least from the Cambrian to Jurassic times. The continental 
landmass s'.lit up into the aforesaio constituents towards tlie 
close of tlie Jurassic perioo, vvlien the Indian plate drifted 
away from near 50 S latitude anc; started sliding northwards 
till it finally collided with uhe Eurasian plate. Jurassic 
is, therefore, a significant oeriod of Mesozoic Era because 
of its world-wide marine transgression and certain major 
episodes in the history of the earth. 
The Jurassic period was marked by a wide-spread change-s 
in litho - and bio-fscies and in ao earance of new micro- and 
mega-fauna including foraminifora, ;} imonites, bivalves, 
gastropods, hexacorals, etc. Of these, ammonites have been 
considered the most important because of their large number 
of short-ranging species having wi-de geographical distribution. 
Several authors including Neuhiayr (1883), Arkell (1956), 
Hallam (19^9), and Gordon (1970; pointed that many Jurassic 
marine invertecrate fauna were not cosmopolitan in distribution 
but restricted to different faunal realms. On the basis of 
ammonite faunc, Arkell (l95o) IcenLificc three Jurassic realms, 
viz., Boreal, I^ 'acific and Tetliyan. liov.'cver, Hallam (1969) 
believec thr^ t t'nerc were only i;or.-?J r-n^- Tethyan realms as the 
Pacific reai'" had abunoance of Tcchyan elemionts. Accord: n.^. to 
Hallam (1969), salinity was th.- -^rinciDcl factor causing 
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differences between the Boreal and Tethyan fauna. Hirscli 
(19B6) opined that the Tethyan fauna was d^rfcront fro;n 
other Boreal counterparts. 
The palaeozoogeographers also visualised sevora.] 
physico-choinical parameters which influenced Lho distribution 
of Jurassic fauna. Amonqst the noticeable oarameters ere 
_ temperatjre (Neumayr, 1883; Sato, i960; Zieglar, i9i:y't; 
Denovan, 1967), physical-barriers (Uhlig, 1911; ArkelJ , 1956; 
Imlay, 1965) and depth of sea (Huag, 1907; Ager, 1967). 
Haliam (l9o9), however, opined that in addition to the above, 
the other controlling factors, e.g., turbidity, food su-^oly, 
salinity and intensity of wave exposure were equally important 
in faunal distribution. 
Some pioneers of Kutch Jurassic have demonstrated that 
the Jural sic mega-fauna of Kutch display close affinities with 
tliose of Salt-range and Baluchistan regions of Pakistan ana 
Arabia as woli as those of Malagache and East Africa (VVaagen, 
1873-76; Raj Nath, 1942; Ai^kell, 1956; PasGoe, 1959; Teichert, 
1970). Arkell (1956), on the basis of m.; ga-f aunal evidence, 
observGo that during Lower and Middle Jurassic times, an arm 
of Tethys stretched through and eastern coast of Africa which 
later enoulfed Kutch and western Rajasthan of India also. !;o 
(Arkell, 1' 56) held that this arm was responsible for the 
separation of the eastern half of the Gondwanaland from the 
western h:lf ,,nd many contemooraneous fauna of the Ethonian 
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biogeographic province developed in the Jurassic gulf. These 
findings of Arkell (1956) have bi ( n folJowed by subsec|uent 
geoscientists (Said and Daraket, iVi^ S; Teichiert, 1970; BhalJ a 
and Abbas, 1976b). 
8.2.2 Foraminiferal Evidence: The Jurassic palaeogeogranhy 
of the Peninsular India has not yet been clearly d(^ flnr(: by 
foraminiferalogists. This is mainly because of insufficient 
foraminiferal data available from the classic Jurassic area 
of Kutcl': and also from other Jurassic localities of the 
country as well as adjacent regions of the world. 
As stated elsewhere, the Juras'.ic foraminif eral 
assemblages of Kutch, including the present one, are rather 
endemic. However, the Kutch foraminiferal assemblage exhibits 
affinities with the Jurassic foraminiferal assemblages 
described from different regions of Tethyan realm, including 
vjestern Hajasthan (Inoia), Afghanistan, Iran, Egypt, Somalia 
and /Vialagache. Therefore, en attei.'i'jt has been made to enhance 
our knowledco of Juiacsic r^alaeozooqoography of Kutch on 
foraminiferal evidence. 
Not only are the foraminiferal soecies of Kutch 
Jurassic identical and/or similar in their morohological 
features to those described from different Tethyan regions 
but also a similar trend in thi^ i^r frequency is exhibited by 
a fairly good number of species coinmon to these regions. 
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LentJculina subalata is one such soecies \V. I C . O'. J J. S 
abundantly in Kutcli and the same frequency ib miirored in 
Iran. Likevjise, L. quenstcdti ano L. tricarJiielir- sliov; 
similar frequencies in Kutch and Somalia; and Citharina 
clathrata is frequent to abundant in the Jurassic rocks of 
Kutch, Iran and Egypt. However, there are some minor 
moroholoqical variations '• n the above mentioned s;iocics from 
different regions but these are, probably, due to varying 
palaeoecological conditions and, as such., -io not undermine 
comparison, 
8.2.3 Discussion: The Jumara assemblage of foraminifera 
compares well with the Jurassic assemblages of the different 
regions of Tethyan realm and it supports the earlier views 
based on foraminiferal evidence that xhe Kucc!' foraminifera 
has a distinct Tethyan affinity (Shall a and Abbas, 1976b; 
Bhalla and Talib, 1985c). 
Hall am (1969) advocated that the foraminifera having 
< simnle interiors, oarticularly, those belonging to 
Suoerfamiiy Lituolacea, flourished in the Boreal realm 
whereas nhos" having complex interiors were confined to 
Tethyan realm. He attributed this difference to his salinity 
control hypothesis, Hov/evor, all lituolaceans in the Jumara 
materi al have simple interiors but the present foraminiforal 
assemblage has a oistinct Tethyan affinity. 
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Gordon (1970) distinguished two major foraminiferal 
assemblages and described tFicin as (i) Shelf assemblage, 
dominated by nodosariids, vaginulinids, arenaceous species with 
simple interiors and shelf calcareous species, and (ii) a 
Tethyan assemblage, comprisjnq planktonic foraminifera and 
arenaceous foraminifera having complex internal structure in 
the shallow waters bordering the Tethyso He (Gordon, 1970) 
defined the 'Shelf region' as an extension of Tethys in the 
northern and southern continental shelves while the 'Tethyan 
zone' was the deep geosyncline extending from the Mediterranean 
sea to the Himalayas and further beyond to the islands of 
Indonesia. The Tethyan assemblage of foraminifera described by 
Gordon is actually from the shallow v^ fater areas bordering the 
tropical Tethys sea (fide Kalia and Chowdhury, 1983). Therefor< 
the definitions given by Gordon for the 'Shelf' and the 
•Tethyan zone' on the basis of foraminifera are not convincing. 
As such, his hypothesis does not stand to reasoning in 
drawing any definite conclusions regarding the Jurassic 
palaeozoogeography. 
Kalia and Chowdhury (1983) stated that the Callovian 
foraminiferal assemblage of Rajasthan in western India and 
the one described by Bhalla ana Abbas (1978) from Callovian-
Oxfordian sediments of Kutch have a Boreal affinity because 
80^ 0 of the foraminif eral fauna of Rajasthan and Kutch are 
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sii.iila]: <:,i L'u:cies level to IhoGi- described from Hurope and 
I'tortii Anh .;..d. As discussed in tiie sequel, th'i concept of 
similaiJtv proposed by these ..-.uiiiors (Kalia and Chovvdhury, 
op. CJI.) does not appear to bo true. 
Tlio Jurassic foraminiforal assemblage from Kutch 
anci Raj asti.tJii, undoubtedly, include a fair number of 
species debcribed from different parts of Europe and North 
America, liov/ever, there are notable differences in their 
morphological characters as well as in frequency. For 
example, Astacolus aphrastus oescribed first from Oxford!an 
of U. S. A. is more than twice the size of forTis described 
from India and A. pauperatus is less elongated than the 
original German form (Bartenstien and Brand, 1937) and is 
smaller, lesb tapering, with simole sutures than English 
forms (Barnard, 1950). Similarly, the Kutch specimens of 
Citharina clathrata are smaller Lhan those described from 
Upper Lias of Byfield, Englano, as Vaginulina clathrata by 
Barnaro (i9bO) but xhe Englisii forms have more chambers, a 
curved aoer^ural margin and a few but curved ornamental ribs 
v^ ithout bii'.rcation (fi.de Bhalla and Abbas, 1978; Talib, 
1984). In Jumara material, tl-ie specimens of different species 
of Lenticulina suchi as Lr_'l'-'-'^Ilst.Gdt_i_, _L,_ subalata and 
a'-'^  L._ t_ricarlnella are characterised by robust tests and 
larger size ..hon their European counter;~'arts. Said and Barakai 
(1958), while comoaring the Egyotian foraminiferal fauna with 
those of Euro'oc, oointed out thai ..he Egyptian laqenids end 
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vaginulinids were less ornamented than those of the European 
faunas. The above mentioned morF:>hological coinparisons 
clearly indicate that at least the Kutch Jurassic foraminifera 
do not show remarkable similarities with European ana/or 
North Americcn foraminiferal fauna of the same age. 
The distribution of foraminifera, like any other 
marine organism, is controlled by a variety of fecxors. One 
such factor is hot and cold water oceanic currents which 
orevail in different seas in different directions in different 
regions. In modern seas, such currents physically transport 
foraminifera from one region to the other, e.g., Globj gerina 
bulloides, a well-known cold water planktonic form which 
occurs abundantly in sub-antarctic and transitional v.'atc-rs 
having surface temperatures between 10 and 18 c (Be and 
Hutson, lv77) . However, this species has been found in warm, 
tropical, water assemblages of West Coast of India (Aniony, 
lVo8; Zobel, 1971; Bhalla ana Nigam, 1979; Bhalla and Gaur, 
1986). Of course, only oead specimens of such forms are 
found in the areas where they are transported. The Gulf 
Strea,i furnishes another example. Ix originates from the 
Gulf of iviexico covering Polar region through the south-
eastern oart of U. S. A. and Mexico and transports a liuqe 
a^ 'GL-nt of sediments, including foraminifera, from on' olace 
to another even uo to ix'orth Atlantic drift. That such 
C'lrrenLs wre ':revc'jling Jn the geological nast also has been 
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established and this could be one of the reasoi:io why some of 
the Boreal elements could bo founu in the TeLhyan realm and 
vice versa. This might be one of tiie reasons for Lhe 
presence of Boreal elements in the otherwise Tctliyan 
foraminiferal assemblage of Rajasth.an which shows close 
affinities with the Jurassic foraminifera of Kutcfi discussed 
earlier. The close resemblance of mega-fauna, especially 
ammonites of Rajasthan and Kutch regions have already been 
established by earlier v^orkers (H. j Nath, 1942; Arkell, 1956; 
Jai Krishna, 1980). 
Kalia and Chowdhury (1983; did not put forward sound 
reasons for assigning the Jurassic foraminiferal assemblage 
from Rajasthan to the Boreal realni. There are a good number 
of foraminifera, including nodosariids and vaginulinics, 
which are cosmopolitan in occurrence and if such forms occur 
in North AiTierica, Europe and in the Indian sub-concj non'u, 
they are of little significance in delineating 
palaeozoogeographic provinces. Thus, in dealing vath the 
palaeobiogeographical studios, not only the overwhelming 
majority of the species should be relied uoon but the close 
resemblance in their morpholooical features end the concept 
of parallelism in the frequency oistribution of species 
common to faunal assemblages of different regions must rlso 
be taken into account. Only tht:n, Lhe affinities and 
relationships of the assemblaqos coulo be firmly established. 
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8.2.4 Conclusion: In viev; of tiio iiisut L icient information 
available concerning the Jurassic f oi jiiiini f era froro tlic 
regions belonging to the Tetliyan realm, it is diificult to 
stress upon the possible sea connections between Kutch and 
other Tethyan regions during this perioo. Nevertheless, the 
present study dealing with inter-regional foraminiferal 
correlation suggests that during Dogger and Malm epochs, 
Kutch was having a close sea connection with Central Arabia, 
Afghanistan and Rajasthan on the one hand and Somalia and 
Malagache on the other. 
O'J,.;,.:AJI'. 
i!:( ' [^ i^-'ir^  GLIKJV Giiibocies 2 nvostinat >jn5 made on 
.. ' .u:.i,..'2ii ...'.',. recovc^rod from the oxposiires of tli(? 
Jurc'.i-i/ic Sv'qui-nc m Barh nala and Toon Phuor nala cuttings 
aL tho Jurnara I-;llJ s in the western Kutch, Gujarat State of 
Inciia . 
Of tlio LLroe formations of Jumara sequence, viz., 
Patchain, Chari and Katrol, only the former two yielded a 
prolific Jurassic foraminiferal assembla(je comprising 
fifty-one soecies dominated by vaginulinids and nodosariids, 
including two new species, viz., Flabellammina bharatica 
and Marqinulina jumaraensis and eighteen ones being 
described for the first time from the Kutch region. However, 
the Katrol Formation contains only post-Mesozoic 
foran:inifera and, as such, it has not been subjected to a 
thorough study. 
All the fifty-one foraminiferal species have been 
given taxonomic treatment, including dimorphism and 
variaxion of those species which are either abundant or 
frequent in ti.o Jun.ai'a .. c-terial. F. bharatica n, sp. has 
been investigated on statistical basis. 
The Jumara sequence has been assigned a Callovian-
Oxfordian age on :ho basic of presence of a gooo numiber of 
short ranging foraminiferaJ species in the oresent asso;.'iblage 
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A tentative demarcation between the Callovian anri Oxfordi an 
sxrata cf the Jurnara sequence has also bt'en cndoavoured 
on the basis of certain marker foraminiferal ST'OcJes. 
The f oraminif eral study supplemented by litl^.ological 
and field data suggests that the deposition of the studied 
sequence commenced in an open marine, calm, environment in 
oeep-shelf region and extended up to shoaling marine 
condition with occasional changes in the environment 
because of shifting of the shore-line from time to time. 
The study-area also v/itnessed short spells of lagoon or 
marsh conditions during the deposition of the middle part 
of the Chart Formation. 
A comparison betv.'oen the Jumara f oraminif eral 
assemblage with other Jurassic assemblages described from 
Kutch and Rajasthan in India as well as certain other 
regions of the world reveals that the present assemblage has 
a distinct Tethyan affinity. The study also suooc-cts that 
curin:::, Dogger and I'.ialra epochs, Kutch had a free sea 
communication with Central Arabia, xran, Afghanistan, 
Rajasi.han (India), Som.alia and Malagache. 
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Appendix - II 
rormuloe aoolied in the statistical analysis of i-. bharatica 
n „ 5[j. 
1 2X 
N 
Where M = mean 
iX = sum of measurements 
N = number of soecimens 
N/ N E X-^  - (E Xj 
J. t = 
V/here cT' = s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n 
Mj_ - Mo 
y 
(Ni - ^) of + (N2 - 1) a-2 ^ ^ 
_ X—~ 
N 1 + N2 - 2 Nj_ i^2 
Vi/here M, and M = means of a variable 
representing separate 
groups. 
N and N„ = number of specimens 
representing separate 
groups. 
cr and (Ji = value of standard 
deviation representing 
seoarate groups. 
(i) Sg 2 
3l'~ 
N^ - 1 
1 
N2 - i 
T- ( 
2 
X)' 
(y2 - y) 
2 
Where x and y = variable of se- arato groups 
*<"r.eference Book: 
,'U:f.P.. , 'A. o n o s , J 'w : EciucaL.onal S t a t i s t i c s - b'se and 
I n t e r p r ' La'^Jcns, Harper ancj Fiow P u b J i s h o r s , 
'.ov. Yc: K , pp . i - 4 2 9 . 
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(ii) .bey 
here F = tht^  value by whicli variance 
homogeneity will bo tested. 
SQ = the greater (larger) variance 
Sl'"= the lesser (smaller' Vcir:.- .•:!• 
5, (i) r = N^XY - "SX^Y 
Where r = coefficient of corrGl-; tion 
X and Y = two sei..arate var iables of one 
group. 
( i i ) t r = .„, V, I^  " .2, 
• / i - r^ 
Where tr = t value of r 
(iii) Regression equations: 
y - My 
X - Mx = r 
(X - Mx) 
^ . (Y - My) 
(I) 
(II) 
Where X and Y = two separate variables 
of one group. 
MX and My = respective means of two 
variables. 
'^ x and '^y - respective standard 
deviations of variables, 
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V a r i a b l e s 
Appendix - 111 
a n a l y s i s of d a t a 
iMegalospher ic g roup (MEG) / . i icrospherLc group (MIC) 
N = 23 ' N = 10 ' 
X S X^ Mean SDs IX z : X^ i'Aean SDi 
Length 18 .6 15 .29 0 , 8 1 0 . 1 4 10 .88 1 1 . 9 1 1.09 0 . 0 8 5 
(1) 
o r r a d t h 1 2 . 9 3 7 .39 0 . 5 6 2 0 . 0 7 5 .77 3 .37 0 .5o 0 . 0 1 
(b) 
E l o n g a t i o n 31 .9 4 4 . 8 7 1.4 0 . 1 6 4 1 8 . 5 34 .87 1.85 0 . 2 5 3 
r a t i o ( l / b ) 
Diameter of 494 10 ,636 2 1 . 4 7 1.05 144 2 ,112 14.4 1.95 
F ' ro locu lus 
Aumber of io9 521 4 . 7 3 0 . 4 4 64 412 6.4 0 . 4 9 
Chambers 
N = Number of specimens 
df = N - 2; 21 for MEG and 8 for MIC group. 
PLATE 1 
Fi-^. 1 A view of Ju..icx-r l l ^ l l s ^bout n o r t h OJ 
JuniTx - v i l l a g e , 'Culch (viov/ l o o k i n g 
n o r t h ) 
•i( . 2 A vievj of J y o c r c v . l l a g e , Kutch (view 
l o o k i n g w e s t ) . 
Plate 1 
Fig. 1 
THESIS SECTION 
Fig. 2 
THESIS SECTION 
PLATE 2 
Fig. i Showing vegetation (thorny bushes) 
at Jumara Hills, Kutch. 
Fig. 2 Showing vegetation (thorny bushes 
and cactus plants) at Jumara Hills, 
Kutch. 
Plate 2 
Fig. 1 rHESJS SECT/ON 
THESIS SECTION 
1% 
f--
Pig. 2 
PLATE 3 
Fig. 1 A general view of Patcham limemudstone 
with some pockets of bioclastic 
wackestone (sampling unit JM/1). 
Fig. 2 Exposure of richly fossiliferous coral 
bearing limemudstone of Patcham 
Formation (sampling unit JM/2). 
^ ^ ^ : ^ i • , 
•f »>,. 
.Y*-^*^ 
Fig. 1 
SI* 
Plate 3 
•n*^ *. 1 
ItiESlS SECTION 
^ i . 
Fig. 2 
PLATE 4 
Fig. 1 Showing a minor fault in Chari Formation 
(sampling unit JM/S). 
Fig. 2 Dolerite intrusion in the bioclastic 
wackestune of Chari Formation 
(sampling unit JM/7). 
Plate 4 
Fig. l 
THESIS SECTION 
PLATE 5 
Fig. 1 An isolated patch of grainstone 
(=Dhosa oolite) of Chari Formation 
(sampling unit JM/9) in the mud-
flats near Rann of Kutcli (view 
looking north). 
Fig. 2 A general view of ferruginous sandstone 
of Katrol Formation (sampling unit JM/iO), 
exposed in the vicinity of Jumara 
village, Kutch (view looking southwest). 
Fig. 1 
Plate 5 
THESIS SECTIOIS 
IV Fig. 2 
PLATE 6 
(a, side/dorsal view; b, apertural view/ventral viev^ ') 
Fig. 1 Thurammina diaforamens Ireland x 55 
2 Ammodiscus sp. x 45 
3 Reophax tener Siebold and Siebold x 60 
4 Haplophraqmoides bartensteni Kalantari x 110 
5 Ammomarginulina cragini Loeblich and Tappan x 135 
° Ammobaculites qowdai Bhalla and Abbas x 80 
"^ A. formosus Zieglar x 110 
8 A. reophacoides Bartenstein x 95 
9-11 Flabellammina bharatica n. sp. 
9, holotype; microspheric form x 35 
10, paratype A; microspheric form x 36 
11, paratype B; megalospheric form x 36 
12 Triplasia emslandensis Bartenstein and Brand x 50 
•^3 Trocholina nodulosa^  Siebold and Siebold x 110 
14 T. conosimilis Subbotina and Srivastava x 110 
15 Trocholina sp. x 135 
Plate 6 
'WESfS SECTic^ 
PLATE 7 
(a, side view; b, apertural view) 
•i g. 1-2 Spirillina polygyrata Guembel 
i, megalospheric form x 90 
2, microspheric form x 100 
3 Nodosaria apheilolocula Tappan x 102 
4 N. aff. N. columnaris Franke x 92 
5 N. cylindracea Costa x 76 
6 N. aff. N. marqinata iViarsson x iOO 
7 N. cf. N. radiata (Terquem) x 130 
8 N, simplex (Terquem) x 140 
9 Dentalina guembeli Schwager x 60 
10 D. aff. D. sarthacensis Schwaqer x 70 
11 Frondicularia kutchensis Bhalla and Abbas x 115 
12 F. liqnaria Terquem x 100 
13 F. nodosaria Terquem x 90 
14 Lagena sulcata (Walker and Jacob) x 100 
15 Lagena sp. x 95 
16 Lenticulina subalata (Reuss) x 55 
17 L. quenstedti (Guembel) x 90 
^^ Saracenaria cornucopi_ae_ (Schwager) x 100 
19 Lenticulina sp. x 95 
20 L. tricarinella (Reuss) x 50 
21 L._. varians (Bornemann) x 125 
22 A^ arginulina curvatura Cushman x 110 
23 M. aff. M. woodi Bhalla and Abbas x 85 
Plate 7 
PLATE 8 
(a, side/dorsal view; b, apertural viev;/vGntral viov;) 
Fig. 1- 2 Marginulins juiiis_ra_en5_is_ n. sp. 
i, holotype x 90 
2, paratype x 95 
3 Astacolus anceps (Terquen) x 100 
^ A. pauperatu.s (Jones and Parker) x 90 
^ A. aphrastus Loeblich and Tappan x 145 
6 A. filosa (Terquem) x 90 
"^  A. beierana (Guembel) x 65 
8 Vaginulina inspissata Loeblich and Tappan x 95 
9 V. bhatiai Bhalla and Talib x 140 
10 V. misrensis (Said and Barakat) x 115 
11 y. cf. V. ectypa (Loeblich and Tappan) x 130 
12 Marginulinopsis af f. iV.. stephensoni x 80 
•^^ Vaginulinopsis instabili^ s^  (Terquera) x 130 
14 Tristix oolithica (Terquem) x 40 
15 Citharinella rhomboidea Loeblich and Tappan x 100 
Plate 8 
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